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Abstract
Kinetic processes occurring upstream of planetary bow shocks can greatly
perturb the magnetosphere-striking solar wind. Collisionless shocks are highly
non-linear systems with complicated feedback mechanisms. Transient events
form part of the growing evidence that shocks are highly variable and far
more complex than a large-scale quasi-static picture would suggest.
In this thesis we survey Cluster magnetic field, thermal ion, and en-
ergetic particle observations upstream of Earth’s bow shock to investigate
events known as foreshock cavities. Foreshock cavities exhibit depressions in
magnetic field magnitude and thermal ion density, associated with enhanced
fluxes of energetic ions. Two models of foreshock cavity formation exist and
we attempt to discriminate between them. Cavities are found in all parts
of the Cluster orbit upstream of the bow shock but preferentially in fast,
moderate magnetic field strength solar wind streams.
Localising foreshock cavity observations in a coordinate system organised
by physical processes in the foreshock, reveals a systematic change in fore-
shock cavity location with the cone angle between the solar wind flow and
magnetic field. At low (high) cone angles foreshock cavities are observed out-
side (inside) the expected boundary of the intermediate ion foreshock. This
result favours a model of foreshock cavities as isolated bundles of magnetic
flux preferentially filled with energetic particles.
We present a case study locating an isolated foreshock cavity precisely
with respect to measured bow shock position. We use Cluster’s multi-
spacecraft nature to constrain the cavity extent. Associated particle pop-
ulations are studied in detail. A second case study is shown to coincide with
a transition from the deep ion foreshock to the electron foreshock. This event
has some features expected from the new model of cavities as brief encounters
with a spatial boundary in the global foreshock.
Finally, we present the first observations of explosive events resembling
Hot Flow Anomalies near Saturn’s bow shock.
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We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
T. S. Eliot,
Little Gidding,
Four Quartets
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
This thesis examines events found upstream of the bow shocks of Earth and
Saturn. Bow shocks form through the interaction of the supersonic solar
wind with planetary magnetic fields. This chapter introduces the solar wind
and shocks in collisionless plasmas. We review physically important plasma
and flow parameters and give typical values for the upstream solar wind. The
gross morphology of waves and particles in the foreshock are reviewed before
we introduce the types of transient events the study of which make up the
bulk of this thesis.
1.2 Context
1.2.1 The Solar Wind
The coincidence in 1859 of an eruption on the Sun observed by Carring-
ton (1859) and Hodgson (1859) and disturbances to ground magnetometers
hinted that there could be a magnetic connection between the Sun and the
Earth. However, Carrington himself noted that any such conclusion drawn
from a single event would have been hasty and ill-founded.
Almost forty years later, Kristian Birkeland proposed that the terrestrial
auroræ were due to particles emanating from the Sun (e.g. Stern, 1989).
11
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Property Symbol Value
Proton density np 6.6× 106m−3
Electron density ne 7.1× 106m−3
He2+ density nα 0.25× 106m−3
Flow speed |vSW | 4.5× 105ms−1
Flow direction nearly radial
Proton temperature Tp 1.2× 105K
Electron temperature Te 1.4× 105K
Magnetic field magnitude |B| (IMF) 7× 10−9T
Table 1.1: Solar wind observed properties from Hundhausen (1995)
Biermann (1951) presented evidence from comet tails for a continuous stream
of “corpuscular radiation” from the Sun filling interplanetary space.
In 1939, Edle´n and Grotrian (Milne, 1945) identified highly ionised iron in
the spectrum of the solar corona; this implied that coronal temperatures were
of the order of 106K. Parker (1958), on the basis of this result and Biermann’s
suggestion, showed that fluid equations describing the equilibrium state of the
solar atmosphere implied the existence of a continuous wind which reached
supersonic speeds at altitudes of around ten solar radii.
The presence of a continuous fast-flowing stream of rarified, magnetised,
and highly-ionised plasma (dubbed the solar wind) was confirmed by in situ
measurements by Gringauz et al. (1960), from the Soviet Luna-1 mission, and
Neugebauer and Snyder (1962) from NASA’s Mariner 2. The monitoring of
the solar wind is now routine, with NASA’s Space Physics Data Facility
providing a ‘merged’ data set spanning over 40 years (King and Papitashvili,
2005).
Observed properties and derived parameters near Earth
Average values of various observed properties of the solar wind near the orbit
of the Earth (1AU ∼1.5×1011m) are presented in Table 1.1. When compared
to the matter of which we have everyday experience, the solar wind is clearly
very tenuous, hot and fast moving (Hundhausen, 1995). The hydrogen in the
solar wind is fully ionised (Wood, 2004).We will now use values from Table
13
1.1 to compute some of the basic plasma parameters of the near-Earth solar
wind.
The square of the speed of sound (c2s) in an ionised gas is given by (e.g.
Hundhausen, 1995):
c2s = γkB
∑
j njTj∑
j njmj
(1.1)
Temperatures and densities can be found in Table 1.1, the index j stands
for each particle species in the plasma. and γ is the adiabatic index. Taking
γ = 5
3
, we find cs ∼60 km s−1. As the flow speed is ∼450 km s−1, the solar
wind is highly supersonic with a Mach number Ms = vSW/cs ∼ 7.
The solar wind is magnetised with a remnant of the solar magnetic field.
The Lorentz-force law describes the motion of a charged particle in a electric
field E and a magnetic field B (note that throughout this work we use the
convention of referring to B as the magnetic field rather than the magnetic
induction or flux density). The Lorentz-force law (e.g. Kivelson, 1995a) for
a particle with a charge q, mass m and velocity v is:
m
dv
dt
= q (E+ v ×B) (1.2)
In a uniform magnetic field (B = const,E = 0) the particle circles the
magnetic field with a gyrofrequency (fg) (e.g. Kallenrode, 1998, §2.2.1):
fg =
q|B|
2pim
(1.3)
The radius of this circle is called the gyroradius (rg) depends on a parti-
cle’s velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field (v⊥):
rg =
mv⊥
q|B| (1.4)
For thermal protons in the solar wind, their gyrofrequency is fgp ∼ 0.1Hz
and gyroradius is rgp ∼ 50 km. For electrons fge ∼ 200Hz and rge ∼ 1 km.
The energy density (or magnetic pressure pB) associated with a magnetic
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field is:
pB =
B ·B
2µ0
(1.5)
In the near-Earth solar wind this has a value pB ∼ 19 pPa.
The kinetic pressure (or gas pressure pgas)is:
pgas = kB
∑
j
njTj (1.6)
which gives pgas ∼ 25 pPa. in the solar wind at 1AU.
The ratio of these pressures is called the plasma beta (β = pgas/pB) and
indicates the relative importance of kinetic to magnetic effects. A plasma is
called warm if β ≥ 1; a cold plasma has β  1 (Kivelson, 1995a). In the
solar wind near Earth, β takes values of the order ∼1.
The electron plasma oscillation is the natural response of a plasma to
charge-density perturbations (Kivelson, 1995a). It can be considered the
characteristic oscillation of an electron displaced slightly from its equilibrium
position. The square of the characteristic frequency (f 2pe) is given by:
f 2pe =
nee
2
2pime0
(1.7)
Here, 0 is the vacuum permittivity or electric constant. In the solar wind
fpe ∼ 60 kHz is a typical plasma frequency.
Some Characteristic Waves
We have already seen that the solar wind flow has a high Mach number
when the plasma is treated simply as an ideal (ionised) gas. The presence
of a magnetic field introduces a preferred direction and magnetised plasmas
support a variety of wave modes (e.g. Kallenrode, 1998; Goertz and Strange-
way, 1995). It is not our intention to provide an extensive review and we
will only mention waves on which we later draw. Figure 1.1 summarises the
propagation of the Alfve´n and fast magnetosonic waves modes in a warm,
solar wind-like, plasma under the assumption of negligible electron mass.
Alfve´n waves do not change plasma density, thermal pressure, or field
15
Figure 1.1: Polar plots (Friedrichs diagrams) of phase speed in a single fluid
plasma. The magnetic field points vertically up. The Alfve´n wave mode
is labelled A and fast magnetosonic waves labelled F. The Alfve´n speed is
given by the red dashed line, and the sound speed by the blue line. In the
left (right) panel the Alfve´n speed is larger (smaller) than the sound speed.
After Figure 1.17 of Eastwood (2003)
magnitude; that is they are non-compressive (e.g. Goertz and Strangeway,
1995). They are characterised by perturbations in the components of the
magnetic field transverse to the background field. They cause the lines of
magnetic force (magnetic field lines) to bend. If one imagines a magnetic field
line as being like a taut string (both experience forces that act to flatten out
any curvature), then Alfve´n waves act like waves on the string. The square
of the characteristic Alfve´n (v2A) speed is:
v2A =
B ·B
µ0
∑
j njmj
(1.8)
where µ0 is the well-known magnetic constant, or permeability of free-space.
Alfve´n waves have the following relationship between their (angular) fre-
quency (ω) and wave vector (k):
ω
|k| = cos θkB (1.9)
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Here, θkB is the angle between the wavevector and the background mag-
netic field. Thus Alfve´n waves can propagate in any direction other than
perpendicular to the background field. Waves carry energy at the group
velocity (vg = ∇kω). For Alfve´n waves, the group velocity is field-aligned
(vg = vAbˆ). For typical solar wind conditions near Earth vA = 60 km s
−1,
and the Alfve´n Mach number MA ∼ 7, similar to the sonic Mach number.
A counterpart to the compressive gas pressure, or sound, wave in a mag-
netised plasma is called the fast magnetosonic wave (e.g. Merka et al., 2003;
Kivelson, 1995b). It can propagate, and carry energy, in any direction. It is
characterised by perturbations in which particle pressure changes in phase
with magnetic perturbations; these magnetic fluctuations generally have a
field-aligned component. The squared magnetosonic wave speed (v2MS) is
given by the equation (Kivelson, 1995b):
v2MS =
1
2
(
v2A + c
2
s +
[(
v2A + c
2
s
)2 − 4v2Ac2s cos2 θkB] 12) (1.10)
When propagating perpendicular to the background field, the fast magne-
tosonic wave has a phase speed vMS =
√
v2A + c
2
s, when moving parallel to
the field, the speed is the greater of the Alfve´n and sound speeds (Kivelson,
1995a). The solar wind fast-magnetosonic Mach number (MMS) is, like the
sonic and Alfve´nic Mach numbers, ∼7 near the orbit of the Earth.
Solar Rotation and the Parker Spiral
The solar wind flows almost radially away from the Sun; however, the large-
scale configuration of the magnetic field in the interplanetary solar wind
(IMF) is not radial. Parker (1958) considered the effect of solar rotation on
the IMF; a schematic of his concept is shown in Figure 1.2. The equatorial
solar rotation period is∼25.4 days (Hundhausen, 1995). Assuming the source
of the IMF rotates at this rate and the field is frozen into the out-flowing
plasma, the solar wind magnetic field is wound into a spiral. The observed
angle of this ‘Parker spiral’ depends on the solar wind speed and the distance
of an observer from the Sun. At the orbit of the Earth (1AU), for a flow
speed of 450 km s−1 the expected mean magnetic field direction makes an
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Figure 1.2: A sketch of the spiral configuration of the Interplanetary
Magnetic Field (IMF). The solar wind flows radially outwards (here at
400 km s−1) carrying a remnant of the solar magnetic field. As the Sun ro-
tates, the magnetic field is wound in to a spiral (from Hundhausen, 1995).
angle of 45◦to the Earth-Sun line. This average value was confirmed over a
few solar rotations by observations made by the IMP-1 spacecraft (Wilcox
and Ness, 1965).
1.2.2 The Terrestrial Magnetosphere
Earth’s internal, almost dipolar, magnetic field presents a barrier to the flow
of the magnetised solar wind. The region dominated by the terrestrial mag-
netic field is called the magnetosphere. Figure 1.3 is an artist’s impression
of some of the structure formed by the solar wind interacting with Earth.
Since the bulk flow speed of the solar wind is greater than the characteris-
tic wave speeds, the solar wind must be slowed before it can divert around the
magnetosphere. The bow shock turns some of the directed solar wind kinetic
energy in to randomised thermal energy. The bow shock will be discussed in
more detail in section 1.2.3.
The region of shocked solar wind between the bow shock and the mag-
netosphere is called the magnetosheath; see Lucek et al. (2005) for a recent
review including Cluster results. The region just downstream of the shock
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Figure 1.3: Artist’s impression of the magnetosphere in the (xz) plane con-
taining the Sun-Earth line and the north-pointing normal to earth’s orbital
plane. The various regions are explained in the text [from the European
Space Agency Multimedia Gallery].
is characterised by densities, magnetic field strengths, and ion temperatures
increased over those in the upstream solar wind. The bulk flow direction de-
viates from the average upstream anti-solar flow such that the plasma flows
around the magnetosphere. Near the sub-solar point, the local fast magne-
tosonic Mach number is less than one, but the flow along the flanks becomes
supersonic again. The magnetosheath flow is generally quite disturbed, with
fluctuations injected from the upstream solar wind and foreshock, perturba-
tions from the bow shock itself, and locally generated waves and instabilities
all present.
The boundary between the regions dominated by the shocked solar wind
and the terrestrial magnetic field is called the magnetopause. To lowest order,
the location of the magnetopause is controlled by the balance between the
upstream ram pressure (nmv2) and the magnetic pressure of the terrestrial
field (B2/2µ0). A more thorough treatment gives the magnetopause standoff
distance (in Earth Radii) as:
Rmp(RE) = 107.4
(
nSWv
2
SW
)−1/6
(1.11)
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where nSW is the solar wind proton density (in cm
−3) and vSW is the solar
wind bulk speed (km s−1) (Walker and Russell, 1995). The typical standoff
distance is ∼10RE; this, and the scaling with the −1/6th power of the ram
pressure are in accordance with observations (Sibeck et al., 1991).
In the simplest description, the magnetopause layer is a closed boundary
between the (shocked) solar wind and the magnetosphere (Phan et al., 2005)
with no magnetic field and no flow across the surface. This type of boundary
between distinct plasma regions is known as a Tangential Discontinuity (TD)
(Burgess, 1995). However, various processes, including large scale changes in
the topology of the magnetic field, act to open up the boundary.
Whilst the dayside magnetosphere is compressed by the solar wind, on
the nightside the magnetosphere is stretched in to a magnetotail that extends
out to at least 200RE (Slavin et al., 1985a). The lobes occupy most of the
volume of the tail. The magnetic field in the northern lobe points towards
the Earth and connects to high northern latitudes. The field in the southern
lobe points in the down tail direction. In the region separating the tail lobes
carries a duskward current that closes the magnetopause current system. The
plasmasheet region lies between the tail lobes, in the central plasmasheet
particle number densities are upto 1 cm−3 (about ten times higher than in
the lobe) and ion thermal energies, at ∼ 1 keV, are much higher than the
energy of the bulk flow.
Closer to the Earth, at distances from around 1.2−6RE, there are regions
where energetic particles are trapped by Earth’s magnetic field, forming ra-
diation belts and the ring current. There is a substantial overlap in the two
terms. Wolf (1995) states that all the trapped particles contribute to the
ring current, providing most of the total current. The trapped population
includes Hydrogen, Helium and Oxygen ions with energies ranging from a
few keV ∼ 1MeV.to Roughly coexisting with the radiation belts, at altitudes
upto several Earth-radii, there is a cold (∼ 1 eV), dense (∼ 10 cm−3) plasma
population forming the plasmasphere (Wolf, 1995).
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1.2.3 The Terrestrial Bow Shock
Upstream of the magnetopause, the solar wind is slowed and heated at the
bow shock. The terrestrial bow shock is the most well studied shock in a
collisionless plasma. At the orbit of the Earth, the collisional mean free
path is of the order of an Astronomical Unit (e.g. Goldstein et al., 2005;
Hundhausen, 1995, table 4.3). The bow shock sub-solar standoff distance is
∼14RE from the centre of the Earth. This scale corresponds to some 10−5
of the classical mean free path. Clearly, unlike at hydrodynamic shocks,
collisional viscosity cannot be an important dissipation mechanism at the
bow shock. However, a fluid-like treatment can still relate the upstream and
downstream conditions.
Energy, momentum, and mass should be conserved across any surface
in a plasma and the magnetic field should be divergenceless (∇ · B = 0).
Considering a surface that is at rest and planar over the scales of interest,
with steady-state fields and flows on either side, and applying the ideal gas
equation of state (pgasρ
−γ = const), jump conditions across the surface can
obtained (e.g. Burgess, 1995). These were derived (in the unmagnetised fluid
case) by Rankine and Hugoniot in the late nineteenth century.
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mass conservation
{ρun} = 0 (1.12)
energy conservation{
ρun
(
u2
2
+
γ
γ − 1
pgas
ρ
)
+ un
B2
µ0
− u ·BBn
µ0
}
= 0 (1.13)
momentum conservation, ‖ n {
ρu2n + pgas +
B2
2µ0
}
= 0 (1.14)
momentum conservation, ⊥ n {
ρunut − Bn
µ0
Bt
}
= 0 (1.15)
continuity of Bn
{Bn} = 0 (1.16)
continuity of Et
{unBt −Bnut} = 0 (1.17)
The braces indicate the difference in quantities evaluated on either side of
the surface, the subscript n refers to the direction normal to the surface, the
subscript t indicates quantities transverse to the surface, ρ indicates the mass
density, u the ‘fluid’ flow velocity, other symbols are as previously defined.
We see from equations 1.16 and 1.17 that if there is no transverse magnetic
field (B×nˆ = 0) then the magnetic field will be unchanged across the surface.
For shock-like solutions {pgas} 6= 0 this corresponds to an exactly parallel
shock. For solutions that have the general form of the terrestrial bow shock
({pgas 6= 0}& (0 < Bn < |B|)), both the plasma pressure and magnetic field
strength increase at the shock (i.e. the shock is like a steepened fast mode
wave, see section 1.2.1). As the normal component of the magnetic field must
remain constant (equation 1.16), all the increase is in the transverse field and
the total magnetic field turns away from the shock normal (Burgess, 1995).
The shock jump conditions (equations 1.12-1.17) imply that the angle
between the magnetic field and the shock normal plays a central role in
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Figure 1.4: Shock schematic with Cluster magnetic field time series from
encounters with the quasi-perpendicular (Q⊥) and quasi-parallel (Q‖) shock.
From Balogh et al. (2005)
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working of the bow shock.
Figure 1.4 shows a schematic of the bow shock with two representative
magnetic field traces from spacecraft shock encounters. As the bow shock is
curved, and the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) typically makes a 45◦
angle to the Earth-Sun line (see section 1.2.1) a range of shock normal angles
are encountered at different locations along the bow shock surface.
When the upstream magnetic field makes a large angle to the shock nor-
mal (θBn > 45
◦), the field restricts shock-processed ions to within one gyro-
radius upstream of the shock surface; in these quasi-perpendicular shocks the
transitions tend to be well defined jumps. When the field points nearly along
the shock normal (θBn < 45
◦), particles are free to traverse from the shocked
plasma back upstream. This gives rise to an extended, highly structured,
quasi-parallel shock region (see Figure 1.4).
The Mach number also plays an important role in the physics of the
shock, changing the character of the dissipation; as the bow shock is like
a fast magnetosonic wave, it is the local fast Mach number that is impor-
tant (MMS = (vSW · n)/vMS). The Mach number controls the dissipation
required at the shock (Schwartz, 2006). For low Mach number (sub-critical)
shocks, the dissipation can be provided by an effective resistivity. The mag-
netic field jump at the shock must be associated with a current (∇×B = µ0j).
This current distorts the particle distributions from equilibrium and the dis-
tortion can drive instabilities (e.g. Gary, 1993, Chapter 4). Inhomogeneities
caused by the instabilities provide effective collisions, scattering the particles
in velocity space.
High Mach number, super-critical shocks require more dissipation than
can be accomplished by the (current-limited) jump in magnetic field (Schwartz,
2006). Here ion microphysics plays a vital role. Figure 1.5 shows ‘heating’
of the ion distribution at a quasi-perpendicular shock; it, and the following
discussion are based on the work of Sckopke et al. (1983). Some of the ions
incident on the shock are transmitted directly downstream. This component
is shown by the dotted arrow and the velocity space dot having both vn and
vt small and positive. A fraction of the incident ions are reflected at the shock
jump. Under quasi-perpendicular conditions these ions are returned to the
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Figure 3. Ions incident at a quasi-perpendicular shock are divided into a directly transmitted com-
ponent (dotted arrow) and a reflected, gyrating component (top). When viewed in velocity space
(bottom), the multiple components have a reduced overall bulk flow and enhanced spread relative to
that flow, thereby effectively decelerating and heating the incident plasma. (after Figure 1 of Sckopke
et al. (1983)).
which scatter the particles and result in large amplitude magnetic fluctuations,
as seen in the inset to Figure 2. Further encounters with the shock can lead to an
efficient first-order Fermi acceleration of some of these particles. We shall see below
in Section 6 that the Earth’s bow shock is a very good laboratory for studying this
process. The result is an extended foreshock region filled with field fluctuations and
energised particles. The actual shock transition is accomplished not across a simple,
planar boundary, but by the growth of Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures
(SLAMS), as sketched in the cartoon of Figure 4 and discussed in more detail below.
4.2. ELECTRON MICROPHYSICS
Owing to their small mass, the electron thermal speed is typically larger than the
solar wind speed and shock speeds in the heliosphere. Thus electrons are free to
traverse the shock in both directions, subjected only to the electromagnetic fields
self-consistently established to maintain quasi-neutrality and to ensure that the to-
tal changes across the shock in mass-, momentum-, and energy-fluxes are zero.
Typically, the electrons account for approximately 25% of the total shock heating
(Schwartz et al., 1988). The electrons help to establish a cross-shock electric poten-
tial (Feldman et al., 1983; Scudder et al., 1986; Scudder, 1995) that (a) prevents too
many heated downstream electrons from escaping upstream (b) contributes to the
reflection of incident ions, and (c) inflates the phase space distribution of electrons.
Figure 1.5: Schematic of ions at a quasi-perpendicular shock. The top part
shows ion reflection and transmission in the shock rest frame, the bottom
section shows the evolution of the velocity space distribution. From Schwartz
(2006).
shock front by their gyromotion. They form a gyrating component in front
of the shock. In velocity space there is a component headed away from the
shock, having had its vn motion reversed, and a component returning after
a fraction of a gyroperiod. As a reflected particle’s gyromotion has a com-
ponent parallel to the motional (−vSW × BIMF ) electric field, the gyrating
population picks up energy and can pass downstream.
In the downst eam region, th indirectly transmitted ions are free to per-
form complete gyro-orbits. We see that the downstream velocity space cut in
Figure 1.5 has the three compone ts fo nd up to o e gyroradius upstream,
and an additional component having a gyrophase not found upstream (its
velocity is lmost entirely shock- ormal). In total, this ion reflection pro-
cess takes ions from a narrow region of velocity space and spreads out the
distribution, whilst effectively reducing the bulk flow speed. The shock has
thus slowed and ‘heated’ the plasma. Scattering from downstream turbulence
(perhaps self-generated through instabilities caused by the non-equilibrium
ion distribution) is invoked to ‘thermalize’ the ions back toward a single
population (Schwartz, 2006).
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of the sizes of planetary magnetospheres (from Rus-
sell and Walker, 1995).
The Kronian System
Chapter 5 of this thesis concerns events observed near Saturn’s bow shock.
In this section we outline the pertinent differences between the kronian and
terrestrial systems. The scale of the kronian bow shock is much larger than
terrestrial shock scales. The average sub-solar standoff distance is 25RS (25
Saturn radii = 1.5 × 106 km) as opposed to 14RE (9 × 104 km) at Earth
(Masters et al., 2008a). Figure 1.6 shows the comparative scales of various
planetary magnetospheres. The large scale of the kronian system is partially
due to the greater strength of Saturn’s internal field. The kronian mag-
netic dipole moment is 580 times that at the Earth, which has a value of
8 × 1015Tm3 (Russell and Walker, 1995). As the solar wind expands into
interplanetary space, the solar wind density and the radial component of the
magnetic field fall off with the square of the radial distance from the Sun (e.g.
Russell and Walker, 1995). Whereas the average solar wind speed increases
asymptotically (Hundhausen, 1995). The solar wind parameters at 9.5AU
differ considerably from those in the vicinity of the Earth. The Parker spiral
angle increases from 45◦to ∼85◦ and the fast magnetosonic Mach number is
around MMS ∼ 13 (Achilleos et al., 2006). The solar wind number density
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drops by approximately two orders of magnitude (Jackman et al., 2005) and
the solar wind beta is β ∼1.2 (Achilleos et al., 2006, Table 2).
1.3 Overview of Upstream Phenomena
Under certain conditions, some of the plasma flowing into the bow shock
returns to the upstream region rather than passing irreversibly downstream.
Following reports by Asbridge et al. (1968) of ions streaming from the bow
shock back into the solar wind, Sonnerup (1969) proposed that the bow shock
could directly reflect some of the incident solar wind. In this section, we
examine how velocity filtration of the upstream particles controls the shape
of the foreshock.
Figure 1.7 shows the large scale structure of the foreshock under steady
upstream conditions. As noted in section 1.2.3, the structure of the bow
shock depends on the angle between the local shock normal and the upstream
magnetic field (θBn). When the field is at a large angle to the shock normal
(quasi-perpendicular regime, θBn & 45◦) the transition from unshocked solar
wind to shocked magnetosheath takes place in a sharp step. Some of the
solar wind particles are reflected at this boundary and can be found gyrating
immediately in front of the shock. Moving away from the shock surface;
regions behind the tangent (θBn = 90
◦) field line are magnetically connected
to the bow shock. Moving a little downstream from the tangent line, a
region of field aligned electrons is encountered, followed (at much lower shock
angles) by Field Aligned Beams (FABs) of ions, backstreaming from the
bow shock. For the Field Aligned ion Beams 70◦ & θBn & 30◦ (Bonifazi
and Moreno, 1981). Velocity dispersion (see section 1.3.1) results in the
particle distributions, which near the upstream limits of accessibility have
narrow peaks at high energies, filling down to lower energies as one moves
downstream. The combination of the solar wind beam and backstreaming
field aligned ions promotes the growth of plasma instabilities (see Gary (1993)
for a comprehensive treatment of different types of instability, their growth
rates and the conditions under which they become important). Under quasi-
parallel (θBn . 45◦) conditions, another population of ions can access the
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of the bow shock and foreshock. The solar wind
(blue-shaded region) is incident from the left; it contains the Interplanetary
Magnetic Field (black lines labelled B). The bow shock surface is represented
by the purple curved line. The (pink-shaded) region inside the curve of the
shock surface is the magnetosheath. The foreshock (shaded green and yellow)
lies downstream of the tangent field line (dark-blue line, here θBn = 90
◦). Just
behind the tangent field line, in the electron-foreshock (shaded green), the
only backstreaming particles observed are electrons. Further downstream,
energetic ions are able to escape from the shock and, near the ion-foreshock
boundary (red line), distributions of field aligned ions are observed. The
velocity space surface plot near the upstream ion foreshock boundary shows
a sharp peak of cold solar wind beam ions, together with a broader, less
intense population of backstreaming FABs. Deeper inside the foreshock,
upstream of the quasi-parallel shock, diffuse ion distributions are observed.
(From Treumann and Scholer (2001))
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upstream region; ions reflected at the shock front are able to escape from the
immediate vicinity of the shock. The process of beam disruption produces
waves in the upstream magnetic field. These waves can in turn act to scatter
and accelerate particles through the Fermi process. Regions well-connected to
the quasi-parallel bow shock are characterised by considerable wave activity
and heated populations of ions at energies up to several hundred kilovolts.
We now describe velocity filtration and Fermi acceleration and their ef-
fects on foreshock morphology before returning in detail to the foreshock
particle distributions and wave fields introduced here.
1.3.1 Physical Processes in the Foreshock
Velocity Filtration
The global morphology of the foreshock is controlled by the shape of the
bow shock, the direction of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and,
the velocity filtration due to particle cross field (E × B) drift in the solar
wind motional electric field.
A shock-processed particle observed by a spacecraft will have a measured
guiding-centre velocity:
vgc obs = v‖ + vE×B (1.18)
Here
vE×B =
(−vSW ×BIMF)×BIMF
B2IMF
(1.19)
where v‖ is the velocity with which the particle is emitted, vSW is the solar
wind bulk flow velocity and, BIMF is the Interplanetary Magnetic Field. The
drift velocity depends only on the solar wind velocity and magnetic field and
is common to all particles regardless of their kinetic energy, electric charge,
or mass. As shown in Figure 1.8, the relative importance of the drift depends
on the speed of the particle.
The most energetic particles (E1, red arrows) move fastest parallel to the
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field. For them the drift is relatively unimportant and the boundary (W(E1))
behind which they may be observed lies at a shallow angle to the IMF.
For less energetic particles the drift velocity is large compared to their field
aligned velocity. These particles may only access regions of space further
downstream; the boundary of the region where low energy particles may be
found lies at a greater angle to the solar wind magnetic field. A spacecraft
traversing from the solar wind to the bow shock would be able observe the
presence of the foreshock as a flux of high energy particles moving along
the upstream magnetic field. Moving deeper into the foreshock, the particle
distributions ‘fill out’ down to progressively lower energies. Thus, the electron
foreshock thus lies upstream of the ion foreshock, with only the fastest of
each type of particles seen at the upstream edge of their respective foreshock
regions.
The combined particle distribution of the solar wind beam with the back-
streaming particles is unstable to the generation of low frequency waves.
Wave-particle interactions then modify the backstreaming distributions. The
next sections of this thesis introduce some of the processes through which
particles can gain energy at shocks and review large-scale morphology of the
foreshock before noting some of the transient events observed in the foreshock
region.
Shock Drift Acceleration
In shock drift acceleration, particles gain energy from the convection electric
field (E = −vSW × B). This electric field is perpendicular to the magnetic
field and the bulk flow. Figure 1.9 shows example particle trajectories near
a planar quasi-perpendicular shock. In this simulation by Decker (1988), the
upstream Mach number is MA = 10, the shock is near perpendicular with
θBn = 80
◦, and the particles are injected with initial speeds ten times that
of the upstream flow. The three panels show particles injected at different
locations and with different pitch and initial phase angles. The left-hand
panel shows a particle that begins upstream and is reflected by the shock.
The particle encounters the shock many times; its guiding centre motion is
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Figure 1.8: Velocity filtration in the foreshock. Trajectories are sketched
for particles ejected from the shock with three different kinetic energies
(E1 > E3 > E3) with velocities parallel to the magnetic field. All the par-
ticles are subject to E × B drift in the solar wind motional electric field.
Particles of a given energy (E) can only access regions downstream of the
boundary W(E).
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changed as it penetrates the shock surface and encounters a region of different
magnetic field strength and direction. With each shock-surface encounter,
the particle’s pitch angle changes by a small amount and its energy increases.
The reflected particle eventually gains enough energy and acquires a suitable
pitch angle to escape upstream, following a W(E) guiding centre trajectory
sketched in Figure 1.8. The particle that is transmitted downstream (centre
panel) gains less energy than the reflected particle and does not attain a
sufficient energy to escape upstream. The right-hand panel shows a particle
transmitted from downstream to upstream. In this case the particle still
gains energy (∼1.5 its initial energy E0), but less than in either the reflected
(∼3.75E0) or upstream-downstream (∼2.25E0) transmitted case.
Figure 1.10 shows the trajectory of a particle reflected at a quasi-parallel
shock (θBn = 30
◦). Other shock parameters are the same as in the quasi-
perpendicular case describe above. The particle only encounters the shock
a single time compared to 9 shock crossings made by the particle reflected
by the quasi-perpendicular shock. The single quasi-parallel shock encounter
scatters the particle through a large pitch angle. The resulting energy gain
is modest when compared to reflection at the more perpendicular shock.
Diffusive Shock Acceleration
Earlier in this section, we saw that ions can be accelerated by a series of
encounters with the bow shock. The energy gained depends on the number
of encounters with the shock. However, as particles pick up energy, they gain
speed and are thus less likely to return to the shock again. Thus, shock drift
acceleration is unlikely to be able to accelerate particles to very high energies
as they tend to escape before they can encounter the shock many times.
In diffusive shock acceleration (also known as first order Fermi acceler-
ation), particles are scattered not only at the shock surface, but also from
inhomogeneities in the upstream (and downstream) media. It is possible for
particles to be scattered: in the wave field upstream of the quasi-parallel
shock; in the turbulent magnetosheath, downstream; or, as in shock drift ac-
celeration, at the shock surface itself. Successive pitch angle scattering event
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Figure 1.9: Test particle trajectories from the shock drift acceleration sim-
ulation of Decker (1988) in the normal incidence frame. The particles have
initial energies higher than those of typical the solar wind. The nature of
the mechanism by which particles gain sufficient energy to be ‘injected’ into
the acceleration mechanism presented here is an open question. The panels
(left to right) correspond to: reflection of a particle initially in the upstream
medium, transmission from upstream to downstream and transmission from
downstream to upstream. The x-axes show the displacement of the parti-
cle (in initial gyroradii) from the shock, along the shock normal; the y-axes
show both the displacement along the shock front and, the particle’s frac-
tional change in energy.
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Figure 1.10: Test particle trajectories from the shock drift acceleration sim-
ulation of Decker (1988) for a quasi-parallel (θBn = 30
◦) shock. Format as
for Figure 1.9
can be characterised by mean free paths; one each for the upstream and
downstream scattering. A particle leaving the shock in the upstream direc-
tion may scatter repeatedly and eventually return to the shock front, traverse
the shock, and enter the downstream medium. Here, the same stochastic
scattering process continues in the magnetosheath, but with a different char-
acteristic mean free path. As the shock reduces the bulk flow speed of the
plasma it processes, the solar wind advances towards the shock faster than
magnetosheath flow retreats from it. Hence the scattering centres are con-
verging and the scattered particles gain energy.
Kis et al. (2004) study an upstream ion event in Cluster data and find
that the fluxes of energetic ions fall exponentially with distance from the
bow shock, as expected for ions accelerated by the first order Fermi process
(e.g. Ipavich et al., 1981; Axford, 1981). Trattner et al. (1994) find a similar
exponential relationship on the basis of statistics from the Active Magneto-
spheric Particle Tracer Explorer (AMPTE) mission, although the computed
e-folding distances are different.
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1.3.2 Phenomenology of the Foreshock Under Quasi-
steady Conditions
Particles
A fraction (this varies with θBn, Mo¨bius et al. (2001) report ∼20% for θBn ∼
70◦) of the solar wind protons incident to the bow shock lack sufficient energy
to overcome the cross shock potential. These ions are reflected at the shock
surface. Where θBn > 45
◦, their gyromotion acts to return these ions to the
shock. In doing so, they pick up energy from the motional (−vSW×B) electric
field and are able to overcome the potential barrier and move downstream of
the shock front (Sckopke et al., 1983; Mo¨bius et al., 2001). A consequence of
this is that there exists a ring distribution of reflected ions just upstream of
the quasi-perpendicular shock.
Just behind the field line that intersects the bow shock tangentially
(θBn = 90
◦) a thin sheet of high energy electrons (> 1 keV) is observed (An-
derson et al., 1979). Less energetic electrons are found in a broad region
behind the tangent surface. There is evidence that both magnetic mirroring
at the shock and leakage from the downstream, shocked, region contribute
to the backstreaming electron flux (Fitzenreiter, 1995).
Field Aligned Beams of ions are typically seen in a narrow (∼0.4RE) layer
at the leading edge of the ion foreshock; a representative distribution can be
seen on the left of Figure 1.11. They generally have energies a few times that
of a solar wind proton (i.e. a few keV), and rarely up to &15 keV. Magnetic
connection to the bow shock is vital for the observation of FABs; they are
found in regions with 40◦ . θBn . 70◦. Typically, FABs have densities
around 1% of solar wind values, average temperatures of ∼350 km s−1 (but
occasionally twice that) and temperature anisotropies (T⊥B/T‖B ∼ 4 − 9)
(Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981; Paschmann et al., 1981; Meziane et al., 2005a;
Desai and Burgess, 2008). Field Aligned Beams are almost entirely composed
of protons, having only ∼ 1% of the solar wind He2+ fraction (Ipavich et al.,
1988). Mo¨bius et al. (2001) were able to resolve the source of a moderate
energy (∼ 3 keV at peak flux) FAB event. The beam was found to escape from
the low pitch angle part of the reflected ring distribution in the shock ramp.
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Figure 1.11: Surface plots of ions in the foreshock from the ISEE Fast Plasma
Experiment. Field Aligned Beam (FAB), intermediate (INT) and diffuse
(DIF) populations are shown. Directions in the plane correspond to sunward
and duskward directions in velocity space, height above the plane indicates
count rate. The narrow spike in each plot is the solar wind beam. (figure
after Paschmann et al. (1981))
However, several questions about Field Aligned Beams remain. Meziane et al.
(2005b) discuss the inability of adiabatic production mechanisms (including
leakage from the magnetosheath, Edmiston et al. (1982)) to account for the
observed final beam energies and the failure of diffusive models to reproduce
observed fluxes. Worse, Meziane et al. (2004b) report FABs that do not
match any of the proposed emission mechanisms. Also, instabilities should
disrupt FABs within ∼ 30RE of the bow shock, but they have been observed
at ranges of ∼ 100RE (Winske and Leroy, 1984; Meziane et al., 2005b).
Downstream of the Field Aligned Beams a region, ∼3.5RE wide, of inter-
mediate ions is observed (Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981). They can be seen as
the crescent (or kidney) shaped population in the lower plot of Figure 1.11.
Meziane and d’Uston (1998) surveyed the onset of ion flux enhancements in
the foreshock, showing that for given angles between the field and flow, the
onsets were spatially organised. Due to pointing constraints of the detector
used, the enhanced fluxes were unlikely to be due to Field Aligned Beams
and were associated with intermediate ions. At typical 45◦ IMF cone angles
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(θBX = arccos(Bx/|B|)), the flux enhancement edges were found to be co-
incident with the wave boundary reported by Greenstadt and Baum (1986).
Recent results (see Mazelle et al., 2005, for a detailed discussion) from the
Cluster mission have shown that the FAB region is followed by a region of
non-gyrotropic gyrating ions and quasi-monochromatic waves (Meziane et al.,
2001; Mazelle et al., 2003, 2007). The true nature of these distributions has
only been illuminated by the high time resolution, three-dimensional ion ob-
servations provided by Cluster; they appear quite unlike the intermediate
distributions observed with the ISEE spacecraft.
The nomenclature of ‘intermediate’ ions was adopted based on energy-
time spectrograms and 2D distribution products from the ISEE missions. It
was thought that intermediate distributions (first reported by Paschmann
et al., 1979) constituted a transitory stage in the disruption of FABs to form
more isotropic diffuse distributions. Further work established that some of
the intermediate ions were in fact gyrophase bunched or gyrotropic in velocity
space distribution (Gurgiolo et al., 1983). Unless ions initially launched at a
particular phase all have the same velocity parallel to the field, after travelling
a few gyroradii they will phase-mix and no-longer appear phase bunched or
non-gyrotropic in spectrograms. Recent opinion (Meziane et al., 2005b) is
that the distinction between FAB and intermediate distributions, based on
particle features alone, is somewhat arbitrary; the main criterion used by
most authors is the presence or absence of Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves
in magnetic field data.
Gyrating ions are frequently observed in association with quasi-mono-
chromatic ULF waves (see section 1.3.2 for a more detail on waves) at dis-
tances of from 1RE to 100RE from the bow shock (e.g. Meziane et al., 2004b,
2001; Mazelle et al., 2003). The simulations of Hoshino and Terasawa (1985)
showed that Field Aligned Beams can generate waves that act to disrupt the
original beam. On the basis of analytical work [e.g,. § 8.2.1 of Gary (1993)
and Gary (1991)] and observations (Fazakerley et al., 1995), the resonant
ion/ion right hand instability was long considered the prime candidate for
beam disruption. However, it is not possible to unambiguously demonstrate
the required resonance condition in data taken by a single or pair of space-
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craft (Mazelle et al., 2007). Major results from the Cluster mission include
the quantitative demonstration that Field Aligned Beams (rather than the
gyrating distributions) are in cyclotron resonance with observed large am-
plitude quasi-monochromatic waves, that the gyrating particles have pitch
angles consistent with non-linear trapping by the waves and that the gyrat-
ing population has a similar total energy to the FABs in the frame of the
waves (Mazelle et al., 2003, 2005). Meziane et al. (2004b) report a sharp
(∼ 1 gyroradius) boundary between the FAB region and gyrating ions, and
find that specular reflection or leakage from downstream cannot account for
the gyrating population. Most Cluster observations are consistent with lo-
cal production of gyrating ions through a beam disruption process (Mazelle
et al., 2007); however there have been some reports of upstream gyrating ions
that seem to be produced by specular reflection at the bow shock (Meziane
et al., 2004a).
Diffuse ions are observed upstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock. In
velocity space spectrograms, such as the right-hand plot of Figure 1.11, they
are appear as broad, ring-like, distributions with bulk velocities slower than
the solar wind speed but still directed towards the bow shock. The tails of
the distributions extend in energy to ∼150 keV. (Ipavich et al., 1981; Scholer
et al., 1981).
A one-to-one correlation between diffuse ions and hydromagnetic wave
activity was found by Hoppe et al. (1981). These waves often appear in
magnetic field time series as steepened low frequency waves with intermittent
high frequency wave bursts (Greenstadt et al., 1995) (see section 1.3.2).
Ipavich et al. (1984) showed that, unlike Field Aligned Beams (Ipavich
et al., 1988), diffuse ion populations have near solar wind He2+ concentra-
tions. Consequently, it is unlikely that FABs are the seed population for the
diffuse population. Recently, Kis et al. (2007) observed diffuse and gyrat-
ing ions at the same time and concluded that they are two totally different
populations.
Diffuse ion distributions are thought to be accelerated by the first-order
Fermi mechanism (see section 1.3.1) (e.g. Scholer, 1985) acting on ions which
have been specularly reflected at the quasi-parallel shock (Onsager et al.,
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1990; Gosling et al., 1989a, see Figure 1.10), or leaked from the magne-
tosheath (Scholer, 1995).
It has long been thought that high energy (> 50 keV) ions could leak
from the magnetosphere to the region upstream of the shock (e.g. Sarris and
Krimigis, 1988). Mo¨bius et al. (1986) report an O+ fraction in diffuse ion dis-
tributions; this is of magnetospheric origin. However, Gosling et al. (1989b)
concluded that while magnetospheric ions do contribute to the diffuse pop-
ulation, shock-associated processes were responsible for the majority of the
population (at least at energies up to 40 keV maximum of their instrument).
Waves
The foreshock has a rich wave field with frequencies observed by spacecraft
ranging from 10−3Hz to 105Hz. Such a variety of wave activity has been
found that the terrestrial foreshock has been termed a “wave zoo” (Burgess,
1997). Figure 1.12 shows some of the types of waves discussed in this sec-
tion; these low-frequency waves are associated with backstreaming ions. This
section briefly catalogues the observational characteristics of the major fore-
shock wave species. The format will mostly follow that of section 1.3.2,
outlining the different populations that would be observed whilst traversing
from the tangent field line, deeper into the foreshock.
Note that the polarisation (handedness) of plasma waves is conventionally
defined with respect to the magnetic field direction rather than the wave
vector (e.g. Gary, 1993, §5.2.1)
Near the leading edge of the electron foreshock, electron plasma oscil-
lations (or electron Langmuir waves) are observed with frequencies of 10 s
of kHz, corresponding to the electron plasma frequency (f 2pe = nee
2/me0)
(Burgess, 1997). The waves are most intense near the leading edge of the
electron foreshock. Deeper inside the foreshock, their bandwidth increases
and they are shifted in frequency. They are associated with backstreaming
beams of electrons (Musatenko et al., 2007; Krasnoselskikh et al., 2007). Near
the foreshock leading edge, these beams are very energetic, but deeper in the
foreshock they have energies comparable to the thermal energy of the bulk
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population (forming a bump on the tail of the distribution) (Lobzin et al.,
2005). In this situation, the instability cannot grow unless the backstreaming
beam has a very small velocity spread; there is no convincing experimental
evidence that such beams exist (Lobzin et al., 2005). Lobzin et al. (2005)
suggest that a loss cone feature in the suprathermal electrons reflected from
the quasi-perpendicular shock might drive an instability creating waves at
∼0.5fpe, and thus explain the downshifted Langmuir waves deeper in the
electron foreshock.
One Hertz waves are shown in the bottom-left panel of Figure 1.12; they
have frequencies between 0.5−4Hz in the spacecraft frame. They have small
amplitudes (∆B/B ∼ 0.2), propagate at ∼ 30◦ to the magnetic field, and
are found near the quasi-perpendicular shock (Fairfield, 1974; Orlowski and
Russell, 1995). They are observed with both right and left hand polarisa-
tions, but are thought to be intrinsically (in the plasma rest frame) right
handed, with their direction of propagation relative to the solar wind revers-
ing their observed polarisation (Hoppe et al., 1982). Backstreaming ions are
sometimes (Wong and Goldstein, 1988) but not always observed in conjunc-
tion with one Hertz waves; thus, an ion beam instability would not seem to
be a good candidate source mechanism (Hoppe et al., 1982). In one inter-
val of AMPTE data, Wilkinson et al. (1993) found that the probabibility
of observing ion beams within seconds of observing 1Hz waves was much
greater than expected under the assumption that the two events were inde-
pendent. Backstreaming electrons have also been proposed as a candidate
for generating these waves (Sentman et al., 1981). However, the balance of
evidence (including that from other planetary foreshocks) favours the model
of Fairfield (1974) in which the waves are generated at the bow shock itself
(Orlowski and Russell, 1995; Burgess, 1997; Eastwood et al., 2005c).
The lower right panel of Figure 1.12 shows three-second waves. They
propagate roughly along the magnetic field and have periods of about 3s in
the spacecraft frame. They are observed in plasmas with a high ratio of
kinetic to magnetic pressure (β = 2µ0kBnT/B
2 > 1). Le et al. (1992) (who
first reported them) observed them at both quasi-perpendicular and quasi-
parallel shock geometries and in association with either Field Aligned Beams
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Figure 1.12: Cluster magnetic field observations of low-frequency waves in the
foreshock. Clockwise from top-left: 30 s ULF waves, shocklets and discrete
wave packets, 3 s waves, and 1Hz waves. Taken from Eastwood et al. (2005a)
after an original by Le and Russell (1992a)
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or diffuse ion distributions, and in one case with no associated backstream-
ing ion population. Three-second waves are right hand circularly polarised
in the spacecraft frame; but there is a lack of consensus as to their intrin-
sic polarisation, and hence the mechanism by which they are generated. Le
et al. (1992) were not able to unambiguously identify the plasma rest frame
direction of propagation (or, hence the intrinsic polarisation) of the 3 s waves
they observed. Combining their results with two-fluid wave calculation, they
identified the waves as intrinsically left-handed and propagating upstream
in the plasma rest frame, in the same direction as the beam that generated
them. However, Blanco-Cano et al. (1999) compared a subset of the Le et al.
(1992) observations with the predictions of kinetic theory. They identify the
3 s waves as right-handed and propagating towards the bow shock, opposite
to any generating beam. The non-resonant fire hose instability was selected
as a strong candidate for the mechanism generating the waves. Cluster ob-
servations of three-second waves were presented by Hobara et al. (2007).
However the plasma rest frame properties of the waves could not be unam-
biguously determined as the uncertainty in the measured wave speed was
the same magnitude as the result. Comparison with the kinetic-theoretical
dispersion relation led Hobara et al. (2007) to identify the 3 s waves as in-
trinsically left-handed and upstream propagating. Clearly, further work is
needed before the rest frame properties of the 3 s waves and the mechanism
responsible their generation can be definitively determined.
The Ultra Low Frequency class of foreshock waves are the most heavily
studied; the top-left panel of Figure 1.12 show Cluster magnetic field data
from a ULF wave encounter. The ‘classic’ ULF wave is nearly monochro-
matic, sinusoidal, and has a (spacecraft frame) period of 30 s. They appear
left-handed and circularly or elliptically polarised in the spacecraft frame.
Single spacecraft analysis techniques (such as Minimum Variance Analysis)
have an intrinsic 180◦ degeneracy in their ability to diagnose wave propa-
gation directions. It was therefore not until work of Hoppe et al. (1981)
and Hoppe and Russell (1983) using the dual-spacecraft International Sun-
Earth Explorer (ISEE) mission that the waves’ propagation direction could
be identified. ULF waves attempt to propagate away from the bow shock,
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against the solar wind flow, but the wave speed is less than the solar wind
speed and they are blown backwards by the solar wind, so that their in-
trinsic right-handed polarisation appears reversed in the spacecraft frame.
Dual-spacecraft studies were also able to show that the rest frame frequency
of the waves was 0.1fgp (see equation 1.3) and that their wavelength was
∼1RE. Eastwood et al. (2002) took advantage of the high time resolution of
the Cluster plasma instruments to show that the variations in plasma den-
sity, within ULF waves, correlated positively with the changes in magnetic
field magnitude. This shows unambigously that ULF waves belong to the
fast-magnetosonic mode.
Beams of particles leaving the bow shock (see section 1.3.2) can gener-
ate ULF waves through the resonant, right-handed, ion-ion instability. The
waves may then trap the ions. Gyrophase-bunched ions are often found co-
incident with ULF waves (Gary, 1993; Mazelle et al., 2003, 2007).
The growth rate of the (ion-ion resonant right-hand) instability thought
to generate ULF waves should be largest along the field direction under
typical foreshock conditions (Gary, 1993). However, the waves are seen to
propagate at ∼20◦ to the magnetic field (Hoppe et al., 1981; Narita et al.,
2003; Eastwood et al., 2004). One suggested reason for oblique propagation
was refraction of the ULF waves because of the changes in wave speed be-
tween different foreshock regions (Greenstadt et al., 1995; Burgess, 1997).
However, ULF waves are still observed to propagate obliquly when the IMF
is nearly parallel to the Sun-Earth line, and there should be minimal wave
transport across wave-speed gradients within the foreshock (Eastwood et al.,
2005b). The first survey of the ULF foreshock capable of finding the direc-
tion of propagation of a large set of waves was carried out by Eastwood et al.
(2005b) using Cluster data. They found that at large IMF cone angles, the
k vector of the waves showed a systematic deviation away from the magnetic
field and towards the Earth-Sun line (almost the same as the solar wind bulk
flow velocity) (Eastwood, 2003). Eastwood et al. (2005b) also report random
fluctuations in k-vector space that is superposed with the systematic devia-
tion. Unlike the systematic deviation, the random fluctuations persist even
under radial IMF conditions. The random component is thought to be gen-
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erated locally, as in the simulations of Omidi and Winske (1990). Eastwood
et al. (2005b) and Eastwood (2003) report that the systematic deviation is
likely non-local and due to refraction of the type proposed by Hada et al.
(1987).
Eastwood et al. (2003) present a Cluster case study of foreshock waves
appearing right-handed and having periods of ∼10 seconds in the spacecraft
frame. Such waves have been long recorded in single spacecraft data; Fair-
field (1969) report 10% of observed waves were right-handed. Dual space-
craft studies, limited by geometry (Eastwood et al., 2005c), were not able
to definitively discriminate the wave’s solar wind rest-frame properties. The
question of the intrinsic handedness of the waves is vital to the understand-
ing of their relationship to the foreshock ion population. If the waves are
intrinsically right-handed, they propagate towards the bow shock and anti-
parallel to the beam of ions that genereates them through the non-resonant
ion-ion instability. If they are intrinsically left handed, and have had their
polarisations reversed by the solar wind flow, they move parallel to the ion
streaming away from the shock and are generated by the left-hand resonant
ion-ion mode. Blanco-Cano and Schwartz (1997), comparing single space-
craft data to the predictions of kinetic theory, found evidence that the waves
were intrinsically left-handed. The multispacecraft methods used by East-
wood et al. (2003) (and Eastwood (2003)) definitivly showed two cases of
intrinsically left-handed ULF waves having undergone polarisation reversal.
Wave onset was found to coincide with the beginning of a period where a
hot, backstreaming, ion population was observed.
Greenstadt and Baum (1986) used ISEE magnetometer data to study
the upstream boundary of the ULF foreshock. They introduced the Solar
Foreshock Coordinate system (SFC), defined by the E×B drift in the solar
wind motional electric field. They found that the location of the upstream
waves boundary was strongly dependenent on the angle between the solar
wind flow and the IMF. Le and Russell (1992b) also used ISEE data to
constrain the leading edge of the ULF foreshock. They showed that the
waves were found in regions of space where the angle between the average
magnetic field and the normal to the bow shock is θBn ≤ 50◦.
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Further downstream from the foreshock boundary, the ULF waves steepen
into shocklets (see top-right panel of Figure 1.12). Shocklets are commonly
observed to have discrete packets of higher frequency waves at their trailing
(in the spacecraft time series) edges (Omidi and Winske, 1990). However, the
disrete wave packet is thought to be launched upstream from the upstream
edge of the shocklet as it steepens; with convection in the solar wind flow
leading to the shocklet being observed first. Discrete wave packets are in-
trinsically right-hand polarised, like the quasi-sinusoidal ULF waves near the
edge of the ion-foreshock. The shocklets tend to be more linearly polarised,
Hoppe and Russell (1983) interpret this as evidence that the shocklets were
a combination of left- and right-handed waves.
Shocklets and discrete wave packets are observed deep in the foreshock, in
conjunction with diffuse ions (see section 1.3.2). The phase-space distribution
of these backstreaming ions is hot (vthermal  vbeam), which favours the
growth of the left-hand resonant ion-ion instability (Gary, 1993, § 8.2.2).
These may then interact with right-hand polarised ULF waves to generate
the observed signatures of shocklets (Burgess, 1997).
In this section we have seen not only the rich variety of upstream waves
and particles, but have seen how the populations are intrinsically linked
by various plasma instabilities. Through interactions between particles and
the wave field, a fraction of the particle population may be excited to high
energies.
1.3.3 Transient Phenomena
In the previous section we discussed the basic, large scale constituents of
the foreshock in a steady state. In this section, we examine three types of
events that are less extended in both time and space. Although individual
Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) move over an observ-
ing spacecraft in ∼15 seconds, they are thought to be intimately linked to the
overall structure of the quasi-parallel bow shock (Lucek et al., 2008). Hot
Flow Anomalies (Schwartz et al., 2000b) and foreshock cavities (Billingham
et al., 2008) are observed with timescales of minutes and are thought to form
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as a result of localised anomalies in magnetic connection to the bow shock.
In this section, we will introduce each of these three types of events. The
main body of this thesis is concerned with foreshock cavities; this comprises
chapters 4 and 3. Chapter 5 reports the observation of a probable Hot Flow
Anomaly at Saturn’s bow shock.
Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures
SLAMS are observed in spacecraft time series as enhancements in magnetic
field magnitude by at least a factor of two (but often three or more) over
background levels. Particle densities typically track the magnetic field en-
hancements. The structures pass over the spacecraft in a few, to a few tens,
of seconds (Schwartz et al., 1992; Burgess et al., 2005; Lucek et al., 2008).
Figure 1.13 shows an event encountered by Cluster in 2002. The top
panel shows magnetic field magnitude; this shows a sharp peak in which
field strength doubles over the course of a single spacecraft spin. There
is an even more dramatic increase in the thermal ion density show in the
second panel. The third panel shows that suprathermal ion fluxes are elevated
around the event, but the magnitude of this change is comparable to other
changes not associated with any magnetic signature. Solar wind bulk flow
speed, presented in the fourth panel, drops by almost a factor of two within
the event, while thermal ion temperature can be seen to rise by a factor of
four in the fifth panel. The penultimate panel shows the direction of the
magnetic field. Both the azimuthal (plus signs) and polar (solid line) angles
remain fairly constant, with perturbations inside the event comparable to
those outside. The event is not associated with a large scale change in the
direction of the magnetic field. The solar wind flow angles presented in the
bottom panel show that the event is associated with some deflection of the
bulk flow.
SLAMS are mostly left-hand polarised in the plasma frame, but are some-
times observed with mixed polarisations (Lucek et al., 2004a). SLAMS are
thought to grow from the ULF wave field. However the waves are predomi-
nantly right-handed (see section 1.3.2); this means that a first order mecha-
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Figure 1.13: Time series of Cluster magnetic field, bulk-flow ion and energetic
(> 27 keV) ion data showing a Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures
(SLAMS). The event shows enhanced spikes of magnetic field strength and
ion density, decreased bulk flow speeds and enhanced temperatures.
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nism cannot simply couple the waves to the SLAMS. A coupling mechanism
was identified on the basis of 1D hybrid simulations (Dubouloz and Scholer,
1993) and multi-event surveys (Giacalone et al., 1993). As a ULF wave is
carried anti-sunward by the solar wind flow, it experiences a gradient in the
pressure of the suprathermal particles. The wave gains energy from this pres-
sure gradient and grows in amplitude. The steepened wave is then able to
scatter the ion beams, leading to some ‘clumps’ of ions flowing antiparallel
to the original beam. This situation is unstable to the resonant ion beam
instability (Gary, 1993, § 8.2.2). This hot-beam instability has the opposite
handedness to the one thought to produce ULF waves from the Field Aligned
Beams counterstreaming against the solar wind.
Although the overall size of SLAMS is around 1RE (Schwartz, 2006),
Lucek et al. (2004a) use Cluster data to show that they have significant
internal structure on much smaller scales, and infer that this structuring is
spatial rather than temporal in nature. Thus, SLAMS appear to be composed
of filaments the scale of which is between 100 km and 600 km (Lucek et al.,
2004a). Schwartz and Burgess (1991) proposed that a patchwork of SLAMS
actually form the shock transition. In this picture (sketched in Figure 1.14),
the quasi-parallel shock is intrinsically spatially patchy and evolves cyclically
in time as waves grow and steepen, replacing the SLAMS that are passing
downstream. Plasma thermalisation is a collective process, with a number
of SLAMS taking part. Simulations (e.g. Tsubouchi and Lembe`ge, 2004;
Scholer et al., 2003) and the results of a statistical study (Mann et al., 1994)
suggest that the upstream edges of the SLAMS (heavy bars in Figure 1.14)
act locally as quasi-perpendicular shocks.
Recent results of SLAMS observed by Cluster with a fortuitous tetrahe-
dron configuration, (Lucek et al., 2008) have refined and somewhat revised
the picture of SLAMS proposed by Schwartz and Burgess (1991). Simula-
tions show evidence of rapid SLAMS growth (Scholer et al., 2003; Tsubouchi
and Lembe`ge, 2004). Lucek et al. (2008) show that if the time delay between
two spacecraft encountering a SLAMS is more than about a second, the
structure cannot be assumed to be static. During one ten-minute interval,
Lucek et al. (2008) show that the quasi-parallel shock transition lay within
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Figure 1.14: The structure of the quasi-parallel bow shock made from a
patchwork of SLAMS envisaged by Schwartz and Burgess (1991) (figure from
Schwartz (2006))
the Cluster tetrahedron. The total size of the shock transition during this
interval cannot have been greater than 2700 km and during short intervals is
constrained to be 1000 km thick at most. As SLAMS have been seen to be
a few thousand kilometres in size, the shock transition (at least during this
interval) was probably only one, and at most a few, SLAMS thick.
Another prediction based on simulations was confirmed by Lucek et al.
(2008). Dubouloz and Scholer (1995) suggested that as part of the thermal-
isation process, SLAMS should ‘refract’: changing from being aligned with
the ULF waves from which they grow, to being aligned with the bow shock
surface. In one particular shock crossing, Lucek et al. (2008) were able to ob-
serve a SLAM structure almost simultaneously at a pair of spacecraft which
were significantly separated (by 1300 km) parallel to the shock surface; this
is consistent with SLAMS refracting.
Hot Flow Anomalies (HFAs)
Brief encounters with hot, subsonic, plasma embedded in the solar wind
near the Earth’s bow shock were reported in data from the AMPTE and
ISEE missions. Early nomenclature included ‘active current sheets’ and ‘hot,
diamagnetic, cavities’, before the term Hot Flow Anomaly (HFA) became
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Figure 1.15: Time series of Cluster magnetic field, thermal- and
suprathermal-ion data showing a Hot Flow Anomaly (HFA).The event shows
field strengths and densities both depleted and elevated compared to ambi-
ent values. There is a moderate flux of suprathermal particles. The solar
wind slows dramatically and is deflected by ∼50◦. Interior temperatures are
elevated dramatically. The event occurs across a magnetic shear boundary.
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Figure 1.16: HFA schematic: The event is visualised as a ‘bubble’ expand-
ing due to internal pressure excess. An interplanetary discontinuity (green
line) touches the bow shock (black line) at an angle such that the two in-
tersect for a long period as the discontinuity moves with the solar wind flow
(black arrow). Energetic ions (blue arrow) are focused onto the discontinuity
plane by the motional electric field (green arrows). The presence of the ions
causes perturbations to the bulk flow velocity (blue lines), and drives edge
compressions (red) (after Lucek et al. (2004b))
Figure 1.17: Schematic illustrating the interaction between an interplane-
tary tangential discontinuity and the bow shock required for HFA formation
(adapted from Schwartz et al. (2000b)).
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accepted (Schwartz et al., 1985; Thomsen et al., 1986; Paschmann et al.,
1988). The most striking feature of the events is a disruption to the bulk flow
velocity, which can be highly deflected from the (anti-sunward) direction of
the exterior solar wind (Schwartz et al., 2000b). Figure 1.15 shows a Cluster
encounter with a HFA, Figure 1.16 is a close up schematic of a similar event
and Figure 1.17 is a large-scale sketch of the solar wind conditions associated
with HFA formation. Both show the main features of the events that we
discuss in the rest of this section.
The temperature inside HFAs increases by up to two orders of magnitude
from average solar wind values (Ti ∼107K rather than ∼105K) (Schwartz,
1995; Hundhausen, 1995). Inside most HFAs, the ion distribution is of a
single, hot, Maxwellian population (Schwartz, 1995). Electron distributions
are also approximately Maxwellian (Lucek et al., 2004b). The degree of
thermalization has been used as a proxy for event age (Thomsen et al., 1988;
Lucek et al., 2004b), events the interiors of which show the remnants of the
solar wind beam being reckoned to be ‘younger’.
Hot Flow Anomalies typically last for a few minutes in spacecraft time
series, giving a convected size of a few Earth Radii. Central magnetic fields
and densities are often noisy, in some events a generally depressed interior
field contains an isolated ‘partial ’recovery’ to near solar wind values (Thom-
sen et al., 1988). The expansion of the cavity is usually thought to lead to
decreased densities in the central region; the plasma pressure being sustained
by the temperature increase.
As the core of a HFA expands against the exterior solar wind, it gen-
erates regions of compression at the edges. These are marked by elevated
magnetic field magnitudes and densities. The upstream-pointing edge, prop-
agating against the solar wind flow, tends to be more greatly enhanced than
the Earthward-pointing edge. The upstream edges (which generally trail in
spacecraft time series because of convection in the solar wind flow) can, if the
expansion is strong enough, steepen to form shocks (Schwartz et al., 1988a;
Fuselier et al., 1987).
From the beginning HFAs were found to be associated with large scale
changes in the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) (Schwartz et al., 1985).
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A Tangential Discontinuity (TD) is a particular type of solar wind current
sheet where there is neither a magnetic field component normal to the sheet,
nor a flow across it (Burgess, 1995). In a subset of interplanetary TDs that
intersect the bow shock, the solar wind motional electric field points into
the plane of the discontinuity on either or both sides. Any ions escaping
upstream from the shock near the discontinuity will be channelled onto the
TD plane by this electric field (Thomas et al., 1991; Schwartz et al., 2000b;
Burgess, 1989; Thomsen et al., 1993).
The process by which the plasma inside a Hot Flow Anomaly is thermal-
ized is still not totally understood. Thomas and Brecht (1988) attempted
to simulate HFAs using a two-dimensional, local, hybrid (kinetic protons,
massless, fluid electrons) approach. They modelled a finite size beam prop-
agating backwards against a solar wind-like stream. The beam generates
growing fluctuations; these heat the plasma, which then expands, compress-
ing the ambient magnetic field. These signatures obviously resemble Hot
Flow Anomalies. However, the instability in the Thomas and Brecht (1988)
simulation appears to be of the right-hand resonant type which usually pro-
duces a hot halo distribution with a cold core (Winske and Leroy, 1984)
rather than a single, thermalized distribution. Thomsen et al. (1988) sug-
gested that the non-resonant ion mode could be responsible for heating HFAs;
this grows in situations with a fast and/or dense backstreaming beam (Gary,
1993, § 8.2.3). Observations of He2+ in HFAs and one-dimensional hybrid
simulations were carried out by Galvez et al. (1990) who conclude that only
the non-resonant mode can account for the strong heating of the solar wind
protons and alpha particles, and the backstreaming population. However
the complex geometry of Hot Flow Anomalies makes the identification of
the heating mechanism with any quasi-linear mode problematic. Neverthe-
less, recent work by Eastwood et al. (2008) suggests that in the high kinetic
pressure interior, the electron distribution is constrained towards isotropy
(T‖/T⊥ = 1) by the electron firehose instability from above, and the whistler
instability from below (e.g. Gary, 1993, §7.3.1 and §8.3.1).
Hot Flow Anomalies were found to cause disturbances downstream of
the bow shock, in the magnetosheath (Paschmann et al., 1988; Schwartz
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et al., 1988a; Sˇafra´nkova´ et al., 2000). Sibeck et al. (1999) present a mul-
tispacecraft case study linking an upstream TD to an HFA observed in the
magnetosheath. This event appears to have moved the magnetopause ∼5RE
from its nominal location and lead to auroral brightening and a ground mag-
netometer signature. The proposed mechanism is that the decreased solar
wind ram pressure inside the HFA persists to strike the magnetopause; this
changes the pressure balance, causing the boundary to move. Eastwood et al.
(2008) were recently able to use THEMIS satellites and ground stations to
track an HFA from upstream of the bow shock, through the magnetosheath,
to find perturbations in ground magnetometers. As probable triggers for
events within the magnetosphere, and given the estimate of Schwartz et al.
(2000b) that several HFAs occur per day, Hot Flow Anomalies may play an
important role in terrestrial magnetospheric dynamics.
In principle, HFAs might occur when any suitable discontinuity interacts
with a collisionless shock (Lucek et al., 2004b). There have been recent
reports of events resembling HFAs near the bow shocks of Mars (Øieroset
et al., 2001) and Saturn (Masters et al., 2008b). A full discussion of this
latter study appears in chapter 5.
Foreshock Cavities
Studies of foreshock cavities make up the bulk of this thesis. This class
of transient events can initially appear similar to Hot Flow Anomalies in
spacecraft time series.
Figure 1.18 shows a typical foreshock cavity observed by Cluster. Fore-
shock cavities are marked by central decreases in magnetic field magni-
tude and thermal ion density, often bounded by enhancements at the edges
(Billingham et al., 2008). They do not exhibit strong flow deflections or heat-
ing of the bulk ion population. However, they are associated with a second,
suprathermal, ion population (Wibberenz et al., 1985; Sibeck et al., 2001;
Schwartz et al., 2006; Billingham et al., 2008). We defer a more detailed
review of foreshock cavities until Chapter 3 which discusses the results of a
survey published as Billingham et al. (2008). In this section, we outline some
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Figure 1.18: Time series of Cluster magnetic field, thermal- and
suprathermal-ion data showing a foreshock cavity. The event shows deple-
tions in magnetic field strength and thermal ion density. Fluxes of energetic
ions are greatly enhanced over background levels. There is no significant
change in either the bulk flow speed or the temperature of the thermal ions.
Interior fields are deflected from those outside, but the event is not associ-
ated with a global magnetic field discontinuity. The plasma inside the event
is flowing in almost the same direction as the ambient solar wind.
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Figure 1.19: Schematic of the ‘rogue field bundle’ model of foreshock cavity
formation. Inside the cavity, the magnetic field (blue arrows) points in a
different direction to the exterior IMF. The change in field direction can
allow particles (red) to stream away from the shock (after Schwartz et al.
(2006)).
of the theories of foreshock cavity formation.
Unlike HFAs, foreshock cavities do not form in association with large
scale changes in the solar wind magnetic field. Foreshock cavities resemble
an isolated region of diffuse ion foreshock affecting the surrounding solar wind
plasma (Lucek et al., 2004b). One model for their formation is sketched as
Figure 1.19.
The situation resembles that modelled by Thomas and Brecht (1988) in
that a beam of finite size leaves the shock, and streams back into the solar
wind. The magnetic field in the beam region connects to the shock in a
quasi-parallel geometry, whereas the surrounding plasma is not connected
to the shock in a manner that allows ions to escape. Some form of diffusive
(Fermi-like) acceleration mechanism (Sibeck et al., 2001) may then accelerate
the interior ions to suprathermal energies. The Schwartz et al. (2006) case
study shows that the interior field of one event has been connected to the
quasi-parallel bow shock for several minutes. Such long connection times are
thought to permit fluxes of suprathermal ions to access the upstream region
and may be required so that ions can be accelerated to the high energies
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Figure 1.20: A sketch of the flux tube texture of the solar-wind plasma from
Borovsky (2008). Each flux tube contains a different plasma and the flux
tubes move independently. The left-hand panel shows a view looking at the
sides of the tubes, the tubes are tangled about the direction of the Parker
spiral. The right- hand panel is an end on view of the cross section of the
network of tubes. The scale sizes of the flux tubes correspond to the scale-
sizes of granules on the solar surface. The median diameter of a flux tube at
the orbit of the Earth is 5.5× 105 km.
observed. Schwartz et al. (2006) also show that the contribution to the total
cavity-centre pressure from the energetic RAPID ions is small. Most of the
pressure appears to be provided by those suprathermal ion measured by CIS;
for Schwartz et al. (2006) this corresponds to energies & 5 keV.
The anomalous connection in this scenario may be caused by small pre-
existing structures in the solar wind. Figure 1.20 shows an attempt to convey
Borovsky (2008)’s vision of the solar wind as a ‘carpet’ of interwoven flux
tubes. It is easy to visualise how such solar wind structure could provide an
anomalous connection; e.g. four flux tubes that lie adjacent to one another
in the upper right of the left-hand panel, can be traced leftward and be seen
to connect to widely separated parts of the figure.
Recently Sibeck et al. (2008) have suggested another model for foreshock
cavities. Figure 1.21 presents their results from a global hybrid simulation.
The solar wind is incident from the left and the IMF points along the ab-
scissa; the colour scale represents ion density. The bow shock can be seen as
the curved surface between the upstream (red) solar wind and (blue) mag-
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Figure 1.21: Global hybrid model of Sibeck et al. (2008). A cut through the
magnetosphere and near-Earth solar wind in the plane containing the solar
wind flow and the normal to the ecliptic plane. The colour scale shows the
ion density.
netosheath downstream. The foreshock extends upstream from the shock in
the lower left of the plot. The edge of the foreshock is a ∼0.8RE wide region
of enhanced temperatures, densities and magnetic field strengths. Sibeck
et al. (2008) speculate that foreshock cavities can be explained as transient
encounters with this boundary. However, they compare their simulation at
an IMF cone angle of 0◦ to Cluster foreshock data taken at typical 45◦ cone
angles. Further, it is not clear whether one should identify the simulational
foreshock boundary with the upstream edge of the Field Aligned Beam re-
gion or with the diffuse ion foreshock. Neither do the authors attempt to
reproduce foreshock cavity signatures by simulating a transient foreshock
encounter through the motion of a simulated spacecraft through the bound-
ary.
New more detailed work (using the same underlying model) by Blanco-
Cano et al. (2009) examines foreshock waves and foreshock cavities under
radial magnetic field geometry (0◦cone angle). Blanco-Cano et al. (2009)
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also report foreshock cavity-like events found deep within the foreshock, sur-
rounded by low frequency waves, the authors coin the term foreshock cavitons
to describe these events. They state that foreshock cavitons show hot diffuse
ions both within the central depletion region and in adjacent regions, but
that foreshock cavities have diffuse ions inside the depletions only. This is
in contrast to the findings of Sibeck et al. (2001) who report energetic ion
bursts longer in duration than depleted cavities and Schwartz et al. (2006)
who show a cavity with suprathermal ions in front of (behind) the leading
(trailing) edge of the cavity. At this same event, the energetic ion burst
persists for up to one minute after the passage of the central cavity.
Density Holes
Parks et al. (2006) reported observations of brief (duration <1minute and
typically ∼10 seconds) depletions in density and magnetic field magnitude.
These density holes are often observed in high speed solar wind streams
and in association with moderate magnetic shears of a few tens of degrees.
Wilber et al. (2008) compare density holes to other upstream phenomena.
They report HFA-like temperature increases and solar wind beam disrup-
tion, but identify density holes with electric fields pointing away from the
underlying current-sheet. Unlike foreshock cavities which are thought to ap-
pear where plasma with quasi-parallel shock connection are embedded within
quasi-perpendicular regions, density holes can be connected to the shock at a
whole range of angles and are sometimes seen to have differing connectivity
from one side to the other (Wilber et al., 2008).
1.3.4 Foreshock Cavities: Open Questions
In addition to the dispute about foreshock cavity formation, several other
questions about these events remained outstanding. Case studies had shown
that foreshock cavities need not form on global solar wind discontinuities.
However it remained uncertain if this were generally true or was a result of
some selection effect. A previous survey of foreshock cavities by Sibeck et al.
(2001) was carried out with the IMP-8 spacecraft. The particle instruments
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on this mission lacked the high time resolution required to study the plasma
distributions inside the events. Finally, foreshock cavity locations have not
previously been systematically mapped and related to known features of the
shock/foreshock system.
1.4 Outline of Thesis
In this chapter, we have outlined some of the main observational features
of the global foreshock and introduced the foreshock cavities and Hot Flow
Anomalies examined in the remainder of this thesis.
In the first part of chapter 2, we present details of the field and particle
instruments used in this work and the Cluster and Cassini spacecraft on
which they are carried. In the second part of the chapter, the techniques
used to analyse the various data sets are discussed and a brief introduction
is given to modelling the bow shock surface.
Chapter 3 presents the results of a Cluster survey of foreshock cavities.
Much of the work in this chapter has been published as Billingham et al.
(2008). The study confirms that many of the properties of foreshock cavities
inferred from single event studies are true in general. It presents the first
localisation of foreshock cavity observations in a physically motivated coor-
dinate system, and the first comparison between the observed cavity location
and structures in the large-scale foreshock. Finally, contemporary observa-
tion of foreshock cavities by pairs of Cluster spacecraft are used to constrain
their overall length-scale.
Two foreshock cavity case studies are presented in chapter 4. For one
event, we are able to, for the first time, accurately relate the observation of a
foreshock cavity to the measured position of the bow shock. This allows us to
compute the shock angle, a vital parameter in one model of foreshock cavity
formation, with greater accuracy than previous studies. We find that this
cavity is probably elongated along the magnetic field and we constrain its
field-parallel and -perpendicular extent. Time series spectrograms are used
to show that this foreshock cavity is embedded within a region of field-aligned
ion beams. The second foreshock cavity presented in chapter 4 is associated
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with a small rotation in the IMF. We show that this event appears on
the boundary between an interval when the spacecraft were inside the ion
foreshock, and an excursion upstream.
Chapter 5 presents the first report of a Hot Flow Anomaly-like event at
Saturn. This work was published as Masters et al. (2008b).
Finally, chapter 6 concludes and summerises the key results presented in
this thesis.
Chapter 2
Instrumentation and
Methodology
The work presented in this thesis was carried out using data from the Cluster
and Cassini spacecraft. In this chapter, we introduce these missions, discuss
those instruments from which the data presented later were obtained. We
also discuss the analysis techniques applied to these data.
The bulk of this thesis is comprised of analysis and interpretation of
Cluster observations. This chapter including the instrument descriptions
will be ‘Cluster-centric’; the relevant differences between Cluster and Cassini
instruments will be noted. The coordinate convention used in this chapter is
that the angle about the spacecraft spin axis is the azimuthal angle, whilst
the angle from the spin axis is the polar angle.
2.1 Cluster
The four-spacecraft European Space Agency Cluster II mission was success-
fully launched in the year 2000. It was designed to make measurements of the
near-Earth plasma environment at small (with inter-spacecraft separations
between 100 km and 10 000 km) scales with an expected mission lifetime of
two years. Over eight years after launch, the Cluster observations are still
revolutionising our understanding of the terrestrial magnetosphere and its
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Cluster orbit superimposed on the bow shock
and magnetosphere. A cut in the GSE xz plane is shown. After Eastwood
(2003)
interaction with the solar wind. The first four Cluster spacecraft were lost in
1996 due to the failure of their new Ariane 5 launch vehicle. Over the next
four years, spacecraft and instruments were rebuilt. References to ‘Cluster’
in the rest of this thesis should be understood to refer to the post-rebuild
Cluster II mission.
The mission is in a polar orbit with the outbound segment in the northern
hemisphere. Figure 2.1 shows a projection of the orbit in the plane contain-
ing the Earth-Sun line and the normal to Earth’s orbital plane. The Cluster
orbital period is 57 hours, and perigee and apogee are 4RE and 19.6RE
respectively. The orbits of the individual spacecraft are arranged so that
the quartet form a regular tetrahedron in regions of scientific interest. The
Cluster orbit precesses with respect to the Earth over the course of a year.
Cluster tail seasons occur in (northern-hemisphere) summer. Dayside sea-
sons, if defined by the first and last bow shock crossings of the year, span
mid-December to May. At various points in the mission, orbital manoeuvres
are performed to vary the inter-spacecraft separation between 100 km and
10 000 km. The separations were ∼ 1000 km during the 2005 season used,
and ∼10 000 km in 2006.
Each identical spacecraft chassis is a 1.3m high by 2.9m diameter disk.
They are spin stabilised, with the spin plane lying parallel to the ecliptic,
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Instrument Description Measures
FGM Fluxgate magnetometer D.C. magnetic fields
CIS 3D Ion spectrometer CODIF resolves species, HIA mea-
sures hot ions and solar wind
PEACE Electron spectrometer 3D electron distribution 0.7 eV–
30 keV
RAPID Solid-state particle detector Energetic electrons and ions
EFW Spherical sensors on wire
booms
Electric fields and spacecraft poten-
tial
ASPOC Spacecraft potential control Emits indium ions at ∼5 eV
EDI Emits electrons and mea-
sures returns
Electromagnetic fields
WHISPER Resonance sounder Electron density. Emissions 2-80kHz
STAFF Search coil magnetometer Magnetic fluctuations ≤ 4 kHz
WBD Wide band receiver High resolution continuous wave
forms 25Hz-577 kHz
DWP Digital wave processor Correlation of wave and particle ex-
periments
Table 2.1: Summary of the Cluster science payload
and a spin rate of 15 rpm. At launch each spacecraft had a mass of 1200 kg;
of this, over half was propellant with the science payload totalling 71 kg.
Table 2.1 summerises the instruments onboard each Cluster spacecraft.
Detailed descriptions of the spacecraft and instrumentation may be found in
the book The Cluster and Phoenix Missions (Escoubet et al., 1997), published
in Space Science Reviews , Vol. 79 (1-2), 1997. A special issue of Annales
Geophysicæ (Vol. 19 (10-12), 2001, (Escoubet, 2001)) details the changes to
instrumentation for the Cluster rebuild and reports post-launch performance.
This thesis is principally concerned with analysis of data from magne-
tometers (FGM on Cluster and MAG on Cassini) and electrostatic particle
analysers (CIS and PEACE on Cluster, and CAPS-ELS on Cassini). Detailed
discussions of these instrument types can be found in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
The Cluster RAPID solid state particle detector is discussed in section 2.5.
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2.2 Cassini
The Cassini-Huygens mission was launched in 1997, 15 years after its in-
ception by a joint US-European working group. Swingbys of Venus, Earth
and Jupiter were used to enable the spacecraft to reach Saturn. A Saturn
orbit insertion maneuver took place on 2004-06-30 bringing Cassini-Huygens
to within 1.4RS (Saturn radii) of the planet. The initial orbital tour lasted
four years, and comprised 76 Saturn orbits and 45 flybys of the moon Titan.
The events described in Chapter 5 were encountered in the early stages of
the Cassini mission in June and November 2004.
The Cassini orbiter is three-axis stabilised. Either thrusters, or reaction
wheels, can be used to stabilise the spaceraft orientation or select a new
orientation.
Data from three different Cassini instruments are presented in Chapter 5.
MAG, the Cassini Dual-Technique Magnetometer (Dougherty et al., 2004),
is composed of two sensors: a fluxgate magnetometer and a vector helium
magnetometer capable of operating in a scalar mode. Only data from the
fluxgate are used in this thesis; details can be found in section 2.3. Two of
the sub-instruments from the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) (Young
et al., 2004) are used. The electron spectrometer ELS and Ion Beam Spec-
trometer IBS are both Electro-Static Analysers (ESAs) (like PEACE and
CIS on Cluster). These instruments are discussed in section 2.4.
2.3 Fluxgate Magnetometers
Each of the four Cluster spacecraft carries two Fluxgate magnetometers
(FGM); a detailed description can be found in Balogh et al. (2001). The
outboard sensor is located on end of a 5.2m radial boom; a second sensor
is located 1.5m inboard. The two sensors provide redundancy and can be
used, taking coincident samples, to estimate and remove interference from
spacecraft-generated fields.
In order to measure the vector magnetic field, fluxgate magnetometers
employ three, orthogonal, ferromagnetic, cores. Each core has a drive wind-
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a single axis Fluxgate Magnetometer from
O’Brien et al. (2007).
ing wrapped around it. Driving a current through the coil creates a magnetic
field. Some of the atomic magnetic moments in the core material align with
the coil field. In the limit that increasing the drive-field does not lead to
an increase in alignment, the core material is said to be magnetically satu-
rated. By driving a bi-polar current through the coil, the core can be made
to flip between two different saturation states. The presence of an external
magnetic field aligned with the coil axis causes the core to saturate faster for
one current direction than for the other. A second winding around the core
can be used to sense this and measure the external field (Balogh et al., 2001;
Carr et al., 2005; O’Brien et al., 2007).
Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of a single axis of an FGM. The core is
the annulus on the far left, wrapped by drive and sense windings. The other
feature to note is the feedback loop (in this diagram the feedback and sense
windings are co-located). By driving a current in the feedback windings,
the magnetic field at the sensor can be cancelled out. Measuring the field
at the sensor through the voltage driving the feedback current allows the
instrument to run in a linear regime over a greater range.
FGM has four operating modes. The nominal solar wind mode covers
magnetic fields in the range ±64 nT with a resolution of 8 pT (Balogh et al.,
2001, 1997).
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Figure 2.3: Cut-away schematic of a generic top-hat electrostatic analyser.
The PEACE and CIS instruments on Cluster and ELS on Cassini all share
this basic design. An example particle trajectory is shown. This particle has
the right charge sign and energy per charge to pass through the deflector
plates and reach the Microchannel plate (labelled MCP). Adapted from
Johnstone et al. (1997)
Cassini also carries a fluxgate magnetometer (MAG). This has four op-
erating modes covering a range of ±44000 nT. The solar wind mode covers
±40 nT with resolution ±4.9 pT (Dougherty et al., 2004, table III).
2.4 Electrostatic Analysers
2.4.1 General Instrument Design
Each of the Cluster satellites is equipped with top-hat Electro-Static Analysers
designed to measure particle distributions throughout the magnetosphere
and near-Earth solar wind. The Plasma Electron and Current Experiment
(PEACE) Johnstone et al. (1997) instrument measures electrons in the en-
ergy range 0.6 eV−26 keV. The Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) (Re`me et al.,
2001) instrument measures the distribution of ions with energies between
0 and 40 keV per nucleon. The Composition and Distribution Function
(CODIF) sensor part of CIS is able to distinguish between different ion
species using a time-of-flight analyser. It is not used in the present work
and will not be discussed further. The Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) part of CIS
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can measure in the energy range ∼5 eV/e−32 keV/e but cannot distinguish
between different ion species.
Figure 2.3 shows a section through a top-hat type Electro-Static Analyser
(ESA). Top-hat designs are characterised by their wide field of view and a
turning angle (through which particle trajectories are deflected) of .90◦.
The collimator and baﬄe system covering the entrance aperture acts to de-
fine the angular response of the instrument and screen out fluxes of solar
Ultraviolet (UV) light and high energy particles, (Johnstone et al., 1997).
Unwanted counts may be recorded due to secondary electrons produced
by either Ultraviolet (UV) photons or energetic particles and directly by
any Ultraviolet (UV) photons that manage to reach the Microchannel plate
(MCP).
A potential difference applied between the inner and outer deflection
plates selects particles as a function of their energy per charge. Those with
the correct energy to charge ratio pass through the particle optics and strike
a micro-channel plate which amplifies the particle arrival signal to a level en-
abling the electronics to register a count. By changing the voltage between
the plates, particles of different energies can be selected. PEACE has 88
energy levels which are swept over between 16 and 64 times per spacecraft
spin depending on the instrument mode; this gives a maximum azimuthal
angle resolution of ∼5.6◦. In its nominal mode, CIS(HIA) sweeps through its
energy range in 62.5ms, giving a maximum angular resolution of ∼ 5.6◦. For
a 360◦ field of view tophat, full coverage of all azimuthal angles takes half
a spacecraft spin. The PEACE instruments have 180◦ fields of view, thus
full azimuthal coverage takes a full spin. However, there are two PEACE
instrument heads mounted on opposite sides of each satellite; the High and
Low Energy Electron Analysers (HEEA/LEEA). If HEEA and LEEA are
set to sample overlapping energy ranges, full angular coverage of the overlap
region is possible in half a spin (∼2 s).
Polar angle resolution is provided by an array of separate anodes in each
sensor head. The PEACE field of view is split into twelve zones each covering
15◦. The HIA sensor is split into two sections with sensitivities in the ratio
∼ 1/25; each has a 180◦ polar field of view. The low sensitivity (low-g)
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section is designed to measure the solar wind beam which is resolved with 8×
5.625◦ anodes surrounded by 8 coarser (11.25◦) resolution anodes. The more
sensitive, high-G, section is composed of 16 11.25◦anodes and is optimised
for the observation of ion fluxes that are less intense than the solar wind.
As well as the anode sectoring scheme, the high-G and low-g parts of
HIA also differ in their geometric factors and other details. On PEACE,
HEEA and LEEA also have different geometric factors. The geometric factor
can be thought of as parameterisation of how wide the entrance aperture is
on an instrument. For example HEEA and the high-G part of HIA have
larger geometric factors than LEEA or the low-g part. This means that the
former instruments are able to measure more rarefied populations but may be
saturated by intense fluxes. The energy sweep of HIA high-G is constructed
such that solar wind energy (∼1 keV) ions are excluded from the instrument
when it points towards the sun.
Full 3D velocity distributions contain a huge amount of information, too
much for it to be routinely telemetered. Moments of the full angular dis-
tribution are calculated on-board and transmitted on a per spin basis. Dis-
tribution moments are discussed further in section 2.4.3. Depending on the
instrument mode, 2D distributions may be available. These may be given
as a function of the pitch angle between a particle’s velocity and the mag-
netic field direction. For CIS(HIA) pitch angles cannot be computed with the
magnetic field vector measured onboard. They are approximated by pressure
tensor diagonalisation, the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue
lies along ambient field direction as a first (gyrotropic) approximation. Tem-
perature may be calculated in directions parallel and perpendicular to the
magnetic field. CIS(HIA) calculates these parameters by diagonalising the
pressure tensor in the plasma rest frame (see section 2.4.3). Upstream of
the bow shock,the narrow energy spread of the solar wind beam compared
to the bulk flow energy, can lead to unphysical perturbations in the parallel
temperature product.
The HIA instrument has a variety of modes, the current mode is indicated
by a telemetered status byte. Sometimes the instrument can be in a mode
designed for magnetospheric measurements whilst the spacecraft is in the
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solar wind/foreshock. Such periods were eliminated from the work in this
thesis by rejecting any time intervals whose status byte indicated non-solar
wind or foreshock modes of operation.
Cassini’s electron spectrometer CAPS-ELS is based closely on Cluster
HEEA (Young et al., 2004). Its energy range is 0.6 eV to ∼28 keV covered
by three different modes. In typical solar wind modes, the coverage is 1 eV
to 1000 eV. The Cassini Ion Beam Spectrometer (IBS) is not a top-hat spec-
trometer design; it is, however based on the same principle of using a volatge
applied between curved-electrodes to reject most incoming particle. IBS has
a turning angle of ∼180◦ and lacks a collimator. It is designed to measure the
cold solar wind beam (|v|i thermal  |v|i bulk flow) with high angular resolution
and provide coverage of field-aligned fluxes associated with the kronian au-
rora and in Titan’s ionosphere; it covers an energy range of 1 eV to ∼50 keV.
Particle spectrometers on Cassini cannot cover the full 4pi steradians of
solid angle as the spacecraft does not rotate. They have instantaneous fields
of view of ∼160◦which can be improved by rotating the instruments with a
mechanical actuator.
2.4.2 Secondary and Photo- Electrons
The goal of a particle spectrometer is to measure the ambient particle dis-
tributions. However the presence of a metallic body disturbs the particles in
space plasmas. Within the detector itself, there are two ionisation sources
that lead to measurement errors. UV photons from the Sun can eject elec-
trons from the surface of the sensor head, leading to ‘false’ counts. These
photoelectrons are predominantly observed when the Sun is within the in-
strument’s field of view. Also, high energy particles, in the process of being
rejected by the energy filter, impact the deflector plate. They may generate
secondary electrons within the energy acceptance range of the analyser. Baf-
fles in the input apertures reduce the number of ‘stray’ electrons from both
photoionisation and impact ionisation within the sensor.
The whole outer surface of the spacecraft is subject to fluxes of both UV
photons and energetic particles. Electrons emitted from the surface tend to
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the effect of spacecraft potential on measured
electron distributions. It is assumed that photoelectron emission dominates
plasma electron impacts on the spacecraft surface as is the case in the solar
wind (e.g. Kellogg and Horbury, 2005). The left-hand panel show the true
electron distribution, the middle panel shows the effect of positive space-
craft potential and the right-hand panel shows electron contamination. The
shaded area corresponds to electrons which contaminate the measured pop-
ulation. Most secondary- and photo-electrons will escape through the space-
craft potential. However, electrons may return to the detector under certain
circumstances Geach et al. (2005): perhaps when they are liberated with
initial gyromotion directed towards the detector, or in the case of highly
non-uniform spacecraft potential fields (such as found for Cassini).
dominate in the solar wind (Kellogg and Horbury, 2005), forming a sheath
several meters thick and leaving a net positive charge on the spacecraft. Not
only may some of the electrons from the sheath return to the spacecraft and
be detected by particle spectrometers, but the positive spacecraft potential
influences the measured spectra of the ambient plasma particles. Figure 2.4
shows the effect of positive spacecraft potential on the measured electron dis-
tribution. All electrons from the background plasma are accelerated through
the spacecraft potential before they are detected. An energy cutoff forms
in the electron spectrum, with only internal secondary and returning sheath
electrons below it. Algorithms exist to remove the influence of the spacecraft
potential (e.g. Ge´not and Schwartz, 2004). However, there may be some
overlap between the energy cut-off for the ambient plasma and the tails of
the secondary electron distribution.
Ions will tend to be repelled from a spacecraft floating at a positive po-
tential with respect to its plasma environment. The lowest energy ions will
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not reach the spacecraft at all and the others will have their energies reduced
due to the spacecraft potential. Solar wind ions typically have energies of
∼1 keV, while typical spacecraft potentials range from a few volts to a few
tens of volts. Thus, it is not expected that a significant number of solar wind
ions will fail to reach the spacecraft due to the positive potential.
The spacecraft potential can reach 70V (Geach et al., 2005) but one of
the experiments flown on Cluster aims to control it. The Active Spacecraft
Potential Control (ASPOC) instrument emits a beam of indium ions at en-
ergies of ∼7 keV (Torkar et al., 2001). These ions escape from the vicinity
of the spacecraft, changing the current balance and lowering the spacecraft
potential. ASPOC aims to keep the spacecraft potential below +10V.
2.4.3 Moments
With strict limits on the bit-rates available to each instrument, normal Clus-
ter telemetry modes do not allow the transmission of full PEACE 3D dis-
tributions. Moments encapsulate information about a plasma population in
just a few numbers. Effectively moments discard information on the short-
est time-scales and give a fluid-like picture of the plasma. However, fac-
tors such as finite integration range and spacecraft potential often lead to
spacecraft-calculated moments differing from their plasma population val-
ues. Techniques exist to estimate the ‘true’ moment values given a set of
on-board calculated moments: see Geach et al. (2005), Ge´not and Schwartz
(2004) and references therein. Likewise, imperfect instrument calibrations
can affect moment calculation. Onboard calibration reduces the errors in the
calculated moments; it aims to remove any changes in detector sensitivity
(or other instrument parameters) with time.
The ith moment of a particle velocity distribution f(v) is:
−→
M i =
∫
f(v)vid3v (2.1)
By taking various combinations of moments, we can derive physical param-
eters of interest
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density: n = M0 =
∫
f(v)d3v (2.2)
number flux density: nV =M 1 =
∫
f(v)vd3v (2.3)
stress tensor: −→σ = m−→M 2 = m
∫
f(v)vvd3v (2.4)
pressure tensor:
−→
P = m(
−→
M 2 −M 1V ) (2.5)
where m is the particle mass, and V the bulk velocity vector. Where a lack
of counting statistics prevents full characterisation of the particle velocity
distribution, the plama bulk flow velocity can still be estimated. The method
proceeds by assuming a shape for the underlying distribution and then fitting
the relevant curve to the velocity space measurements. The peak of the curve
corresponds to the plasma flow speed (e.g. Masters et al., 2008b).
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2.5 Research with Adaptive Particle Imaging
Detectors (RAPID)
The Research with Adaptive Particle Imaging Detectors (RAPID) instrument
is a particle detector for the analysis of suprathermal particle distributions.
Detailed descriptions of the instrument can be found in Wilken et al. (2001,
1997) and the review of Wilken (1984, § 3.4.3.4) covers the conceptual instru-
ment design. RAPID can measure electrons in the energy range 20-400 keV,
and ions from 10 keV per nucleon up to 1500 keV. The Imaging Electron
Spectrometer and Imaging Ion Mass Spectrometer (IIMS) Imaging Ion Mass
Spectrometer are two independent sub-instruments. Only the latter concerns
us here. The IIMS is composed of three sensor heads each covering a 60◦ po-
lar field of view; a schematic of a sensor is presented in Figure 2.5. Each
sensor is subdivided into 4× 15◦ bins. The rotation of the spacecraft allows
all azimuthal angles to be sampled. RAPID divides these into 16 azimuthal
sectors. The instrument measures the time taken for a particle to traverse
a known distance inside the detector, computing the particle’s velocity. An
independent measurement of the particle energy is given by the solid state
detector. Particle mass can be determined from the flight-time and energy
measurements.
As an open design, RAPID is sensitive to contamination from high fluxes
of low energy particles (such as the solar wind beam) and photoionisation
by solar Ultraviolet (UV) fluxes. A linear electrostatic deflector protects the
instrument from saturation by low energy particles. The UV flux contami-
nation is ameliorated by design of the time-of-flight entrance foil. However,
during Cluster commissioning, the reduction was found to be less than an-
ticipated, and the sensors in the spacecraft spin-plane suffer degradation due
to solar fluxes (Daly and Mu¨hlbachler, 2006).
In this thesis, RAPID data are used only for event discrimination. The
data product used is the flux of protons integrated over all look directions
(J_p_lo); it has units of particles per cm2 s sr.
In this thesis we often refer to RAPID ions as suprathermal. At ≥27 keV
these are certainly more energetic than the thermal energy of the solar wind
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of one of the three sensor heads making up RAPID
ion instrument; from Daly and Mu¨hlbachler (2006)
(∼10 eV). However, it should be noted that many of the ions measured by
CIS, for example those with the ∼4 keV energies typical of Field Aligned
Beam populations, are also suprathermal. The thermal solar wind popula-
tion, however, dominates the calculated CIS moments. The case study of
Schwartz et al. (2006) suggests that the bulk of the foreshock cavity interior
pressure is provided by ions with energies between 5 keV and 27 keV and that
the high RAPID ions contribute relatively little partial pressure. Neverthe-
less, we use the presence of enhanced fluxes of high energy ions in the RAPID
energy range as a marker for foreshock cavities.
2.6 Electric Fields and Waves (EFW)
A spacecraft immersed in plasma assumes a potential such that currents to
it are balanced (Pedersen, 1995). In the solar wind, the main currents are
from the emission of secondary and photo- electrons (leaving the spacecraft
positively charged) and the pickup of ambient plasma electrons (charging the
spacecraft negatively). The balance of these currents depends on the ambient
plasma electron density and (thermal) speed. The potential is higher in lower
density plasmas. In the solar wind, photoelectron emission dominates (e.g.
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Torkar et al., 2001; Kellogg and Horbury, 2005). The spacecraft becomes
positive, reducing the photoelectron emission.
The Electric Fields and Waves (EFW) instrument supplies a current to
boom-mounted probes in order to balance the photoemission current. The
probes are thus at a small potential relative to the ambient plasma. The
potential of the probes relative to the spacecraft chassis is measured con-
tinuously. This probe potential is negative in the solar wind and becomes
more negative in less dense plasmas. Pedersen (1995) have shown that the
effect of electron temperature may neglected and the probe potential may be
used as a proxy for electron density. For the work with EFW in this thesis,
a good (correlation coefficient > 0.85) linear correlation was found between
probe potential and electron density. As probe potential is measured with
sub-spin cadence, it may be used to diagnose electron density at higher time
resolutions than possible with particle spectrometers.
2.7 Single Event Techniques
2.7.1 Minimum Variance Analysis (MVA)
The technique of Minimum Variance Analysis (MVA) can be used in the
analysis of single spacecraft time series data to estimate the direction normal
to a planar structure in a plasma. We will discuss the application of MVA to
magnetic field data with the divergence-free (∇·B = 0) field as a constraint.
Similar techniques may be applied to other spacecraft time series (Sonnerup
and Scheible, 1998; Song and Russell, 1999; Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967). It is
not our intention to give a rigorous mathematical description of the technique
and its implementation; see the reviews of Song and Russell (1999); Sonnerup
and Scheible (1998) for these details.
Briefly, MVA transforms the measured magnetic field time series into a
space spanned by the vectors {x1,x2,x3} such that the variance in B · x1 is
minimised and the variance in B · x3 is maximised; the MVA result is thus
based on the internal structure of the transition (Eastwood et al., 2005a).
{x1,x2,x3} are then the minimum, intermediate and maximum variance di-
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rections respectively. A set of eigenvalues {λmin, λint, λmax} are associated
with these directions; as they are related to the amount of magnetic vari-
ance in each direction, λmin ≤ λint ≤ λmax. In section 1.2.3, we considered
the jump conditions arising from the conservation and continuity of various
quantities across a surface in a plasma. Equation 1.16 states that the com-
ponent of the magnetic field normal to the surface is continuous ({Bn} = 0).
By minimising the magnetic variance across a discontinuity, MVA estimates
the discontinuity normal.
The quality of the estimate of the normal (nˆ) is measured by the eigen-
value ratio λint/λmin (e.g. Mazelle et al., 2003). Sonnerup and Scheible (1998)
provide various error estimates, including the ‘rule of thumb’ that the esti-
mated normal is fairly reliable if λint/λmin ≥ 10 when there are fifty or fewer
samples across the structure. In comparing Cluster timing derived estimates
wavevectors to MVA, Eastwood et al. (2005a) find that most error estimates
tend to be conservative, but that the application of the basic rule of thumb
gives good agreement between the two methods.
In the case of linearly polarised magnetic structures the intermediate and
minimum variance directions are degenerate (λint ≈ λmin) and the normal
direction is not well constrained. This makes (standard) MVA unsuitable for
the analysis of shocks (Schwartz, 1998) and Tangential Discontinuities (TDs)
(Song and Russell, 1999).
2.7.2 Tangential Discontinuities (TD)
Pure Tangential Discontinuities (TD) have no flow across and no magnetic
field threading their surface (sections 1.2.2 and 1.3.3 here and Burgess (1995)).
As the field on both sides lies in the plane of the discontinuity, the normal
to the surface can be calculated by:
nˆ = ± Bu ×Bd|Bu ×Bd| (2.6)
where the subscripts u and d refer to measurements upstream and down-
stream of the discontinuity respectively.
Unlike MVA, TD analysis is sensitive to the gross change in the magnetic
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field across a surface rather than the internal structure of the transition.
Care must be taken that appropriate parameterisations of the up- and down-
stream fields are used and that the discontinuity in question is actually a TD
(Schwartz, 1998; Song and Russell, 1999).
2.7.3 Bow Shock Models
Large sets of spacecraft bow shock encounters allow the average shape and
position of the shock to be fitted with empirical models. After correcting
for relevant solar wind parameters, these models approximate the shock as
a paraboloid or hyperboloid of revolution with the axis of symmetry about
the oncoming flow direction (Peredo et al., 1995; Slavin and Holzer, 1981).
Cluster studies of bow shock orientation have shown that, for a selected
subset of quasi-perpendicular shock crossings, the shock orientations based on
model predictions often agree well with orientations based on multispacecraft
timing. This agreement is often better than the agreement between either
timing or model normals, and orientation estimates based on single spacecraft
techniques (Horbury et al., 2001).
The location of the shock is often desired as part of the study of events
in the foreshock, for example so that the shock angle (θBn) can be calcu-
lated. In the absence of a coincident shock crossing by another spacecraft,
the shock location must be estimated from models. A variety of different
models are available. Some have clear limits of applicability. For instance;
Fairfield (1971) include only points within Earth’s orbital plane, whilst the
model of Formisano (1979) may be biased by a large number of crossings at
high latitudes. The location of any one given bow shock crossing may differ
considerably from the chosen model surface. This uncertainty can be reduced
by scaling the model according to the observed upstream conditions. The
Peredo et al. (1995) model, for example, changes in response to solar wind
density, speed and Mach number. Merka et al. (2005) showed that, even
after scaling for observed solar wind parameters, various shock models still
have diagnose the bow shock standoff distance with a relative error of few
percent, but up to ∼ 20% in the worst case. Alternatively, the model may
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be scaled to the position of a known crossing (Schwartz, 1998, §10.4.6) or, in
the case of a statistical study, the average model location may be used (e.g.
Meziane and d’Uston, 1998; Greenstadt and Baum, 1986). This study uses
the model of Slavin and Holzer (1981) its selection of data near the nose, and
hence blunter shape, is believed to be a good parameterisation of the shape
of the bow shock sunward of the terminator.
Chapter 3
Cluster Survey of Foreshock
Cavities
3.1 Introduction
Kinetic processes occurring upstream of the terrestrial bow shock can greatly
perturb the parameters of the solar wind incident on the dayside magneto-
sphere. The region upstream of the bow shock contains many phenomena:
field aligned ion beams (discussed in section 1.3.2) form when a fraction of
the solar wind meeting the bow shock is reflected (Sonnerup, 1969), or by
upstream leakage of magnetosheath ions (Edmiston et al., 1982). ULF waves
(see section 1.3.2) are formed as a result of instabilities between the solar
wind beam and the field aligned population; they are observed (Greenstadt
et al., 1968; Fairfield, 1969), often associated with crescent shaped interme-
diate ion distributions (Fuselier et al., 1986), some way downstream of the
field aligned beams. non-gyrotropic in spectrograms. (Meziane et al., 2005b)
state that FAB and intermediate distributions cannot really be distinguished
based on particle features alone; most authors use is the presence or absence
of ULF waves in magnetic eld data as the selection criterion. See section
1.3.2 for a more detailed discussion of Field Aligned Beams, ULF waves and
gyrating ions; including major new results from Cluster.
Models of the foreshock (Skadron et al., 1986) have shown that Earth-
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incident solar wind is slowed and deflected by the pressure gradient induced
by the presence of the foreshock. The deflection and deceleration are ac-
companied by significant perturbations in density and magnetic field. Local
hybrid simulations of the interaction between the solar wind and a spatially
limited counterstreaming beam (Thomas and Brecht, 1988) develop crater
like structures of depressed density and magnetic field bounded by enhanced
edges, that may likewise perturb the bulk solar wind flow.
Events matching these predictions have been found in spacecraft data
sets. HFAs (Schwartz et al., 1985; Thomsen et al., 1986; Paschmann et al.,
1988) exhibit large flow deflections and temperature enhancements. Interac-
tions between a subset of solar wind discontinuities (Schwartz et al., 2000b)
and the bow shock have been found to explain HFA signatures better than
the Thomas and Brecht (1988) model.
Foreshock cavities, first reported by Wibberenz et al. (1985) as crater-
like magnetic field dropouts filled with energetic ions in International Sun-
Earth Explorer (ISEE 2) data (see also secton 1.3.3 here, Fairfield et al.
(1990) and Sibeck et al. (2002)), may be a better match for the predictions of
Thomas and Brecht (1988). Cavities are thought to form when magnetic field
bundles connect to the quasi-parallel bow shock. This allows suprathermal
ions to stream from the shock along the field and back against the solar wind
bulk flow (Schwartz et al., 2006). The additional suprathermal population
enhances the pressure on shock-connected field lines and drives expansion
into the surrounding solar wind plasma.
Case studies of foreshock cavities (e.g., Sibeck et al., 2002; Schwartz et al.,
2006; Sibeck et al., 2004) have shown that, unlike HFAs, they need not
be associated with interplanetary discontinuities. There is little heating or
deflection of the solar wind bulk flow within these case study events, but
a population of suprathermal ions is present in addition to the solar wind
population.
Foreshock cavities and Hot Flow Anomalies are observed to have a mea-
surable impact on the dynamics of the magnetosphere. Fairfield et al. (1990),
using AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorer) and GOES
(Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) data, found that cor-
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related density and field perturbations, due to local solar wind bow shock
interaction, were responsible for compressions of the magnetosphere. Sibeck
et al. (2000) presented a case study in which they identified a causal chain
linking foreshock cavities to magnetopause motion. Sibeck et al. (2000) linked
changes in the solar wind magnetic field, interacting with the bow shock and
excavating cavities to pressure variations tracked through the magnetosheath.
The changes in magnetosheath pressure caused transient magnetopause mo-
tion, which was observed at geosynchronous orbit. Murr and Hughes (2003)
were able to identify foreshock cavities as the triggers of several travelling
convection vortices in the ionosphere.
A previous survey of foreshock cavities was carried out by Sibeck et al.
(2001) using IMP-8 (Interplanetary Monitoring Platform - 8) data. In seven
months of observations, they identified 292 foreshock cavities, finding that
they occurred preferentially in the prenoon sector, and in solar wind streams
with fast bulk flow speeds. Central magnetic fields were found to be depressed
by 20% with respect to solar wind values. Low time resolution plasma data
prevented Sibeck et al. (2001) from investigating the statistics of the densities
and velocities in cavity interiors. Although magnetic depressions of a factor
of two had been found in previous case studies (e.g., Sibeck et al., 1989), the
relatively weak cavity signatures in the more recent survey were attributed
to the greater distance of the IMP-8 orbit from the bow shock.
Recently, events have been observed upstream of the Martian (Øieroset
et al., 2001) and Kronian (Masters et al., 2008b) bow shocks that share many
of the characteristics of terrestrial HFAs and foreshock cavities. This suggests
that cavities due to local shock interactions occur in a variety of plasma
regimes and that they may be as ubiquitous a phenomenon as collisionless
shocks themselves.
This chapter presents the results of a survey of foreshock cavities seen
by Cluster close to the bow shock. The majority of the work presented here
has been published as Billingham et al. (2008). We present the first survey
of thermal ion distribution parameters inside foreshock cavities. Studies of
individual cavities (e.g., Schwartz et al., 2006) have shown that they need
not form along underlying interplanetary discontinuities. We investigate the
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nature of the changes in plasma conditions across a large set of cavities to
determine if this is generally applicable.
The magnetic field and density profiles found by Skadron et al. (1986)
for the traversal of a model foreshock resemble those observed for foreshock
cavities. It has been suggested (e.g., by Sibeck et al. (2008), in light of recent
global hybrid simulation results) that foreshock cavities might be transient
encounters with the moving ion foreshock. Previous authors (e.g., Schwartz
et al., 2006) model foreshock cavities as being due to pre-existing fine scale
structure in the ambient solar wind temporarily altering the local magnetic
connection to the bow shock. Sibeck et al.’s (2008) suggestion may be dis-
tinguished from this scenario, as transient encounters with the foreshock
boundary must cluster around the equilibrium position of the foreshock edge.
We test the Sibeck et al. (2008) boundary encounter model by mapping the
locations of cavities against boundaries of the contiguous ion foreshock.
3.2 Dataset and Selection Criteria
Our survey covers the 2005 and 2006 Cluster dayside seasons; the periods
between 2004-12-15 and 2006-05-26 when the Cluster spacecraft were up-
stream of the Earth’s bow shock. We draw on four second resolution data
from: the FluxGate Magnetometer (FGM, Balogh et al., 2001, see section
2.3); moments of the thermal (5 eV e−1 to 32 keV e−1) ion distribution from
the Hot Ion Analyser part of the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS(HIA), Re`me
et al., 2001, see section 2.4); high energy (≥27 keV) ion fluxes from RAPID
(Wilken et al., 2001, see section 2.5). Events were selected as foreshock
cavities by requiring the existence of suprathermal ion fluxes enhanced over
background levels along with concurrent depressions in magnetic field mag-
nitude and thermal ion density. Another class of kinetic event observed near
the Earth’s bow shock, Hot Flow Anomalies (HFA), may present similar
profiles to foreshock cavities. We distinguished between HFAs and foreshock
cavities by rejecting events showing marked increases in CIS(HIA) tempera-
ture or where interior bulk flow speeds deviated by ≥20% from the ambient
solar wind speed.
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A previous survey of foreshock cavities was carried out by Sibeck et al.
(2001) using data taken by the IMP-8 spacecraft in January through August
1995. Some differences in the methodology of that work and the present
study should be kept in mind when results are compared. Our selection
criteria are more stringent than those of Sibeck et al. (2001) who required
only that energetic particle fluxes exceed a given threshold. In light of this,
we expect to identify events as foreshock cavities at a lower rate. The orbit
of the IMP-8 spacecraft lay approximately in the ecliptic plane, and had an
apogee of over 40RE during the Sibeck et al. (2001) survey; much further
from Earth than Cluster. The near polar Cluster orbit has an apogee of
19.6RE; the orbit tends to cross the bow shock, at grazing angles, some way
downstream of the shock’s nose. Shock proximity combined with the out of
ecliptic orbit allows the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) to intersect the
shock over a greater range of angles at Cluster than at IMP-8. Both survey
periods fall in the late declining phase of the solar cycle, so we expect the
solar wind streams (Corotating Interaction Regions etc.) encountered during
the course of each study to be broadly similar.
Averages of pre- and post-foreshock cavity conditions were typically taken
over a two minute window. The averaging period was extended if conditions
were especially disturbed, and reduced if other events/discontinuities pre-
vented the use of the full two minutes of data. Averaging intervals were
placed as close as possible to each foreshock cavity without including ei-
ther the central depressions or any edge enhancements. Values presented for
cavity interiors are those measured coincident with the minimum of the mag-
netic field magnitude in the four second resolution data. As conditions within
cavities are often highly disturbed the exact timing and depth of the field
minimum could be expected to change for different sampling rates/averaging
schemes (the minimum of the “trough” tending to be lower for higher cadence
time series).
To identify an event as a foreshock cavity, we must be able to discriminate
it from its surroundings. Any cavities embedded in a ULF wave field or
in regions of significant electromagnetic turbulence, for example, could not
be picked out as unique events. Foreshock cavity interiors are generally
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highly disturbed, consistent with quasi-parallel connection to the bow shock;
however, their surroundings must be relatively quiescent, in order for them to
be identified. This criterion is consistent with previously reported examples
of foreshock cavities; however, it limits our ability to detect any events that
might occur in the turbulent regions downstream of the field aligned ion
beam foreshock edge.
We put the plasma environment in which foreshock cavities are embedded
in context by comparing it to average data from each hour when Cluster was
upstream of the bow shock during the survey period. The cavities themselves
are included in these intervals, but the hourly averaging suppresses their
influence on the reported parameters. Compared to the few minute averaging
window used for the immediate cavity surroundings, data averaged over an
hourly window would be expected to show considerably less variability.
3.3 An Example Foreshock Cavity
Figure 3.1 gives an overview of field and plasma conditions during an event
centred around 14:15 (UT) on 28 December 2005 when Cluster was upstream
of the southern dusk bow shock. Corresponding depressions in magnetic field
magnitude (heavy black line in the first panel) and in thermal ion density
(second panel), along with elevated fluxes of suprathermal ions (third panel)
mark this event as probable a foreshock cavity. The lack of significant change
in the bulk flow speed (third panel) or heating of the solar wind ions (bottom
panel) confirms this event as a foreshock cavity rather than an HFA. The
magnetic field observed in the centre of the cavity is deflected by ∼80◦ from
the pre- and post-event fields which point in almost the same direction. The
components of the field in the yGSE (dusk-dawn) and zGSE (north-south) di-
rections fall inside the cavity with respect to those in the exterior solar wind.
The remaining field component parallel to the Earth-Sun line favours mag-
netic connection to the bow shock. This allows suprathermal ions to stream
away from the bow shock, along the field, and reach the spacecraft. There
are clearly some suprathermthermals observed outside the central magnetic
depression, behaviour previously noted by Schwartz et al. (2006) and Sibeck
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Figure 3.1: Stacked time series traces giving an overview of the foreshock
cavity observed by Cluster on 2005-12-28 14:15:00 when the spacecraft were
at (8.2, 16.1, -6.0)RE GSE. All parameters were measured by Cluster 3. The
top panel shows the magnitude of the magnetic field and its components
in GSE coordinates. The second panel shows the density of the thermal
ion population from CIS moments. The third panel shows the flux of ener-
getic (≥35 keV e−1) ions measured by the RAPID instrument. The bottom
two panels show the bulk flow speed and temperature of the ions measured
by CIS. These signatures are typical of foreshock cavities with correlated
dropouts in field strength and density lasting 50 seconds, associated with
enhanced RAPID fluxes. The central field and density both drop to 0.59 of
their exterior values. The pre- and post-event fields are separated in angle
by 12◦, the event has not formed on a significant solar wind discontinuity.
This, along with the lack of significant changes in ion velocity magnitude
and temperature, mark this event as a foreshock cavity rather than an HFA.
Note that there is a slight change in the direction of the bulk flow southwards
and duskwards, but this deflection is < 2◦.
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et al. (2001). These ions, which have energies ≥27 keV, suggest that the
plasma immediately before the field depression is connected to the terres-
trial bow shock. However, the exterior field is not significantly turbulent and
there are no coherent waves. The cavity is not embedded within the well
developed ULF foreshock, but the burst of energetic ions , associated with a
small field rotation, measured by RAPID just before the cavity at ∼14:12:30
suggests that the pre-cavity field may connect to the bow shock, and thus
the spacecraft is downstream of the tangent field line.
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Figure 3.2: Locations of the 204 foreshock cavities identified during the 2005
and 2006 Cluster dayside seasons projected onto the yz, xy, and xz GSE
planes. Sections through model a bow shock are also included; the concentric
curves in the yz plane are sections taken through the model at the terminator
and at 4, 8, and 12RE sunward of the Earth.
3.4 Foreshock Cavity Locations
3.4.1 Comparison with Cluster Orbit
During the survey period, Cluster was upstream of the bow shock for ∼270
days and observed 204 events that we identify as foreshock cavities. This
gives an occurrence rate of ∼0.75 foreshock cavities per day, almost two per
Cluster orbit; this is less than the 1.2 per day reported by Sibeck et al. (2001),
in line with our expectations (see section 3.2).
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Figure 3.3: Histograms of cavity locations projected onto each GSE axis along
with hourly averages of the part of the Cluster orbit upstream of the bow
shock. In each component, the distributions are similar. Foreshock cavities
are observed throughout the Cluster orbit. More cavities are observed outside
the pre-dawn (yGSE ≤ 0) bowshock than post dawn; this asymmetry is most
likely due to the IMF assuming a spiral orientation.
We next determine if there is any preferred location to observe foreshock
cavities. Figure 3.2 shows the location of each observed foreshock cavity
projected onto the xy, yz, and xz planes of the GSE coordinate system. For
reference we also plot the model bow shock of Slavin and Holzer (1981). Most
cavities are observed slightly south of the ecliptic, within 15RE of the noon-
midnight meridian and in a broad band between 5 and 18RE sunward of the
terminator. Figure 3.3 plots histograms of the locations of foreshock cavities
projected and binned along each GSE axis. Histograms of the projections
of Cluster’s position, during intervals when the spacecraft were upstream of
the bow shock, are shown for comparison.
Cavities were found throughout the parts of the Cluster orbit outside of
the bow shock, out to apogee at 19.6RE. There is a slight asymmetry in the
distribution of locations along the y axis, with ∼55% of the cavities observed
in the pre-noon (y <0) sector. Sibeck et al. (2001) also report preferentially
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observing cavities in the pre-noon sector. However the bias they find, and
attribute to the prevalence of spiral IMF, is much more marked than the
slight asymmetry in our set of events. As Cluster remains much closer to the
bow shock than IMP-8, a much broader range of IMF orientations connect
it to the shock. For each of the three position components, the distribution
of cavity locations is similar to the distribution of the orbit.
There is an apparent lack of cavities observed near the subsolar point,
visible in both the yz panel of the three-axis projection and in the bins near
the zero in the yGSE histogram. Although this lack of cavities near the nose
of the bow shock is visually striking, especially in Figure 3.2, χ2 tests on the
goodness of fit between the Cluster orbit and observed cavity locations (in
each of the three GSE components) suggest that the distributions are only
at most marginally different in a statistical sense (0.25 & P & 0.48).
Cluster is furthest upstream of the bow shock around its nose. As Sibeck
et al. (2004) established that foreshock cavities become weaker farther from
the shock, cavities observed by Cluster near the nose might be expected
to be weaker than those found near the flanks. However, for this to fully
explain the lack of cavities near the nose, cavity strength would have to fall
off rapidly to below a threshold of detectability within the 19.6RE Cluster
orbit. As cavities have been observed at almost 40RE, we conclude that
increasing distance from the shock cannot be a major contributor to the lack
of cavities near the sub-solar point.
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3.4.2 Comparison with Foreshock Location
Recent global hybrid simulations (Sibeck et al., 2008) suggest that foreshock
cavities are transient encounters with the leading edge of the foreshock. As
foreshock ion-beams respond to changes in the solar wind magnetic field
direction, they may move back and forth over a spacecraft and account for
the foreshock cavity signatures observed in spacecraft time series.
Identification of foreshock cavities requires relatively quiescent background
plasma conditions, like those often found in the unperturbed solar wind. Any
cavity occurring within the fully developed ion foreshock would be difficult
to pick out as a discrete event. Recent simulational studies by Blanco-Cano
et al. (2009) have suggested that foreshock cavity-like events may be found
embedded deep within the foreshock, surrounded by low frequency waves.
Blanco-Cano et al. (2009) name these events foreshock cavitons and show
an example in Cluster data. Our selection criteria would reject foreshock
cavitons in favour of foreshock cavities surrounded by relatively quiescent
plasma. If our foreshock cavities are transient encounters with the edge of
the foreshock, it must move over the spacecraft in such a way as to leave rela-
tively quiet conditions on either side; for example advancing over a spacecraft
in the solar wind before retreating.
We have transformed our set of cavity observation points into a coordi-
nate system organised by foreshock morphology, allowing the comparison of
foreshock cavity locations with foreshock structures. The Solar Foreshock
Coordinate (SFC) system was developed by Greenstadt and Baum (1986) to
map the onset of ULF waves in the foreshock and has been used by Meziane
and d’Uston (1998) to locate the edge of the intermediate ion foreshock.
Figure 3.4 explains how foreshock observations are organised by the SFC
system. A section is taken through the bow shock in a plane containing the
IMF vector and the solar wind velocity. In this plane, an event may be located
by the coordinates XF and DBT . DBT is the distance along the tangent field
line from the point of tangency to a point immediately upstream of the event.
XF is the distance, along the solar wind flow, from that point to the event.
Shock-processed particles stream along the magnetic field, but also drift in
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Figure 3.4: A section through the bow shock in a plane containing the IMF
vector and the solar wind flow (BSW and vSW ). DBT is the distance along the
tangent field line from the point of tangency to a point immediately upstream
of the observation point. XF is the distance, in the direction of the solar wind
flow, from that upstream point to the event location. In this plane, an event
(here a foreshock cavity) may be located by the coordinates XF and DBT . It
is only possible for particles of a given energy to access regions downstream
of the boundary line marked W (E) as they are subjected to E × B drift in
the solar wind motional electric field (see Schwartz et al., 2000a). W (E) is
the upstream edge of the ion beam foreshock. This and other boundaries of
the ion-foreshock (e.g. the intermediate foreshock boundary of Meziane and
d’Uston (1998)) lie downstream of the tangent field line.
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the solar wind motional electric field; their trajectories form straight lines in
SFC. Particles of a given energy can only access regions downstream of some
bounding line. For energetic electrons this boundary is very near the tangent
field line, slower ions would only be observed well Earthward of the tangent
line.
Following Greenstadt and Baum (1986) and Meziane and d’Uston (1998),
we approximate the direction of the solar wind velocity as parallel to the
Earth-Sun line. We take the best-fit model of Slavin and Holzer (1981)
to approximate the position of the bow shock, and use an average of the
magnetic fields observed immediately before and after each foreshock cavity.
Although the shock model captures the typical position of the bow shock
averaged over many shock crossings, the error in the location of the shock
for any given event is considerable, leading to scatter in plots of observed
(DBT ,XF ). As the Slavin and Holzer (1981) model is a hyperboloid, it is not
a good fit to the bow shock shape at the flanks. Errors in shock location
increase dramatically for large (DBT , XF ), this can be seen as in increase in
scatter (or dispersion) of points for large XF values. Accounting for this, we
removed foreshock cavities having XF > 30RE, reducing our set of cavities
from 204 to 145. Cavities observed with large XF distances correspond to
those occurring under nearly radial IMF conditions. Over a quarter of our
set of 204 cavities occur for cone angles (θBX = arccos(Bx/|B|)) of 35◦ or
less. For low cone angle solar wind magnetic fields, the point of intersection
between the field and the bow shock moves slowly along the shock surface;
this allows the long connection times discussed by Schwartz et al. (2006).
The orbit of the Cluster spacecraft imposes a selection effect in the SFC
system. The orbit crosses the bow shock relatively near the nose, but is offset
some distance from the sub-solar point; this means that regions where XF is
large cannot be sampled under high IMF cone angle conditions.
The speed of the bulk flow in the foreshock is reduced compared to that in
pristine solar wind, this slowing is accompanied by a flow deflection (Skadron
et al., 1986). These factors might affect the location of the bow shock (as
some of our solar wind speed measurements are made within the foreshock)
and the location of the tangent field line. However, these factors are likely
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to be almost negligible. Most authors estimate the relative speed reduction
to be ∼ 2% (or . 10 km s−1) (e.g. Bonifazi et al., 1980) although on occasion
it is thought to reach ∼ 4% (Cao et al., 2009). The angle of deflection
has been estimated from simulations (Skadron et al., 1986) and measured
directly by Cluster (Cao et al., 2009) and, at the order of 1◦ or 2◦, is unlikely
to significant change the estimates of DBT or XF .
Figure 3.5 is a scatter plot of the location of each foreshock cavity in
the SFC system. Thirty cavities were observed upstream of the nominal
tangent field line; the plasma embedding these cavities is not connected to
the nominal bow shock at all. If these cavities are encounters with the edge
of the fully developed foreshock, this implies the edge must, on occasion,
move at least ∼5RE sunward of its expected position.
A least squares fit to the cavity locations indicates there is an approxi-
mately linear correlation between XF and DBT . This is the same behaviour
that would be expected for a set of ion foreshock boundary encounters, since
the trajectory of a suprathermal backstreaming ion, accounting for E × B
advection, is a straight line in the SFC system (see the line labelled W in
Figure 3.4).
There is a systematic variation in cavity locations with the cone angle be-
tween the IMF vector and the Sun-Earth line. We bin our cavity observations
by cone angle; each bin is 10◦ wide, with centres at 〈θBX〉 := {35◦, 45◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦},
and contain 4, 53, 37, 22, 15, and 14 cavities respectively. These bins are the
same as those employed by Meziane and d’Uston (1998) in their study of the
upstream boundary of the intermediate ion foreshock. Intermediate ions are
observed, along with ULF waves, some way downstream of the field aligned
beams that mark the ion-foreshock’s leading edge (Hoppe and Russell, 1983;
Eastwood et al., 2005c). Figure 3.4 illustrates this edge in relation to other
foreshock boundaries.
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Figure 3.5: Scatter plot of the location of foreshock cavities in the Solar
Foreshock Coordinate system (see Figure 3.4). Solid symbols show cavity
observation locations. Events have been sorted by the cone angle between
the IMF and the GSE x axis; bins are indicated by colour. The XF = 0 line
corresponds to the tangent field line. Events having XF < 0 were observed
upstream of the field line tangentially intersecting the nominal bow shock.
For other foreshock boundaries, studies (Greenstadt et al., 1968; Meziane and
d’Uston, 1998) have not found a single line of demarcation that applies over
a variety of upstream conditions. However, Figure 3.6 compares the location
of some foreshock cavities to appropriate foreshock boundary fits. Note that
the upper-left region in these figures corresponds to positions deep within
the ion foreshock, whilst the lower-right part maps to regions upstream of
the foreshock.
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Figure 3.6: SFC scatter plot of foreshock cavities observed for IMF cone
angles 80◦ ± 10◦ (red triangles) and those observed for IMF cone angles
45◦±5◦ (blue circles). The solid line indicates the intermediate ion foreshock
boundary reported by Meziane and d’Uston (1998) for cone angles of 45◦±5◦,
and the dashed line the same boundary for cone angles of 75◦ ± 5◦. The
boundaries reported by Meziane and d’Uston (1998) for cone angles of 75◦
and 85◦ are not significantly different (the gradients and intercepts of the
linear fits are the same to within the errors reported). As relatively few
foreshock cavities are observed for high cone angles, we employ wider bins.
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As IMF cone angle increases, foreshock cavities are observed further
downstream of the ion foreshock edge; this can be deduced from the steepen-
ing of gradient of the sets of points in Figure 3.5 with cone angle. This varia-
tion is more pronounced than, and in the opposite sense to, that reported for
the intermediate ion foreshock boundary: see the lines for θBX = {45◦, 75◦}
in Figure 3.6 and in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.6 directly compares the observed locations of foreshock cavities
and reported fits to the intermediate ion foreshock for large and small IMF
cone angles. At the lower end of the cone angle range, we show cavities having
θBX = 45
◦ ± 5◦ and compare their positions to the upstream intermediate
ion foreshock boundary published by Meziane and d’Uston (1998) for the
same range of cone angles (although we observe some cavities with θBX <
40◦, after imposing our XF < 30RE criterion, they are too scarce for us
to make meaningful comparisons with other studies). As IMF cone angle
tends towards 90◦, θBX bin occupancy drops again. Noting the similarity of
the intermediate foreshock bounding lines for 75◦ and 85◦ (their gradients
and intercepts are the same to within the reported errors), we conflate the
foreshock cavity observations for our two highest cone angle bins; effectively
rebinning them for θBX = 80
◦ ± 10◦.
In Figure 3.6, for each cone angle bin, the region in which foreshock
cavities are observed is systematically offset from the line of the expected
intermediate ion foreshock boundary. This behaviour is different to that
expected for a series of foreshock edge encounters, which would be scattered
around the boundary line.
The region downstream of the intermediate ion foreshock edge is charac-
terised by significant turbulence. The large magnetic and density fluctuations
would tend mask the signatures of any foreshock cavities embedded in this
region. As cavities would be difficult to distinguish from the background
plasma, we might expect to observe cavities preferentially in quiescent re-
gions, upstream of the intermediate ion foreshock. When the IMF cone angle
is low (θBX ∼ 45◦) cavities are observed almost exclusively upstream of the
nominal intermediate ion foreshock boundary. However, when the IMF cone
angle is large (θBX ≥ 70◦), foreshock cavities are found further downstream.
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The majority of these cavities lie downstream (above the lines in Figure 3.6)
of the nominal intermediate ion foreshock, but were nevertheless identifiable
as individual, transient, events against a comparatively undisturbed back-
ground plasma environment.
Figure 3.7 illustrates how boundaries in the SFC system would map back
to the more familiar GSE coordinates under the assumption of the magnetic
field and the observation point being in the ecliptic plane. A schematic of
the bow shock is drawn for two idealised upstream solar wind conditions.
Blue/cyan lines correspond to an IMF cone angle of 45◦ and red/magenta
lines to 80◦, the solid lines tangent to the shock surface show the tangent
field line. In both cases the solar wind bulk flow velocity and magnetic
field are, by construction, in the xy GSE plane. Dashed lines correspond to
the intermediate ion foreshock boundaries of Meziane and d’Uston (1998).
Cyan and magenta lines are the fits to our foreshock cavity observations,
they become thicker to indicate the ranges over which cavities were actually
observed. In the θBX = 45
◦ case, cavities are observed near to and duskward
of the tangent line, but well separated from intermediate ion foreshock line
and sunward of it. At 80◦ cone angle, the intermediate foreshock and cavities
are less well separated, and cavities are observed both sides of the tangent
line. Some cavities are observed around 5RE upstream of the point where the
tangent field intersects the shock. If these cavities are transient encounters
with the foreshock edge, the bow shock must somehow be displaced ∼5RE
from its nominal position. The systematic change in cavity location with
cone angle is, again (see Figure 3.6) apparent; at θBX = 45
◦ cavities are
observed sunward of the nominal intermediate foreshock, but at θBX = 80
◦
they are seen anti-sunward of it.
For cone angles of 45◦ foreshock cavities are not observed co-located with
the intermediate foreshock edge. However, the cavity observations lie be-
tween the intermediate ion foreshock and the tangent line. This suggests
foreshock cavities may be transient encounters with the Field Aligned Beam
foreshock region. Lines of constant energy (such as W (E) in Figure 3.4) are
straight lines in Solar Foreshock Coordinates. The gradient of a line in SFC
corresponds to a particular energy at a given cone angle:
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of how the boundaries found in Solar Foreshock
Coordinates (see Figure 3.6) would map to the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic
system if all observations and the solar wind magnetic field were constrained
to the ecliptic plane. This schematic shows a section through the bow shock
in the xy GSE plane for high and low IMF cone angles (by construction this
plane contains the solar wind bulk flow velocity and the IMF). Solid blue and
red lines indicate the position of the tangent field line for IMF cone angles
of 45◦ and 80◦ (labelled B45 and B80). Dashed lines (MdU45 and MdU80)
show the fits, reported by Meziane and d’Uston (1998), to the intermediate
ion foreshock boundary. Magenta/cyan lines (FC45 and FC80) show linear
fits to the locations of observed foreshock cavities; these lines thicken to
indicate the regions in which cavities were actually found.
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DBT
XF
=
v‖ beam
vSW
+ cos θBX (3.1)
where DBT and XF are the abscissa and ordinate in SFC, v‖ beam is the beam
speed parallel to the magnetic field, vSW is in incident solar wind speed, and
θBX is the IMF cone angle. For the foreshock cavities observed at θBX = 45
◦,
the corresponding beam speed is v‖ beam ≈ 1.8vSW , this moderate energy is
consistent with the ∼1 keV e−1 typical soalr wind beam energy (e.g. Fuselier,
1994). However, this energy is small compared to the ∼ 4 keV (2 keV to
15 keV depending on geometry and solar wind energy) typical of field aligned
beams and very small compared to the ≥27 keV ions observed by RAPID
inside each foreshock cavity. Additionally, the line in Figure 3.7 for cavities
with θBX = 45
◦, although downstream of the tangent field line, does not
intersect the nominal bow shock surface. Foreshock cavities therefore cannot
correspond to steady-state field aligned beams.
In summary, foreshock cavities at typical 45◦ cone angles are not found
co-located with the intermediate ion foreshock edge, although the gradient
of their locations in Solar Foreshock Coordinates can be associated with
a modest constant beam speed. These cavities do not appear to be Field
Aligned Beams of ions simply reflected from the bow shock. There is a
systematic variation in foreshock cavity location with IMF cone angle. At
low cone angles events are found upstream of the nominal intermediate ion
foreshock whilst cavities observed at high cone angles are downstream of that
boundary; a significant fraction of high cone angle cavities are upstream of
the tangent field line.
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3.5 Foreshock Cavity Surroundings
3.5.1 Comparison to Average Solar Wind
Our next step is to compare the solar wind in which foreshock cavities are
embedded to the ambient solar wind observed by Cluster during the survey
period. The distributions of ambient IMF field strength, thermal ion density,
bulk flow speed, and Alfve´n Mach number for each of our 204 foreshock
cavities are presented in the top row of Figure 3.8. The first row shows that
cavities occur in solar wind with moderate field strengths and low densities.
The velocity distribution is almost flat between 300–700 km s−1.
For comparison, the middle row of Figure 3.8 plots histograms of hourly
averages of the same parameters for the whole of Cluster dayside seasons 2005
and 2006. The magnetic field strength and density distributions generally
resemble those for foreshock cavities. The bulk flow speed distribution for the
hourly averages indicates that Cluster mostly encounters rather slow solar
wind, with the number of hours spent measuring a given bulk flow dropping
off rapidly for speeds faster than 400 km s−1. The distribution is not bimodal
as might be expected from a simple picture of separate fast and slow solar
wind streams.
The bottom row of Figure 3.8 shows the number of foreshock cavities per
bin, normalised by the number of hourly averages in that same bin. These
normalised occurrence patterns indicate some preference for cavities to occur
in moderate magnetic field strength solar wind streams. The low density
peak is greatly reduced by normalisation, leaving the density occurrence dis-
tribution almost flat. The most striking tendency is for foreshock cavities to
occur preferentially in high-speed solar wind, although care must be taken in
the interpretation of the highest speed bins as division by the small number
of solar wind intervals observed in this high speed tail may exaggerate their
occupancy levels. The preference for cavity occurrence in high speed solar
wind is not, however, reflected in cavity occurrence normalised for Alfve´n
Mach number, which shows a broad peak at relatively low Mach numbers.
In the local hybrid simulation of Thomas and Brecht (1988), an ion beam
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Figure 3.8: Distributions of (in columns left to right): magnetic field mag-
nitude, thermal ion density, bulk flow speed, and Alfve´n Mach number, for
(rows top to bottom): the foreshock cavities surveyed in this study, hourly
averages of solar wind during the survey period, occurrence patterns for the
cavities normalised by those for the solar wind parameters. Hourly averag-
ing for solar wind parameters suppresses the tails of their distributions in
comparison to the distributions of the ∼two minute averages taken of cavity
surroundings. This can lead to very high bin occupancy in the tails of the
distributions when taking ratios. Affected bins have been suppressed to bet-
ter illustrate the main results. Deleted bins are marked NA in the bottom
row.
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propagating against a model solar wind flow (but parallel to the solar wind
magnetic field) is found to excavate a cavity only for Alfve´n Mach numbers
above 2. Cavity occurrence normalised by solar wind Mach number drops
markedly for MA < 5 as might be expected if there existed a threshold
Mach number below which cavities could not form; however we do observe
a single cavity embedded in solar wind having MA < 2, the threshold found
by Thomas and Brecht (1988). In any case, as shown in the central panel
of the right-hand column in Figure 3.8, Cluster rarely encounters solar wind
with such low Mach numbers, so this region of parameter space is not well
explored. The tendency for fast solar wind streams to be relatively low
density (e.g., Bruno and Carbone, 2005; Schwenn, 1990) tends to mask the
solar wind speed dependence of cavity occurrence in the Mach number data.
It has been suggested that foreshock cavity suprathermal particles may
have been accelerated near the bow shock in accordance with the Fermi
model, mirroring from scattering centres which are approaching one another.
The efficiency of the process depends only on the approach speed of the scat-
tering centres, so long as the bow shock is supercritical and ion reflection
at the shock significant. If the downstream scattering centres are relatively
static near the shock, and the upstream scatterers are solar wind inhomo-
geneities, the acceleration will be more efficient in higher speed solar wind
(see e.g., Scholer, 1985). The Mach number dependence would be seen only
in the form of a threshold above which the shock is supercritical.
3.5.2 Plasma Parameter Changes Across Foreshock Cav-
ities
Previous studies of individual foreshock cavities have reported that (unlike
Hot Flow Anomalies) there need not be a significant discontinuity from one
side of a cavity to the other (e.g., Sibeck et al., 2004; Schwartz et al., 2006).
However, no detailed, quantitative study of the change in magnetic field
direction (and other plasma properties) across a large set of foreshock cavities
has been reported.
In this section we investigate the change in plasma properties across fore-
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Figure 3.9: Histograms of the differences between plasma conditions before
and after observing foreshock cavities (clockwise from top left): magnetic
field magnitude, GSE field components, field direction, Alfve´n Mach number,
CIS bulk flow speed, and CIS thermal ion density. Apart from field rotation
and components, changes in each parameter have been normalised by the
corresponding ambient values.
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shock cavities. Figure 3.9 presents histograms of the differences between
intervals immediately before and after each foreshock cavity; all except the
field rotation and components have been normalised to the greater of two
measured values. The field rotation, top right panel, was tested against a null
hypothesis. A zero-degree-mean gaussian distribution, with variance equiva-
lent to measuring a 5 nT field with a superposed ±0.5 nT noise, was ‘folded’
around zero. No statistically significant difference was found in the field di-
rections measured immediately before and after foreshock cavities. Similarly,
there is no significant difference between the distribution of the change in field
magnitude over foreshock cavities and a null hypothesis distribution based on
measuring the same underlying field strength with small fluctuations super-
posed on it. The change in magnetic field over foreshock cavities fails to sat-
isfy conventional criteria for identifying discontinuities (e.g.|∆B|/|B| ≥ 0.5
see Tsurutani and Smith (1979); Neugebauer and Alexander (1991); Neuge-
bauer et al. (1984)). Unlike Hot Flow Anomalies, foreshock cavities do not
form in association with global solar wind discontinuities.
Histograms of the changes in bulk plasma density and speed from ‘before’
and ‘after’ cavities are plotted in the bottom-left and bottom-centre panels
of Figure 3.9. Null hypothesis distributions were constructed based on the
differences between two samples taken of the same plasma with a small sta-
tistical noise. The density and flow speed changes over foreshock cavities
were found not to be statistically significant.
There are clearly discontinuities between the plasma in which a foreshock
cavity is embedded and the cavity interior; most obviously in the magnetic
field data. However, the field and thermal ion parameters return, after a
cavity encounter, to essentially their pre-event values. Therefore we con-
clude that, unlike HFAs, foreshock cavities are not excavated along a global
boundary between two distinct plasma populations.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of the durations of foreshock cavities. Timings were
taken from the edges of the magnetic field depressions.
3.6 Foreshock Cavity Interiors
We define the duration of a foreshock cavity as the time between spacecraft
encounters with each edge of the magnetic field depression; a histogram of
these durations is presented in Figure 3.10. Although, some events exceed
four minutes, durations of 90–180 seconds are more typical. These values are
consistent with those, timed between the bounding magnetic field strength
increases, reported by Sibeck et al. (2001). Such foreshock cavity durations
correspond to a typical width of ∼8 RE (assuming the spacecraft traverses the
centre of a cavity which is convecting in the solar wind). This corresponds to
∼ 5 gyroradii for a proton, in a typical cavity-centre magnetic field, gyrating
with with an energy at the lower limit of the RAPID range. However, at
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Figure 3.11: Histograms of the differences between foreshock cavity centres
and the surrounding plasma conditions in (clockwise from top left): magnetic
field magnitude, GSE field components, field direction, Alfve´n Mach number,
CIS bulk flow speed, and CIS thermal ion density. Apart from field rotation
and components, changes in each parameter have been normalised by the
ambient values.
∼200 c/ωpi, this is around three times the width of the cavities in Thomas
and Brecht (1988)’s cavity model, but is in good agreement with the ∼9RE
width of the magnetic depletion region found in the Skadron et al. (1986)
foreshock model. The width of the initial beam in these simulations, along
with the time allowed for the events to evolve, control the width of the
depletion regions presented.
Next, we investigate the differences between the plasma parameters ob-
served inside foreshock cavities and those in the surrounding solar wind.
Figure 3.11 presents histograms of the difference in the magnetic field and
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the thermal ion population. Parameters other than field rotation and field
component changes have been normalised by the average values on either
side of each cavity. The depressed magnetic field strengths and densities
characteristic of cavity interiors can be seen in the top-left and bottom-left
panels. On average, the magnetic field inside a cavity is 2.1 nT lower than
that outside, and the density decreases by 2.4 cm−3. For both parameters,
these decreases correspond to interior values ∼0.6 of those found outside; this
value agrees well with the normalised cavity depth in the Thomas and Brecht
(1988) simulation. Given the decrease in cavity depth with distance from the
bow shock reported by Sibeck et al. (2004), our results are consistent with
interior field strengths being 70% to 90% of ambient for the cavities seen
by Sibeck et al. (2001) at the IMP-8 orbit. However, the field variations we
observe do not quite reach the factor of ∼3 reported by some previous case
studies (e.g., Sibeck et al., 1989).
The top right panel of Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of the angle be-
tween the magnetic field observed inside foreshock cavities and the surround-
ing field. The average field changes direction by 45◦, but the distribution is
skewed toward larger rotations and has a large variance as a consequence
of the noisy conditions typical inside foreshock cavities. The upper central
panel of Figure 3.11 shows the change in each of the components of the
magnetic field in GSE coordinates. The distributions are similar in each
direction, nearly symmetric about a peak near zero. Although there is sig-
nificant change in the field direction from outside to inside most cavities, the
change does not appear to occur with any preferred sense/direction. How-
ever, see Figure 3.12 and section 3.6.1 for a discussion of the change in shock
connection from outside to inside foreshock cavities.
The lower centre panel of Figure 3.11 presents a histogram of the dif-
ferences in bulk flow speed between the interiors and environs of foreshock
cavities. Flow speed may either increase or decrease with a slight bias in
favour of slower values inside cavities. In all but three cases, deviations are
less than 10% of the ambient solar wind speed; events with a greater than
20% speed change were excluded from the survey as probable HFAs. The
average flow deflection (not shown) of the interior ion bulk flow from that
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Figure 3.12: Histogram of the angle (θBn) between the foreshock cavity in-
ternal magnetic field and the shock normal computed by tracing along the
magnetic field direction to a model bow shock.
outside the cavities is ∼ 3◦.
The distribution of the change in Alfve´n Mach number is shown in the
lower right panel of Figure 3.11. It is peaked near zero, with a substantial
tail to the side of increasing Mach number: the magnetic field depletion
dominates over the density decrease and any change in flow speed. However,
a small number of cavity interiors are at lower Mach numbers than their
surroundings.
In summary the interiors of foreshock cavities have magnetic fields and
thermal ion densities that are ∼60% of those outside, the depletions move
over the spacecraft in ∼100 s. The interior magnetic field makes a large
(typically 45◦) angle to the surrounding field. The bulk flow speed of the
thermal ion population tends to be a little slower than that in the ambient
solar wind; however, this speed perturbation is much less than that found in
Hot Flow Anomalies.
3.6.1 Interior Magnetic Field Bow Shock Connection
We have used the model of Slavin and Holzer (1981) to examine the magnetic
connection to the bow shock in the interior of each foreshock cavity. We use
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the interior field defined in section 3.2: that measured coincident with the
minimum of the magnetic field magnitude in the four second resolution data.
Figure 3.12 shows a histogram of θBn inside 204 foreshock cavities. The
rightmost bin has the greatest occupancy. This bin corresponds to cavities
whose internal field does not intersect the model bow shock. We suggest
that this is due to our chosen parameterisation of the internal field perhaps
not being truly representative. The magnetic field inside foreshock cavities
is often highly disturbed, varying both in magnitude and direction. Thus,
the choice of a single data point coincident with the minimal magnetic field
magnitude probably fails to capture the dominant field direction within an
event.
Various parameters of the distribution of interior θBn can be calculated
for the 160 foreshock cavities where the interior field intersects the model
shock; we can proceed only with the proviso that the following results are
probably not meaningful.
Excluding those events for which the interior field, as defined in section
3.2, does not intersect the nominal bow shock location, the mean interior
shock angle is 42± 2◦[statistical]. The equivalent median θBn ∼ 43◦. Quasi-
parallel shock connection (θBn < 45
◦) of the cavity interior field is one of the
predictions of the isolated, anomalous connection model of cavity formation
(see section 1.3.3 and Figure 1.19).
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3.7 Pairwise Observation Statistics
The work presented thus far in this chapter has neglected the multi-spacecraft
nature of the Cluster mission. Here, we investigate the size of foreshock
cavities using pairs of Cluster spacecraft.
In order to be included in our survey, an event must meet the selection
criteria outlined in section 3.2. As Cluster 2 and 4 lack functional CIS(HIA)
instruments any cavities observed only by these spacecraft were not included
in our set of foreshock cavities. However, once an event had been identified
as a cavity, magnetic field and suprathermal ion signatures were sufficient to
identify a cavity as also seen by spacecraft 2 or 4.
During the 2005 Cluster dayside season the spacecraft were separated by
∼1000 km. We did not observe a statistically significant number of events
which were seen by fewer than four spacecraft. Clearly, the vast majority
of the foreshock cavities encountered in the 2005 season were larger than
1000 km along the direction in which they convected over the spacecraft.
During the 2006 dayside season, Cluster separations were of the order of
10,000 km. Of 113 foreshock cavities observed, 41 were not seen by all of the
four spacecraft. Whilst some cavities are obviously structured on a 10,000 km
scale, most of those observed (64%) are coherent enough to be identified at
spacecraft separations on the order of an Earth Radius. This indicates that
dominant cavity scales are greater than the Cluster seperation, in accordance
with an average observed cavity width of ∼8RE, assuming pure convection
at the solar wind speed (see section 3.6).
Figure 3.13 shows histograms of the distances between pairs of spacecraft
for those foreshock cavities seen by three spacecraft or fewer. Columns left
to right are for pairs of spacecraft when both see a cavity (red), both miss
it (blue) and, only one of the pair observes a cavity (green). The vector dis-
placements between spacecraft are projected along the exterior (top row) and
interior (bottom row) magnetic fields. Comparison of the different possible
pairings indicates that pairs of spacecraft that both miss an event tend not
to be greatly separated parallel to either the interior or exterior fields (the
blue histograms are tightly clustered around zero). This is the behaviour
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Figure 3.13: Histograms of foreshock cavity observations for pairs of Cluster
spacecraft. In columns left to right the distance between a pair of spacecraft
that both observe a cavity dotted with the direction of the magnetic field,
field-aligned distance between a pair of spacecraft neither of which observe
a cavity and, field-aligned distance between a pair of spacecraft only one of
which observes the cavity. An average of the pre- and post-cavity fields is
used for the top row, whilst the bottom row shows distances dotted with the
interior field.
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one would expect of events more extended in the field parallel direction than
across the field. The distributions in the left and right columns have smaller
spreads and lower peaks in the upper panel than the lower one. This would
seem to imply that foreshock cavities are better ordered by the exterior mag-
netic field than the field inside. However, the direction of the interior field
is not as well resolved as that outside the cavities; one data point in 4 s
compared to averages over several minutes.
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3.8 Discussion
If foreshock cavities were encounters with a boundary of the global fore-
shock, their locations should be scattered around the mean location of that
boundary. Cavity observations at low and high cone angles are statistically
separated from the nominal intermediate ion foreshock edge. Linear fits to
locations of these cavities do not intersect the nominal bow shock surface
as would be expected for transient encounters with the field aligned beam
region.
We observe cavities in systematically different locations depending on the
cone angle between the IMF and the Earth-Sun line. At low cone angles, cav-
ities are found embedded in plasma upstream of the intermediate ion/ULF
foreshock. As cavities can only be distinguished against a relatively quiescent
background, we expect to preferentially select upstream events. However,
cavities observed at high cone angles are located downstream of the nominal
boundary of the intermediate ion foreshock. Yet these cavities, in order to
be identified, must have been embedded within relatively quiescent plasma;
not the highly disturbed conditions expected downstream of the intermedi-
ate ion foreshock. There may be a selection effect due to the Cluster orbit
being shock grazing, whilst the orbit of the IMP-8 spacecraft used for the
intermediate ion foreshock survey was much further from the shock. There
may also be some geometric effect due to the limited spatial extent of the
global foreshock at high cone angles, when compared to the low cone angle
foreshock.
Transient connection to the bow shock by an isolated (‘rogue’) bundle
of magnetic flux, which points in a different direction to the field in the
plasma surrounding it, is the simplest way to explain foreshock cavities seen
upstream of the foreshock. These events cannot easily be explained by brief
encounters with the global foreshock as it advances and retreats. However,
we cannot conclusively rule out this possibility for all cavities, especially
those observed at low cone angles. The low cone angle events are observed
to occur well separated from the nominal intermediate ion foreshock edge,
and they do not appear to be simply encounters with field aligned beams as
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fits to their locations do not intersect the nominal bow shock surface.
We observe few cavities at low Alfve´n Mach numbers and only a single
event occurs below theMA = 2 threshold found in the simulations of Thomas
and Brecht (1988). However, Cluster does not encounter low Mach number
solar wind sufficiently often for us to draw any firm conclusions.
3.9 Conclusions
We have presented the results of a survey of foreshock cavities observed up-
stream of, but proximal to, the Earth’s bow shock. These results, in the
main, serve to confirm previously reported work on individual foreshock cav-
ities and the findings of a previous survey. The events are seen throughout
those parts of the Cluster orbit that lay outside the shock. Cavities typically
have durations in the range of 90 seconds to three minutes. The central
density and magnetic field strength are depleted to around half of their am-
bient values. These values agree with the results of the Cluster case study of
Schwartz et al. (2006) and with the previous results of Sibeck et al. (2001)
and Sibeck et al. (2004) who found weak foreshock cavities in observations
taken farther upstream of the bow shock and that event amplitude decreased
with radial distance from the shock.
We find a marked tendency for foreshock cavities to occur in high speed
solar wind; this finding confirms the result of Sibeck et al. (2001). There is
also evidence of preferential cavity occurrence in solar wind streams with low
densities and moderate magnetic field strengths. Solar wind streams with
such parameters are generally associated with wind originating from coronal
holes.
The finding from individual events that there need not be a large magnetic
field or velocity shear from before to after the passage of a foreshock cavity
is confirmed statistically. Indeed the average change in plasma parameters
over a cavity is at the level of the differences between two measurements of
pristine solar wind taken minutes apart.
Several questions about the origin and nature of foreshock cavities re-
main to be answered. With no obvious triggering event (for instance the
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interplanetary tangential discontinuities that generate Hot Flow Anomalies),
it is difficult to estimate the total occurrence rate of foreshock cavities and
hence, their aggregate impact on the dynamics of the magnetosphere.
We have not been able to definitively discriminate between the model of
cavity formation on a isolated shock connected bundle of solar wind mag-
netic field and the description of cavities as transient encounters with the
moving contiguous foreshock. It would, however, be difficult for the tran-
sient encounter model to reproduce the cavity locations we observe at high
IMF cone angles.
Presently, there is no convincing explanation for the change in cavity lo-
cation (with respect to the intermediate ion foreshock) with cone angle. Case
studies should focus on exposing, in detail, the context of a foreshock cavity,
and examining its position with respect to local foreshock encounters and
bow shock crossings. Moments of particle distribution functions cannot be
used to locate a spacecraft with respect to the various foreshock boundaries.
Case studies should use full particle distributions to locate foreshock cavities
within the foreshock; e.g. CIS may be used to locate events with respect to
the intermediate ion foreshock boundary. Multi-spacecraft (perhaps multi-
mission) studies should be able to employ an upstream monitor close that
remains close to the site of a foreshock cavity without actually observing it
and will then be able to observe any pre-existing ‘rogue’ field bundle in the
upstream solar wind.
Chapter 4
Foreshock Cavity Case Studies
Most studies of foreshock cavities have assumed them to be generated on field
lines that are well connected to the bow shock but embedded within a region
of disconnected plasma (see e.g. Sibeck et al., 2002; Schwartz et al., 2006).
The local hybrid simulation of Thomas and Brecht (1988) reproduced the
features characteristic of foreshock cavities: crater-like depressions, observed
in magnetic field magnitude and thermal particle density, filled energetic ions.
Recently, on the basis of global hybrid simulations, Sibeck et al. (2008) have
suggested that foreshock cavities may be explained as transient encounters
with boundaries of the contiguous foreshock sweeping back and fourth over
a spacecraft.
The foreshock cavity survey of Billingham et al. (2008) was not able
to definitively discriminate between these two models of foreshock cavity
formation (see section 3.9); but they were able to confirm that cavities are
not co-located with the upstream edge of the intermediate ion foreshock.
The Sibeck et al. (2008) model could not be easily reconciled with the subset
of the Billingham et al. (2008) cavities observed at high IMF cone angles
(θBX = arccos(Bx/|B|)). Billingham et al. (2008) state that future work
should focus on locating foreshock cavities with respect to the bow shock
and relevant upstream particle boundaries.
On 4 February 2006 the Cluster spacecraft observed two foreshock cav-
ities. With the first cavity, encountered at 05:37 (UT), we are able to ex-
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ploit the multi-spacecraft nature of the Cluster mission. One of the quartet
crosses the bow shock as others observe the cavity, this simultaneous shock
encounter is unique in our set of Cluster foreshock cavity events. For the
first time, we are able to definitively locate a foreshock cavity with respect
to measured shock position. This enables us to calculate the shock geometry,
a vital part of cavity formation models, with better accuracy than in previ-
ous studies which inferred the location of the bow shock. The locations of
cavity-observing spacecraft relative to those that miss the event allow us to
constrain the cavity’s size perpendicular to the magnetic field. In magnetic
field and moments data, this foreshock cavity appears to be an isolated event;
solar wind conditions before and after it are very similar and it appears to be
a good candidate for explanation by the locally anomalous connection model.
A second foreshock cavity occurs at 09:33. It appears substantially different
in character from the first; this cavity occurs on an obvious boundary be-
tween two differing plasma regimes. A small magnetic rotation disconnects
the field-line threading the spacecraft from the shock.
In this chapter, we explore the contrasting signatures of these two events
and compare their signatures against those expected from the different mod-
els of foreshock cavity formation.
4.1 2006-02-04 05:37 Case Study
4.1.1 Context
Early on 4 February 2006 the Cluster spacecraft were all located in the mag-
netosheath. The first outbound crossings of the bow shock were made at
03:30. In the following hours, the spacecraft cross and recross the bow shock
several times.
By 05:37, the Cluster spacecraft were located at (12.9, 9.5, 1.1)RE GSE;
inter-spacecraft separations were between 1.2 and 1.7RE. Figure 4.1 presents
a time series of magnetic field magnitude and ion data starting at 05:00,
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whilst Figure 4.2 shows the field direction in the same interval. FGM (Balogh
et al., 2001) measures a ∼5 nT background magnetic field with fluctuations
of δB
B
∼0.5 and ∼ 50◦ rotations. RAPID (Wilken et al., 2001) observes
substantial fluxes of suprathermal ions. Such observations are characteristic
of the foreshock.
At 05:13, the magnetic field observed by Cluster 3 (SC3) rotates (by
∼100◦), the spacecraft leaves the foreshock and enters into comparatively
quiescent solar wind plasma. This foreshock boundary is marked by locally
enhanced RAPID fluxes, associated with depletions in both field magnitude
and thermal ion density (measured by CIS(HIA), Re`me et al., 2001). These
are the signatures of foreshock cavities. However, this event is accompanied
by flow speed deviations of > 20% and a CIS temperature spike of > 106K.
Thus, according to the selection criteria of Billingham et al. (2008), it is not
a foreshock cavity.
Field rotations similar to that at SC3 cause SC1, SC2 and SC4 to en-
counter the bow shock. Minutes later they cross back through the shock,
emerging into quiet solar wind. SC4 has a series of bow shock encounters
between 05:29 and 05:43.
At 05:37, SC1 and SC2 observe a foreshock cavity, whilst SC4 is proximal
to the average position of the bow shock. In the next section we examine,
in detail, the magnetic field signatures associated with this foreshock cavity,
highlighted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Pre-event context for the 2006-02-04 05:37 foreshock cavity. The
event is highlighted in yellow. Data from each Cluster spacecraft is rep-
resented by a different colour SC1 (black), SC2 (red), SC3 (green), SC4
(magenta); these colours will be used for most of the plots in this chapter.
For the SC1 and SC3 sub-stacks, the panels show (top to bottom) FGM
magnetic field magnitude, CIS(HIA) ion density, RAPID suprathermal ion
flux, CIS(HIA) bulk flow speed and CIS(HIA) ion temperature. For SC2
and SC4, only field magnitude and energetic ion flux are plotted as their CIS
instruments are non-functioning.
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Figure 4.2: Magnetic field magnitude (|B|), GSE zenith angle (θB) and az-
imuthal angle (φB) measured by Cluster FGM between 2006-02-04 05:00 to
05:55. Different colours indicate different spacecraft as in Figure 4.1. At
05:37, SC1 and SC2 observe a foreshock cavity which is highlighted in yel-
low.
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4.1.2 Particulars of Magnetic Field Signatures
Figure 4.3 presents magnetic field and suprathermal ion data taken 15 min-
utes either side of the 05:37 foreshock cavity. Figure 4.4 shows five minutes of
high temporal resolution magnetic field data from each of the four spacecraft,
and the omnidirectional ion spectrogram from SC1. Cluster SC1 and SC2
observe depressions in magnetic field magnitude associated with enhanced
fluxes of suprathermal ions (bottom panel Figure 4.3). When they encounter
the cavity, SC2 is located ∼0.8RE upstream of SC1. At SC2, the cavity
field drop-out commences 3.8 s earlier and lasts 28.2 s longer than that at
SC1. The cavity central field depletion at SC1 is deeper than that at SC2,
but SC2 observes a greater disturbance in the interior field and a larger en-
hancement at the cavity trailing (in time) edge. The ion count rate at SC1
peaks in the first part of the cavity (before the internal magnetic recovery),
but the highest energies recorded by CIS(HIA) occurs in the latter half of
the event. No foreshock cavity is observed by SC3; it measures some dis-
turbances in magnetic field magnitude and direction, but there is no clear
magnetic depletion. The direction of the magnetic fields measured at SC1,
SC2, and SC3 are similar well before and immediately after the foreshock
cavity. However, just before the event the field at SC1 and SC2 briefly ro-
tates ∼30◦ southward followed by a smaller, but more enduring, sunward and
duskward turning. Neither of these field rotations are apparent at SC3. The
differences in the magnetic field traces observed by each spacecraft clearly
show that the plasma upstream of the terrestrial bow shock can be highly
structured on scales comparable to the (10,000 km) inter-spacecraft separa-
tion.
During the period when SC1 and SC2 observe the foreshock cavity, the
bow shock moves back and forth over SC4. Previously, Schwartz et al. (2006)
investigated the relationship between a foreshock cavity and the bow shock
in terms of shock geometry and connection time. However, the model shock
used in that study was scaled to the position of a bow shock crossing more
than 30 minutes after the foreshock cavity. For the event presented here, we
can determine the location the bow shock accurately as it crosses SC4; this
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reduces the uncertainty in the calculation of the shock geometry.
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Figure 4.3: Magnetic field magnitude and angles in the 35 minutes around
the foreshock cavity together with suprathermal ion fluxes. Note that the
vertical (nT) scale on |B|4 panel (fourth from top) is 6 times larger than
that on the other |B| panels. SC1 and SC2 observe a foreshock cavity whilst
SC4 transits the shock. SC3 measures some field disturbance, but no large
dropouts or significant flux of suprathermal ions that would be indicative of
a foreshock cavity.
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic field magnitude at 5Hz resolution in the 5 minutes
around the foreshock cavity from all four Cluster spacecraft. The bottom
panel plots the CIS(HIA) omnidirectional ion spectrogram from the high-G
analyser SC1. Note that the vertical (nT) scale for SC4 |B| (fourth panel
from top) is ∼ 7 times larger than that on the other |B| panels. SC1 ob-
serves a foreshock cavity. SC2 also encounters the event, but the magnetic
signature takes longer to convect over the spacecraft and the interior is more
highly structured than at SC1. SC4 encounters the bow shock about ten
times during the interval, some of these may be only partial traversals.. SC3
measures some field disturbance, but not the significant coherent dropout
indicative of a foreshock cavity.
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4.1.3 Cavity Extent from Cluster Configuration
Figure 4.5 shows the configuration of the Cluster spacecraft at the time SC1
and SC2 observe the foreshock cavity. Positions are shown in shock normal
coordinates defined by:
nˆ = model normal
mˆ =
nˆ×B
|nˆ×B|
lˆ = mˆ× nˆ (4.1)
The model used was that of Slavin and Holzer (1981), scaled to the posi-
tion of SC4 which encountered the bow shock during the cavity observation
interval at SC1 and SC2. The figure shows projections of the Cluster tetra-
hedron onto the ln plane. The magnetic field lies in this plane. The field
is marked as a black arrow whose length is mapped as 4 nT→1RE. The
shock normal coordinate system has been calculated for four different mag-
netic fields: a two minute average before the foreshock cavity, an average
over the interior field depression region, the instantaneous central field and,
a two minute average taken after the foreshock cavity. This use of differing
magnetic fields has the effect of rotating the ln plane, about nˆ, with respect
to the Cluster tetrahedron. The use of different shock models makes minor
changes to the orientation of the ln, see section 4.1.5 for a discussion of the
variance of the shock normal direction between models.
The distance between SC1−SC2 is 1.76RE (or the gyroradius of a proton
with a gyro-energy of ∼ 91 keV in the cavity interior field), and the angle
between the line joining SC1 and SC2 and the cavity interior magnetic field
is ∼20◦. These spacecraft thus lie approximately along the interior field
direction. The interior field and the line joining SC1 to SC3 are separated in
angle by more than 70◦. The perpendicular distance between SC3 and the line
joining SC1 and SC2 is 1.15RE (this is the gyroradius of a ∼ 40keV proton in
the cavity interior field or a ∼ 70keV proton in the field measured by SC3).
Noting that SC3 does not observe the foreshock cavity, we suggest that the
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event is elongated along the field direction, having a parallel/perpendicular
aspect ratio of &1.5. However, the location of the opposite cavity edge is
not constrained. Thus the event’s field perpendicular extent is of the order
of 1RE or ∼ 1RAPID-ion gyroradius in the cavity centre field. This scale
is shorter than, but comparable to, the solar wind convected width of this
foreshock cavity assuming the spacecraft traverses the centre of the cavity
(2.7RE at SC1 and 4.3RE at SC2); but it is significantly less than the ∼8RE
average cavity convected width reported by Billingham et al. (2008). Field
parallel elongation would be consistent with the statistical result presented
in section 3.7 based on pairwise cavity observations by the Cluster quartet.
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Figure 4.5: Cluster absolute configuration in ln plane of shock normal co-
ordinates (see equation 4.1). The Slavin and Holzer (1981) model is scaled
to the position of SC4 which is essentially at the shock. The magnetic field
lies in the plotted plane and is shown (black arrow) under the mapping
4 nT→1RE. The relative sizes of the coloured circles represent spacecraft
displacement perpendicular to the plane. Each panel is plotted for different
magnetic fields measured by SC1; before the foreshock cavity (a), average
interior field (b), central minimum field (c) and post cavity field (d). The
magnetic field cavity observed by SC2 lasts longer and starts fractionally
earlier than that at SC1. Recall from Figure 4.3 that SC3 does not observe
the event.
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4.1.4 Moments of the Thermal Particle Distributions
Measurements from the ion spectrometers on SC1 and SC3 are available for
the period surrounding the 05:37 event. In this section we explore the particle
signatures of this foreshock cavity using ion moments from these instruments
and computed moments of the electron distributions measured by PEACE.
Moments of ion distribution recorded by CIS(HIA) and the electron mo-
ments from PEACE(LEEA) are shown in Figure 4.6. The magnetic field
magnitude measured by FGM is included to aid location of these times se-
ries spectra relative to those presented in previous figures. As a check on
the densities measured directly by the particle instruments, we also plot the
probe potential from the EFW experiment. This potential is a proxy for
the electron density and, assuming a quasi-neutral plasma, the ion density.
There is good agreement between the changes in probe potential and the ion
density throughout the interval. Clearly the density inside the event is much
reduced, and the apparent under-density is not simply due to an instrumen-
tal effect; e.g. an inability to resolve a disrupted solar wind beam. The
PEACE electron density plot also shows a density cavity with some signs of
a slight central increase. These PEACE moments have been calculated after
applying a correction to remove the influence of spacecraft electrons. The
low electron density (with respect to the CIS moments) indicates that part
of the ambient electron population was probably removed from the moment
calculation, along with the spacecraft electrons.
The event shows a central ion flow speed perturbation of ∼20 km s−1. At
6% of the exterior solar wind speed, this is of the same level as the speed
fluctuations seen at SC3 which does not observe a cavity and well below
the 20% threshold which Billingham et al. (2008) use to reject events as
probable Hot Flow Anomalies rather than foreshock cavities (see section 3.2).
The electron bulk flow speed is more variable but does not show a marked
perturbation in the cavity interior. Since the solar wind speed is subthermal
for electrons, the bulk flow is harder to measure from electron moments. We
have used the 3D reduced electron distribution product to produce the speed
moment and the higher cadence pitch angle distribution for the density and
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temperature. Speeds cannot be reliably obtained from the latter product
since gyrotropy in the spacecraft frame is assumed.
Plots of the ion bulk flow velocity in GSE coordinates reveal that the
plasma flow inside the event is deflected from that outside. Inside the event,
the flow is deflected sunward and duskward relative to the external solar
wind (there are also flow deviations both northwards and southwards). This
change is in flow direction only and has negligible impact on total ion speed.
Interior flow deflections are a characteristic of Hot Flow Anomalies and the
change in bulk velocity suggests this event has some HFA-like qualities.
Ion and electron temperatures are plotted in the bottom panel of Figure
4.6. There is little evidence of heating in either electron or ion moments,
although the latter do vary by ∼0.05MK throughout the interval in the fig-
ure. This event has a RAPID ion signature. Given the overlap between
the CIS(HIA) and RAPID energy ranges (≤32 keV e−1 and ≥27 keV respec-
tively), one might expect to find some evidence of heating and or flow de-
flection in the CIS moments. For CIS, the prime parameter perpendicular
temperature is presented. Scalar temperature is not used as outlined in 2.4.1.
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Figure 4.6: SC1 (black, red, blue and cyan) and SC3 (green) data from
05:22 to 05:55. SC1 observes the foreshock cavity, whilst SC3 does not. The
top panel shows magnetic field magnitude (FGM). The second plots ion
(CIS(HIA)) and electron (PEACE) density. The third panel shows probe
potential measured (EFW), this can be used as a proxy for density (see
section 2.6). The dips in potential every 104 seconds coincide with soundings
by the WHISPER experiment. The fourth panel shows the bulk flow speed
(CIS and PEACE). The fifth panel presents the x, y, and z components
of the ion bulk velocity (CIS(HIA) in the GSE frame. The x component
has been displaced by +350 km s−1 to fit on this scale. The solid lines in
the bottom panel show field perpendicular ion temperatures; the crosses
show electron temperature. The PEACE moments were calculated using
the peacemoments software and with spacecraft potential correction applied.
The bulk flow speed was calculated from the 3DR product which has a time
resolution of ∼ 30 s. The temperature and density moments are calculated
from the spinpad product which has high enough time resolution to capture
the cavity interior. However, this product is based on the assumption of a
gyrotropic distribution which may not be well met during this interval.
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Comparison with Hot Flow Anomalies
Since there is a clear change in the ion bulk flow, is this event in fact a Hot
Flow Anomaly rather than a foreshock cavity? If this is the case, the selection
criteria employed by Billingham et al. (2008) are not strict enough, and
cannot to distinguish all HFAs from all foreshock cavities. Perhaps the two
phenomena are, in principle, too closely related to allow strict partitioning of
all cases into two sets. Could some foreshock cavities be weak HFAs formed
in association with small magnetic shears?
Typical Hot Flow Anomalies have substantial shears (∼70◦) between the
magnetic fields either side of them, but events with < 20◦ between up and
downstream fields have been reported (Schwartz et al., 2000b). Analysis
of the up- and downstream fields reveals that HFAs are excavated upon a
Tangential Discontinuity in the IMF when the motional electric field on one
(or both) side of the TD acts to focus ions originating from the bow shock
into the plane of the discontinuity. Lack of magnetic shear across an event
should prevent reflected ion orbits becoming focused along the current sheet
(as suggested by Schwartz et al., 2006).
For our event, the difference in the directions of the pre- and post-event
field is small (∼8◦); the error in each is around ±6◦. As a result of this,
the direction of the cross product between the two fields is not well defined.
Although there may be an underlying TD (as defined in section 1.3.3 here
and Burgess (1995)) the lack of magnetic shear leads us to conclude that this
event is certainly not a classic Hot Flow Anomaly.
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4.1.5 Bow Shock Connection and Particle Spectra
Magnetic Field Line Tracing to a model Bow Shock
According to the anomalous connection model of foreshock cavity formation
(e.g. Schwartz et al., 2006), the energetic particles inside cavities can be
observed because the field lines threading the centre of the cavity (and the
observing spacecraft) connect to the quasi-parallel bow shock. In this section
we take advantage of the position of SC4 at the bow shock to find how the
magnetic fields associated with the 05:37 event connect to the shock.
We have used the model of Slavin and Holzer (1981), scaled to the position
of the nearest shock crossing by SC4, to examine the magnetic connection
to the bow shock at various times during the foreshock cavity encounter.
However, as all shock models are locally planar on the small scales of interest
here, the details of the specific model used would not be expected to effect
the result. In the five minutes around the foreshock cavity the difference
in the shock angles calculated from the models of Slavin and Holzer 1981,
Peredo 1995, Farris 1991, and Formisano 1979 (see Schwartz, 1998) is less
than 0.7◦; it does not exceeds 1.5◦ between 05:21 and 05:45. The immediate
pre- and post-cavity field directions lie within 7◦ of one another. Tracing
to the shock along the field lines threading SC1 and SC2 shows that their
connection points are less than 0.15RE apart. The field at SC3 intersects the
shock within 0.4RE of the SC1 field shock-intersection point.
The bottom panel of Figure 4.7 shows the results of field line tracing for
SC3, whilst the bottom panel of 4.8 shows them for SC1. The shock geometry
just prior to the cavity is θBn ∼60◦; for SC2 (not shown) θBn ∼55◦.
SC1 is separated from SC4, and hence the bow shock, by 0.4RE along
the shock normal direction; the corresponding distance SC2−SC4 is ∼1RE.
As can be seen from Figure 4.8, the parts of the cavity interior corre-
sponding to the magnetic minima and the highest energy fluxes are con-
nected to the bow shock with θBn ∼45◦. SC1 is ∼0.6RE up-field from the
shock-intersection point of the interior field; the intersection point is < 1RE
from the shock-intersection point of the pre-event field and ∼0.1RE from the
location of SC4 at the shock surface.
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Inside the foreshock cavity the flux of suprathermal ions is most intense,
although similarly high energies of peak flux are observed nearby outside.
Energetic ions outside the magnetic depletion region have been reported by
Schwartz et al. (2006) and Sibeck et al. (2001). It is thought that either
the pressure of the exterior ions is not great enough to excavate the cavity
further; alternatively, the cavity may still be expanding and the instability
(Gary, 1993)causing the cavity signature has not yet grown appreciably at
the location of the exterior ions.
The cavity interior ions can be seen flowing northward and duskward in
the third and fourth panels of Figure 4.8, away from the bow shock.
Analysis
This foreshock cavity is unique in the literature because we can precisely
locate the bow shock, which we find to be very close to the event. Under these
circumstances, field line tracing should give a more accurate representation of
the shock geometry than in cases observed further from the shock, where the
instantaneous shock location was not well determined (e.g. Schwartz et al.,
2006).
We have shown that parts of the foreshock cavity interior connect to
the Slavin and Holzer (1981) model bow shock with a shock geometry of
45◦. The magnetic field measured at SC3 connects to the shock at slightly
(∼9◦) different shock angle (see bottom panel of Figure 4.7); but SC3 does
not observe a foreshock cavity. Given that SC3, alternating between quasi-
perpendicular and quasi-parallel geometries, does not see the foreshock cavity
but SC1, with brief connection to just quasi-parallel geometries, does observe
the event, the ‘isolated flux tube’ (or anomalous connection) model (e.g.,
Schwartz et al., 2006) appears to be a good fit to the observed signatures of
this foreshock cavity.
However, the question of the mechanism of escape and energisation of the
suprathermal ions inside the cavity remains. Even when a specularly reflected
ion’s guiding centre motion points upstream (i.e. θBn < 45
◦), its gyrational
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motion causes it to re-encounter the shock for geometries of θBn > 39.9
◦; (see
Schwartz et al., 1983). From the bottom panel of Figure 4.8, the minimum
shock angle inside the cavity can be seen to be ∼ 44◦; this suggests that
specularly reflection is not responsible for the bulk of the ion population
observed inside the cavity. However, as the error in the determination of the
shock angle is likely a few degrees, the true shock angle may be consistent
with specular reflection. As the solar wind is a narrow beam at energies
of ∼1 keV pure specular reflection cannot produce the 10s of keV particles
found inside the foreshock cavity. If the solar wind motional electric field
were solely responsible for accelerating protons to 27 keV, they would need
to be accelerated over a distance of ∼2.5RE. Diffusive shock drift or Fermi
acceleration are often invoked as energisation mechanisms producing ions
at energies of 10s of kilovolts near the bow shock. Fermi acceleration of
cavity interior suprathermal ions has been invoked to explain why foreshock
cavities preferentially occur in high speed solar wind (Sibeck et al., 2001;
Billingham et al., 2008). Fermi acceleration to these energies (described in
section 1.3.1) requires sufficient connection times with the bow shock (and a
seed population whose access to the upstream region is θBn dependent). By
stepping the origin of the field line tracing (from the spacecraft) anti-parallel
to the solar wind flow, we estimate the length of time that a magnetic field
line has been connected to the bow shock. The centre of the cavity has
been connected to the bow shock for almost 3 minutes, roughly one half of
the quasi-parallel connection time found for the cavity reported by Schwartz
et al. (2006).
In the next section we look at the ion signatures associated with this
event in more detail in order to better understand the origin of the cavity
interior particles.
Time-Series Spectrograms and Spectral Cuts
Figure 4.7 presents ion and magnetic field observations from SC3 which does
not encounter the foreshock cavity. The ion instrument is in a mode such that
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only data from the low-g part of HIA are available; thus, only the solar wind
energy and pitch angle spectra are shown. The bottom panel plots the shock
angle computed from field-line tracing. At the beginning of the interval,
the magnetic field points southwards, connecting to the quasi-perpendicular
shock. A northward field turning at ∼05:25 briefly disconnects the spacecraft
from the shock (θBn = 90
◦). This is followed by a return to southward field
with θBn ∼45◦. Small changes in the magnetic field repeatedly change the
shock connection between quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular. The ion
pitch angle (calculated in the spacecraft frame) changes in response to the
field rotations. The solar wind beam remains almost constant throughout.
Figure 4.8 shows solar wind beam, omnidirectional, latitudinal and az-
imuthal flow direction, and pitch angle ion spectrograms taken by CIS(HIA)
onboard SC1. The penultimate panel shows the magnitude and the GSE com-
ponents of the magnetic field measured by Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM).
The bottom panel shows the shock geometry computed by tracing along the
magnetic field direction to the intersection with a model bow shock.
At the beginning of the time series (05:20), SC1 has been outside the
bow shock for 5minutes; it is located in the solar wind, duskward and just
north of the nose of the shock. The magnetic field threading the spacecraft
points anti-sunward, duskward, and southward, connecting the spacecraft to
the shock, with a shock angle θBn ∼53◦. The general pattern throughout
the interval is: southward IMF connects the spacecraft to the shock in a just
quasi-perpendicular geometry (θBn .60◦). Such configurations allow Field
Aligned Beams (FAB) of ions (see section 1.3.2) to stream, from the shock, to
the location of the spacecraft. The population observed at energies between
1 and 6 keV in the omnidirectional spectrogram (second panel from top) has
some of the characteristics expected of FABs. The latitudinal (third) and
azimuthal (fourth) panels show the same population flowing northward and
dawnward (note that it is not possible to definitively identify a FAB from an
omni-directional energy spectrogram alone; cuts of the distribution at given
times are required). From their pitch angles (fifth panel), it is clear that they
are moving anti-parallel to the field. During this interval, the magnetic field
points into the bow shock; hence, we expect shock-related beams to have
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Figure 4.7: Ion energy and angle spectrograms and magnetic field data from
SC3. The top, panel shows the solar wind beam, the second shows its pitch
angle. Both of these use data from the low-g part of CIS(HIA). The third
panel show the magnetic field at SC3. The bottom panel shows the field-
traced shock angle. .
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Figure 4.8: Data taken by the CIS(HIA) instrument on SC1 between 2006-
02-04 05:21 and 05:45. The first panel shows the solar wind beam measured
by the low geometric factor sensor. The colour scale is in particle number
flux. Other spectra were taken from the high geometric factor sensor. The
second panel shows an omnidirectional spectrum, this has been integrated
over all azimuthal and polar angles (denoted by φAll and θAll respectively).
The third panel is a latitudinal flow angle spectrogram. The fourth panel
show azimuthal flow angle. The fifth and final spectral panel shows the
pitch angle between an ion’s velocity and the magnetic field, computed in
the spacecraft frame of reference. The sixth panel shows FGM magnetic field
magnitude GSE and components. The final panel shows the angle between
the traced magnetic field and the model shock normal at the intersection
of the model surface and the field. The three vertical black lines show the
locations of the distribution cuts presented in Figure 4.9.
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∼180◦ pitch angles.
The solar wind beam, measured by the low-g CIS(HIA) sensor (top panel
of Figure 4.8) appears virtually unchanged throughout the interval, heedless
of the presence of other ion populations. The solar wind beam is also visible
in the spectral panels from the high-G sensor; the energy sweep truncation
designed to prevent the solar wind saturating this sensor does not totally
exclude the high energy part of the solar wind velocity distribution nor the
He2+ part of the beam. This part of the solar wind beam can be seen in the
lower spectral panels as a ∼ 1 keV energy component, flowing duskward, at
approximately zero pitch angle and confined to the ecliptic plane.
The magnetic field points slightly northward between 12 and 6 minutes
before the foreshock cavity, connecting to the bow shock at an angle of ∼ 70◦.
At these large shock angles, particles with typical (few keV) FAB energies are
not able to escape from the bow shock and reach the spacecraft upstream.
At 05:30 the magnetic field threading the spacecraft turns southwards and
field aligned ion beams are observed over a period of ∼4minutes. The shock
angle is typically ∼55◦; however, briefly at 05:32:30 and between 05:34:00 and
05:35:30 the field connects to the shock with θBn > 60
◦. These shock angles
are high enough that only rather energetic (several kev) ions can escape the
shock and reach the spacecraft. This causes the energy of the peak ion flux
to increase; the change in connection around 05:35 is long enough that the
peak ion count rate drops off by an order of magnitude.
Some 20 seconds before the beginning of the foreshock cavity (05:36:40),
the flux of ions from the shock intensifies once again and particles of several
10s of keV are observed (in this period θBn ∼60◦).
The foreshock cavity occurs at 05:37; the event does not immediately
stand out in the time-series spectrograms, as it does magnetic field data.
However, as the spacecraft encounters the cavity, intense ion fluxes are recorded
over a wide range of azimuthal and pitch angles; there remains little flux di-
rected southward. The magnetic field magnitude minimum coincides with a
dip in shock angle to θBn ∼ 45◦. There is a brief recovery to θBn ∼65◦ with a
simultaneous recovery in field strength. This is followed by a secondary field
minimum where θBn reduces to ∼45◦. Ion fluxes die down in the latter part
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of the cavity, but their distribution still has a larger spread than found before
the event. Ion energies (recorded by CIS) above 6 keV persist for ∼ 1minute
after the cavity magnetic trailing edge.
After the foreshock cavity, the magnetic field is fairly constant in magni-
tude and direction; the shock geometry remains θBn ∼ 52◦. Figure 4.8 clearly
shows that the spacecraft continues to observe both the solar wind beam and
a Field-Aligned population of ions (incident from the shock) well after the
passage of the foreshock cavity. These beams have energies .6 keV, whereas
the cavity-associated ions are observed at &10 keV but .20 keV.
Figure 4.8 implies that this foreshock cavity occurs near the boundary be-
tween two plasma regimes; just before the cavity the shock angle is θBn ∼60◦,
whereas after the cavity θBn ∼50◦ (as it is five minutes prior to the event).
The cavity centre has with a transient return to higher shock angles some
tens of seconds after the first transition. In order to illuminate the differ-
ences in the conditions found before, inside and after the cavity, we take
two-dimensional cuts through the CIS(HIA) ion distributions; these are pre-
sented in Figure 4.9.
The three rows in Figure 4.9 correspond to snapshots of the ion distribu-
tion at the times indicated by the vertical lines in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.10
sketches the ion populations in each cut. Within each row the left-hand
panel shows a velocity-space cut such that the field aligned direction points
rightwards and the perpendicular component of the bulk flow, before its
subtraction (to place the origin at OSC in Figure 4.11), points upwards. Fig-
ure 4.11 shows how the frame of the distribution cuts relates to well known
frames used for studying shocks. Figure 4.9’s other three columns corre-
spond to cuts in two field-perpendicular directions taken at three different
field aligned speeds; these speeds are marked by coloured lines in the left
column.
The solar wind beam appears as a narrow red beam (labelled SW in the
top left panel) just right of centre in all the v‖ × v⊥ panels (left column).
Each of these likewise show Field Aligned Beams (labelled FAB in the top left
panel). These are found in the anti-field aligned direction with speeds com-
parable to the solar wind speed. Their distribution is a few times broader, in
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Figure 4.9: Cuts through the ion distributions observed by the CIS(HIA)
instrument on SC1 between 2006-02-04 05:33 and 05:39. The distributions
were calculated after subtracting off the perpendicular component of the bulk
flow (see Figure 4.11). Each of the three rows corresponds to a different, two
spin, gathering period. From top downwards these are centred at 05:34:01,
05:37:03 and 05:38:59; before, during and after the foreshock cavity respec-
tively. See text for explanation of the format. Adapted from M. Wilber
[2009 private communication]. Other cuts are available from within the fore-
shock cavity, all show the new population (labelled ‘gyro’ here) in the same
part of phase space; this suggests these ions may be phase trapped. Other
non-gyrotropic signatures are present in cuts at other times M. Wilber fears
that these, but not the cuts shown, may be adversely affected by ‘noise’ from
asymmetric one-count thresholding.
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FAB
05:34
05:37
gyro +
FAB
FC 05:39
gyro (E <05:37)
+ FAB
SC1 trajectory
shock surface
Figure 4.10: A sketch of the different ion populations encountered by SC1
between 05:34 and 05:39. The three populations correspond to the three cuts
in Figure 4.9. Note the change in the angle between the magnetic field and
the shock surface from the inside to the outside of the cavity.
the v⊥ direction, than that found in solar wind. The FABs also dominate the
vSW − 800 cuts in the third column, appearing as broad, centred orange/red
spots; colours indicative of high fluxes.
In the spectra taken before the foreshock cavity (top row of Figure 4.9,
red lines in Figure 4.10) the only ions present belong either to the solar wind
or to the FAB populations.
Inside the foreshock cavity (middle row of Figure 4.9, purple lines in
Figure 4.10) another component is present; it can be seen in the v‖ × v⊥
panel as an arc extending from the region of the FABs towards higher par-
allel and perpendicular velocities. These same ions are clearly visible in the
v⊥(v‖ = vSW− 400) panel, on the far right. They appear in a ‘u-shaped’ arc
(labelled ‘gyro’ in the rightmost column of the middle row), and extend out
to velocities of several times that of the solar wind. The peak of the non-
centred component is mostly orthogonal to the drift direction (purple radial
line). Such signatures are characteristic of gyrophase-restricted, gyrating
distributions. Within the foreshock cavity, all samples show this population.
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shock plane
nshock
vSW
specular reflection
ONIF
B
OHT
θBn
⊓
⊓
OSC
Figure 4.11: Velocity space schematic showing location of distribution cuts
in Figure 4.9 with respect to the solar wind beam and shock front (assumed
locally planar). The plane of the bow shock and the (upstream pointing)
shock normal form the x and y axes respectively. The solar wind beam (vSW)
appears as a filled circle to the lower left. It is threaded by the magnetic field
vector (B), pointing up and rightwards. The origin of the de Hoffmann-Teller
frame (OHT) lies at the point where the field intersects the shock. Any solar
wind particles that are specularly reflected by the shock will have the normal
component of their incident velocity reversed (open circle on upper left). The
line joining the solar wind beam to the reflected population makes the angle
θBn to the field and intersects the shock at the origin of the normal incidence
frame (ONIF). The origin (OSC) of the plots in the first column of Figure
4.9 is calculated by subtracting off the perpendicular component of the bulk
flow velocity.
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Thus, the phase restriction does not appear to be due to limited gathering
time (each sample is gathered over two spacecraft spins)
The signatures of the new ion component that appears inside the fore-
shock cavity are similar to the ring distributions of specularly reflected ions
found gyrating in the foot of the bow shock (M. Wilber private communi-
cation 2009, Mo¨bius et al., 2001). As SC4 encounters the bow shock during
this period we can locate the foreshock cavity relative to the shock with
great accuracy. All the following distances have been calculated using the
shock model of Slavin and Holzer (1981). However, given the proximity of
all spacecraft to the shock and the planar nature of all shock models, the
use of different models is unlikely to significantly change the results. See
section 4.1.5 for a discussion on the effect of using different models on the
direction of the calculated shock normal. Along the normal direction, SC1
is only ∼0.4RE away from the shock, only ∼0.6RE along the magnetic field,
and ∼0.9RE across the field. This, cross field distance, corresponds to one
gyroradius (in the cavity interior field) of a proton with v⊥ = 2100 km s−1 or,
equivalently, an energy of ∼22 keV. Such perpendicular speeds are in higher
than the v⊥ of the gyrating component in Figure 4.9; for reference, an ion
with 10 keV of kinetic energy (typical of the time series spectrum in the sec-
ond panel of Figure 4.8) would have a speed of 1384 km s−1. However, as
the solar wind speed is only 350 km s−1, protons whose bulk flow energy was
simply transformed into gyrational energy would not be expected gain more
than ∼700 eV; or, hence, to be found further than 1000 km from the bow
shock.
Other gyrating ions distributions have been observed that are not well
described as ring distributions of reflected ions close to the shock. Field
Aligned Beams, in the presence of the solar wind beam, are unstable to the
ion-ion right hand resonant instability (e.g. Mazelle et al., 2003; Gary, 1991;
Fazakerley et al., 1995). This instability is thought to generate waves which
can in turn disrupt the beams to produce gyrophase bunched and, by phase
mixing, gyrating ions. However, the interval around the foreshock cavity
lacks significant wave activity. Also, the Field Aligned Beam distribution
remains throughout the cavity, suggesting that local beam disruption is not
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the source of the gyrating population.
Meziane et al. (2004b) reported simultaneous observations of gyrating
ions and field aligned beams. Their observations occurred with an IMF cone
angle θBv ∼45◦ and shock angles around θBn ∼50◦, and were found not to
be consistent with known source mechanisms. The interplanetary conditions
observed during this foreshock cavity (θBv ∼40◦ and θBn ∼50◦) are similar
to those reported by Meziane et al. (2004b). However, the peak of the cavity
associated gyrating population, as seen in Figure 4.9, has a parallel speed
of 440 km s−1, only ∼0.65 of that reported for the Meziane et al. (2004b)
gyrating ions.
Whatever the source of the gyrating ions inside the foreshock cavity,
they continue to be observed for several minutes after the magnetic field
has returned to its background magnitude. The bottom row of Figure 4.9
shows distribution cuts taken at 05:39 in which the gyrating component is
still visible. The environment here (magnetic field magnitude and direction,
density of thermal energy ions, shock geometry etc.) is rather different to
that inside the foreshock cavity. Yet the gyrating component (dark blue lines
in Figure 4.10) is still able to reach the spacecraft.
In summary, the foreshock cavity observed by SC1 is filled with a high
energy gyrating ion population. This population is associated with a brief
(at the spacecraft) connection to the quasi-parallel shock, as predicted by
the ‘classic’ model of foreshock cavity formation (e.g. Schwartz et al., 2006).
The gyrating component has some similarities to the ion populations found
gyrating in front of the quasi-perpendicular bow shock. However, more work
would be required to definitively understand the source of the ions observed
inside the cavity. Any explanation for the presence of these ions must account
for the persistence of the gyrating component, albeit at lower energies, for
several minutes after the passage of the cavity.
The PEACE electron spectrum (Figure 4.12) observed by SC1 shows a
pattern of predominantly field aligned flux at low energy, whilst at higher
energies (∼60−200 eV) there is also an almost anti-field aligned population.
As for the ions (Figure 4.8), the first population is the solar wind beam, whilst
the second is incident from the direction of the bow shock. The electron flux
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at ∼180◦ pitch angles does not drop out during the various field rotations. As
implied by the θBn calculation, the spacecraft is behind the electron foreshock
edge throughout the interval. The cavity itself is rather unremarkable in
electron spectra; although, there is a slight loss of flux around the 47 and
58 eV energy channels.
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4.1.6 Discussion of 05:37 Event
This event was selected as a foreshock cavity rather than a Hot Flow Anomaly
by the criteria used in Billingham et al. (2008) and is found not to be super-
imposed upon a significant Interplanetary Magnetic Field discontinuity; the
post-event field lies within 7◦ of the field direction before the event. Detailed
examination of ion spectra near the event shows the solar wind beam and a
second population separated in pitch angle and azimuth. These ions come
from the θBn ∼55◦ bow shock and are present for 25minutes around the
event, whenever the field magnetic field is directed southward. Associated
with the magnetic depletion region (where the shock angle briefly reduces to
θBn ∼45◦, there is a high flux of ions at several kilovolts. This population is
hotter and at a greater range of pitch angles than the ions observed nearby.
The cavity sits on the boundary between two distinct plasma popula-
tions. The field before the cavity connects to the shock at θBn ∼60◦, only
allowing a limited flux of high energy ions to escape; after the cavity, the
shock geometry is θBn ∼52◦ and FABs of only a few kilovolts are able to
reach the spacecraft. As SC4 is at the bow shock, and the event is observed
(by SC1) only 2500 km from the shock, the errors in the estimation of the
shock geometry are less than the change in shock angle. By examining the
ion time-spectrograms, we are able to observe the difference in fluxes incident
from the shock immediately before and after the cavity. We are unable to tell
if SC3, which does not observe a cavity, crosses a similar boundary as its HIA
ion instrument is in a mode such that it only samples the solar wind beam.
The only RAPID signature from SC3 during this period is a single spike (see
Figure 4.3 and the time-energy spectrograms from SC3 CIS-CODIF appear
to be dominated by noise.
Cuts of the ion distributions observed by CIS(HIA) on SC1 reveal the
presence of an energetic non-gyrotropic population whose onset coincides
with the magnetic cavity, but persists for several minutes after the passage
of magnetic depletion region. The exact source of this population of ions
remains to be determined.
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4.2 2006-02-04 09:33 Case Study
4.2.1 Context
Some five hours after the event reported previously, the Cluster spacecraft
observed another foreshock cavity. This second cavity clearly occurs on a
boundary between two distinct plasma regions. Sibeck et al. (2008) suggest
that foreshock cavities are encounters with boundaries of the global foreshock;
this event appears to fit this model.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show an hour of magnetic field, suprathermal ion
flux and thermal ion moment data taken by the four Cluster spacecraft
around the event at 09:33. Early in the interval, the magnetic field points
duskward, southward and anti-sunward, connecting to the bow shock with
a geometry of θBn = 66
◦. Here, there is little appreciable suprathermal flux
and there are only moderate fluctuations in magnetic field and thermal ion
density. Around 09:10 each of the Cluster spacecraft observe magnetic field
rotations leaving the field pointing more northward and duskward than pre-
viously. At SC3 (and to a lesser extent SC4), the change in direction is sharp
and the transition is marked by depressed magnetic field magnitude and ion
densities. However, this boundary is not associated with anomalously high
fluxes of suprathermal ions and is therefore not a foreshock cavity.
For twenty minutes following the field rotation that occurred at 09:10,
all Cluster spacecraft observe highly fluctuating magnetic fields. These fields
typically intersect the shock at quasi-parallel geometries; for example the av-
erage field direction measured by SC1 between 09:26 and 09:31 has θBn = 38
◦.
Those spacecraft with working CIS(HIA) sensors observe perturbations to the
bulk flow speed and changes in density correlated with those in the magnetic
field. Suprathermal ion fluxes increase throughout the interval, reaching a
maximum around 09:33 when there is 35◦ rotation of the field towards dusk.
Following this rotation, measured magnetic field and ion moments fluctua-
tions are much reduced, and the flux of suprathermal ions is negligible. The
typical shock geometry during 09:33-09:46 is θBn ∼70◦.
The boundary, crossed at 09:33:25 by SC1, between the disturbed and
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Figure 4.13: Magnetic field thermal ion and suprathermal ion data taken
between 2006-02-04 09:00 to 10:00. The format is the same as Figure 4.1.
Cluster SC1 and SC2 observe clear depletions in magnetic field magnitude
filled with suprathermal ions at 09:33. This foreshock cavity is highlighted in
yellow. SC1 concurrently observes reduces ion density. Signatures at SC3 and
SC4 are more complicated and are discussed in the text. Conditions before
the event clearly have larger amplitude fluctuations than those afterwards.
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Figure 4.14: Magnetic field magnitude and angles between 2006-02-04 09:00
to 10:00. The format is the same as Figure 4.2
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quiescent regions is marked (at SC1) by a clear (∼80%) drop out in field
magnitude and a ∼65% drop in thermal ion density; the depleted region
is filled with suprathermal ions. SC2 observes the bounding field rotation
thirty seconds later than SC1 and measures a maximum in RAPID flux co-
incident with a (50% depleted) magnetic cavity. These magnetic depletions
measured SC1 and SC2 are smoother and more pronounced than any of the
fluctuations observed in the previous twenty minutes and easily distinguish-
able as separate events. At SC3, the boundary is associated with correlated
decreases in magnetic field magnitudes and densities to ∼55% of their values
outside. There are two distinct depletion regions separated by an interior
recovery. There are similar twin magnetic drop outs measured at SC4; how-
ever the measured peak flux of suprathermal ions occurs before either of the
two cavity-like structures. The magnetic fields at the centres of the depletion
regions intersect the shock with a typical geometry of θBn ∼32◦.
The fourth and eleventh panels of Figure 4.13 show that there is some
change in the bulk flow speed associated with the cavity. The variation is
only at a level of 15%, which is below the threshold used by Billingham
et al. (2008) to differentiate foreshock cavities from Hot Flow Anomalies.
HFAs typically show decreased interior bulk flow speeds compared to the
surrounding solar wind (Schwartz et al., 2000b), this event is associated with
increased speeds. There are high fluxes of suprathermal ions associated with
this event. The energy overlap between the thermal and suprathermal ion
instruments means that some change in the thermal ion moments is expected
to be caused by the higher energy population.
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4.2.2 Event Details: Orientation and Motion
Ten minutes of magnetic field a ion observations around the foreshock cavity
are presented in Figure 4.15. The magnetic field observations at each indi-
vidual spacecraft are highly structured on timescales of tens of seconds. The
spacecraft are separated by ∼ 104 km, this corresponds to about one gyrora-
dius for a 27 keV (RAPID energy range) proton in the cavity interior field.
The magnetic field magnitude traces differ greatly between spacecraft. In
general, the signatures of foreshock cavities seen by spacecraft separated by
10,000 km (Cluster 2006 dayside season) differ considerably. For this event,
SC3 and SC4 observe several magnetic field dropouts of similar magnitude,
whilst the signatures at SC1 and SC2 both have a single dominant cavity
structure.
The relative timing of well-defined magnetic field features at the four
Cluster spacecraft can be used to determine the orientation of the underly-
ing magnetic structure (e.g. Schwartz, 1998, and references therein). Under
the assumptions that the magnetic structure is planar over spatial scales
corresponding to the inter-spacecraft separation and that the structure does
not evolve as it passes the spacecraft, both the normal of the feature and
its speed along that normal may be computed. Given the difference in the
magnetic traces at the four spacecraft, these assumptions are probably not
well met for this foreshock cavity. In addition, the selection of a well defined
feature for the timing analysis is problematic; the use of different features
yields normal different vectors seperated in angle by ∼ 20◦ from those Table
4.1 and leads to a ∼ 30% relative decrease in normal speed.
Since there is magnetic shear from before to after the foreshock cavity,
under the assumption that the underlying structure is a Tangential Discon-
tinuity, its normal can be found by the taking the cross-product of the pre-
and post-event fields.
Table 4.1 presents the results obtained from four spacecraft timing and
Tangential Discontinuity analyses. In interpreting the results, we remind
the reader of the concerns raised above as to the applicability of the timing
method to this event. The timing analysis was applied to three features
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Figure 4.15: Magnetic field magnitude at 5Hz resolution in the 10 minutes
around the foreshock cavity from all four Cluster spacecraft. The bottom
panel plots the CIS(HIA) omnidirectional ion spectrogram from the high-
G analyser SC1. Black vertical lines indicate the times used for the four
spacecraft timing analysis.
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Method Normal nˆ (GSE) vn (km s
−1)
4s/c LE (-0.574, -0.307, 0.759) 188
4s/c TE (-0.090, 0.048, 0.995) 166
4s/c |B|min (-0.629, -0.338, 0.700) 103
TD (-0.383, -0.308, 0.871) -
Table 4.1: Orientation and motion of features of the 2006-02-04 09:33 fore-
shock cavity from four spacecraft timing analysis, along with the Tangential
Discontinuity normal calculated from the cross product of the pre- and post-
event magnetic fields.
Region vbulk flow (GSE)(km s
−1)
Before (-335, 61, 7)
Interior (-361, 66, 7)
After (-348, 45, 3)
Table 4.2: Solar Wind bulk flow velocity in the GSE coordinate system for
intervals just before, inside, and just after the foreshock cavity at 2006-02-04
09:33.
indicated by vertical lines in Figure 4.15; these are the leading (in time)
edge of the cavity, the magnetic field minimum and the trailing edge of the
structure. The 180◦ degeneracy in the direction of the calculated normals is
resolved by forcing the component along the Earth-Sun line to point towards
the Earth.
The normals to both edges of the cavity and its centre are predominantly
directed out of the ecliptic plane, as is the Tangential Discontinuity normal.
The leading edge of the event and the magnetic minimum have normal di-
rections separated by only ∼ 5◦, and the TD lies within ∼ 15◦ of them both.
The trailing edge normal is much more directed along the normal to the
ecliptic plane and makes an angle of ∼ 45◦ to the leading edge normal. Both
cavity edges, and the interior appear to move anti-sunward more slowly than
the solar wind which is presented in Table 4.2. At SC1, the time between the
leading and trailing edges is 95 seconds, this can be combined with the speed
of each edge along its normal to estimate that the cavity is ∼ 11, 000 km in
extent. This is about one gyroradius for an ion gyrating with v⊥B at lower
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end of the RAPID energy range, in the cavity’s internal magnetic field. This
size is about three times smaller than the cavity width infered if it was simply
convecting in the solar wind.
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4.2.3 Particle Signatures
Figure 4.16 presents measurements of the thermal ion population taken by
the CIS(HIA) instrument on board SC1; the format is the same as for Figure
4.8. The solar wind beam can be seen throughout the interval. The top panel
shows the beam is quite constant. The solar wind also appears as a green
line between 0.5 − 1.0 keV in the second panel and a persistent signature
in the other spectral panels. Solar wind ions flow slightly southward (∼
−10◦ in third panel) and duskward (fourth panel) along the magnetic field,
having near zero pitch angles (fifth panel). These ion signatures agree with
shock geometries expected from tracing magnetic field lines towards their
intersection with the bow shock (seventh panel). Between 09:10-09:20 and
09:21-09:34, the spacecraft observes ions with energies of a few to ∼20 keV
over a wide range of latitude, azimuth and pitch angles.
During the parts of the interval (09:20 and 09:33-09:42) where field trac-
ing suggests a quasi-perpendicular shock geometry, the only significant ion
source is the solar wind beam. The foreshock cavity at 09:33 stands out
in the ion spectra only because the peak of the ion flux moves to the high-
est energies measurable by CIS(HIA). It is interesting that a brief period of
quasi-parallel shock connection (θBn ∼31◦) at 09:46 apparently allows ions
from the bow shock to reach the spacecraft, but no change in field magnitude
occurs. This suggests that foreshock cavity formation requires more than just
a brief connection to the bow shock and the transient appearance of a new
ion population.
Electron spectra from the PEACE instrument of SC1 are shown in Figure
4.17; the format is the same as Figure 4.12. The solar wind, in this figure,
takes the form of high particle fluxes at low pitch angles and moderate (10s
of eV) energies. Electrons observed at high pitch angles throughout the
interval indicate that the spacecraft is inside the electron foreshock. The
cavity interior around 09:33 is notably electron poor; the second panel of
Figure 4.13 shows that ion density is likewise lower inside the cavity. This is
in contrast with the 05:37 cavity which showed only small changes in electron
spectra (see Figure 4.12). There are increased fluxes at a few hundred eV
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immediately before and after the interior depletion. However, similarly high
fluxes can be seen around 09:37, minutes after the event.
This second foreshock cavity has clearly formed on the boundary between
two different plasma populations. Before the event, Cluster observes large
fluxes of ions incident from the quasi-parallel bow shock. The event bounds
a moderate field rotation. The post-cavity shock geometry is θBn ∼70◦.
At such angles, it is typical to observe little ion flux incident from the shock
(Meziane et al., 2005b). This set of observations appear broadly similar those
expected from the suggested formation mechanism of Sibeck et al. (2008).
It appears, however, that those authors imagine cavities to be observed
on the boundary between the field-aligned ion beam region and the solar
wind. The signatures of this foreshock cavity presented in Figure 4.16 show
that the ions observed on the foreshock side of the boundary arrive from a
wide range of directions at a wide range of pitch angles. These features are
more consistent with a traversal from the diffuse-ion foreshock to the solar
wind than an encounter with the Field Aligned Beam region.
Elevated fluxes of high energy RAPID ions are found before this fore-
shock cavity. Other studies (Schwartz et al., 2006; Sibeck et al., 2001) have
shown energised ions outside the magnetic cavity region. Schwartz et al.
(2006) show that the contribution to the total cavity-centre pressure from
the energetic (≥27 keV) RAPID ions is small. It is possible that there is
simply not enough pressure in the energetic ions observed before 09:33 to
excavate a foreshock cavity. Alternatively, perhaps the pressure differential
between adjacent plasma populations is not great enough, except at 09:33,
to promote cavity growth.
The question remains as to why the peak of the ion energy flux, which
appears to excavate the cavity, occurs on or near this boundary. Possibly
this may be connected to the Field Aligned Beam region that moves over the
spacecraft rapidly as the magnetic field rotates.
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Figure 4.16: Data from CIS(HIA) sensor taken between 2006-02-04 09:00 to
10:00 on SC1. See Figure 4.8 for an explanation of the format.
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Chapter 5
Kronian Hot Flow Anomaly
Analogues
5.1 Co-Author Responsibilities
This chapter is concerned with the first report of events resembling terres-
trial Hot Flow Anomalies observed upstream of Saturn’s bow shock. This
discovery was reported as Masters et al. (2008b). I identified the first event
presented as a candidate HFA and carried out initial analyses to corroborate
this tentative identification. I then devised a set of more detailed followup
investigations, which were pursued by my co-authors. Subsequent analysis
was led by Masters with support from myself and others. The text of this
chapter is based heavily on that in the published article.
5.2 Introduction
The properties of the bow shock and solar wind at Saturn are significantly
different to those at Earth. The fast magnetosonic Mach number of Saturn’s
bow shock is typically 13 (Achilleos et al., 2006), which is high compared
to that of the Earth’s bow shock which is typically 7 (Peredo et al., 1995).
From Earth to Saturn orbit the magnitude of the IMF and solar wind density
drop by approximately two orders of magnitude (Jackman et al., 2005) and
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the Parker spiral angle increases from ∼45◦ to ∼85◦. Despite these differ-
ences it is possible in principle that the interaction between interplanetary
current sheets and Saturn’s bow shock could also generate HFAs. Impor-
tantly, Øieroset et al. (2001) demonstrated that HFAs are not an exclusively
terrestrial phenomenon by identifying them at the Martian bow shock.
The determination of whether or not HFAs occur at Saturn’s bow shock
could be important for our understanding of Saturn’s magnetospheric dy-
namics. The Cassini spacecraft has made observations upstream of the shock,
allowing us to carry out a thorough investigation. In this chapter we out-
line how we searched for the kronian analogue of HFAs and we discuss the
observations of the two events that were identified.
5.3 Observations
To identify the kronian equivalent of HFAs we inspected one second resolution
magnetic field data taken by the fluxgate magnetometer of the Cassini Cassini
Dual-Technique Magnetometer (MAG) (Dougherty et al., 2004). We in-
spected the data taken upstream of the bow shock during the first two Saturn
orbits and identified relatively rapid changes in the direction of the magnetic
field vector that are indicative of spacecraft encounters with IMF discontinu-
ities. We then chose the events where the encounter with the discontinuity
was associated with a disturbance to the nominal magnitude of the IMF.
This left us with the two events that we present in this chapter. We anal-
ysed the magnetic field and corresponding plasma data, taken by the Cassini
Electron Spectrometer (ELS) and Cassini Ion Beam Spectrometer (IBS) of
the CAPS (Young et al., 2004) to determine the particle dynamics during
each event.
5.3.1 Event 1: 2004-06-27
The first event occurred on 27 June 2004 during the inbound pass of the
first orbit at around 14:36 Spacecraft Event Time (SCET). The event took
place at a range of 47.0 Saturn radii (RS) (1 RS = 60268 km), and was in
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Figure 5.1: MAG and ELS data for a 12 minute interval surrounding the
first event.
the post-dawn sector at a Saturn Local Time (SLT) of 07:50. Since the bow
shock moves much faster than the spacecraft as it responds to changes in the
solar wind dynamic pressure (Achilleos et al., 2006), multiple crossings of the
shock can be observed in a pass. During this particular pass Cassini crossed
the shock seven times and the event occurred when the spacecraft was in the
solar wind between the second and third crossings, suggesting that the event
took place in close proximity to the shock.
Figure 5.1 shows the magnetic field and plasma data for a 12 minute in-
terval surrounding the event. The top three panels show the magnitude and
direction of the magnetic field in spherical polar coordinates. The fourth and
fifth panels are the electron number density and temperature respectively
(deduced from CAPS ELS) and the sixth (bottom) panel is a time-energy
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spectrogram of electron counts from ELS anode 5. The dashed lines separate
the intervals labelled a, b and c in the top panel. In the typical field magni-
tude signature of terrestrial HFAs an enhancement-depression-enhancement
pattern is observed. The field enhancements and depression correspond to
compression regions and a cavity of heated solar wind plasma respectively.
This profile is present in the field magnitude signature of this first event
and so the intervals in Figure 5.1 have been identified to examine if they
correspond to the same plasma features as for terrestrial HFAs.
The field angles change during the event, resulting in a magnetic field
vector rotation of ∼61◦, which suggests that an IMF discontinuity under-
lies the event. The electron number density and temperature are relatively
constant apart from during interval b where there is an increase in electron
temperature from ∼(2.5×104) K to ∼(4.0×104) K and an increase in electron
number density from ∼0.05 cm−3 to ∼0.15 cm−3. In contrast to terrestrial
HFAs, regions a and c (the regions of field magnitude enhancement) do not
correspond to density increases. This distinctive electron population in re-
gion b is clear in the time-energy spectrogram. Spacecraft photoelectrons
and ambient electrons are observed below an energy of ∼10 eV throughout
the interval. However in region b there is an increase in the count rate above
10eV and the peak of the photoelectron distribution shifts from ∼5 eV to
∼2 eV. The increased count rate above 10 eV is due to the increased tem-
perature of the ambient electron population. The shift in the peak of the
photoelectron distribution is caused by an increase in the return current to
the spacecraft as it becomes immersed in a hotter, denser ambient electron
population (Ishisaka et al., 2001). During the event the solar wind ion flow
did not lie in the field of view of the IBS instrument and so ion moments are
not available.
The development of this heated population disturbs the IMF leading to
the breakdown of the original IMF discontinuity. The initial discontinuity is
implied by the change in the orientation of the field over the event, but a
determination of the nature of the underlying discontinuity is not possible.
For terrestrial HFAs there is observational and simulational evidence that the
underlying discontinuity is a TD (Sibeck et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 1991).
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Thus studies at Earth have assumed this and have calculated the normal to
the TD plane as the vector product of the magnetic field either side of the
disturbance (Schwartz et al., 2000b).
In this study we make the same assumption and use the average field
in two three minute intervals before and after the event. The resulting TD
plane normal makes an angle of 35.7◦ to the Saturn-Sun line. MVA (Son-
nerup and Scheible, 1998) applied to the boundaries of the event to calculate
their orientation was considered, however the results were inconclusive due
to eigenvalue ratios below 10. To investigate the physics of the interaction
region between the underlying discontinuity and the shock we carried out
further analysis of the magnetic field data. Once again we used the same ap-
proach that has been used to study terrestrial HFAs. Figure 1.17 in Chapter
1 shows the intersection between the TD and the bow shock, the direction of
the solar wind flow, and the magnetic field and solar wind motional electric
field (E = −vSW ×B) either side of the intersection.
For a terrestrial HFA to form, the solar wind motional electric field on
at least one side has to have a component directed towards the underlying
discontinuity (Thomsen et al., 1993). Under these circumstances a popula-
tion of shock-reflected, gyrating ions will be guided into the upstream region
along the discontinuity and lead to the formation of an HFA (Burgess and
Schwartz, 1988; Thomsen et al., 1988). A gyrating ion population is associ-
ated with a quasi-perpendicular shock; this is where the angle between the
shock normal and the upstream magnetic field (θBn) is > 45
◦ (Gosling and
Robson, 1985).
To examine whether this requirement is satisfied for this event we calcu-
late the solar wind motional electric field (E = −vSW ×B) either side of the
event and scale a model for Saturn’s bow shock to the approximate event
position. Due to pointing constraints it was not possible to obtain reliable
measurements of the solar wind speed and so we assumed vSW = (500±100)
km s−1 in the anti-sunward direction, since this is typical of the solar wind
at Saturn (Crary et al., 2005). The model bow shock used was the hyper-
bolic surface constructed by Slavin et al. (1985b). We find that the angle
between the motional electric field and the TD normal on the pre-event side
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is ∼76◦ and on the post-event side it is ∼25◦. The motional electric field has
a component directed towards the underlying discontinuity on both sides.
Using the Slavin model local shock normal, we calculate θBn ∼56◦ on the
pre-event side and θBn ∼40◦ on the post-event side. Although one shock
angle is quasi-parallel and the other not significantly higher than 45◦ there
will still be a population of gyrating ions in front of the shock, particularly
on the side where θBn ∼56◦ (Gosling and Robson, 1985).
These results suggest that at the intersection between the underlying
discontinuity and the shock a population of shock-reflected gyrating ions is
present on at least one side of the intersection, and on both sides the motional
electric field focuses these ions onto the discontinuity. A further condition for
the formation of HFAs at the Earth’s bow shock concerns the speed at which
the discontinuity tracks across the shock surface. Schwartz et al. (2000b)
derived an expression for the ratio between that speed and the speed of an
ion gyrating in front of the shock. This provides a measure of whether the
gyrating ions have time to reach the discontinuity. A value less than one,
as found at terrestrial HFAs, implies that the discontinuity tracks across
the surface sufficiently slowly for an HFA to be generated. For this event
we calculate the ratio to be ∼0.68. We conclude that the characteristics
of the IMF discontinuity and its interaction with the bow shock satisfy the
conditions for the formation of terrestrial HFAs (Schwartz et al., 2000b).
To complete our analysis we considered the dynamics of this region of
heated plasma and estimated the size of the event. Assuming an ion number
density and temperature equal to that of the electrons we calculated the
sum of the magnetic and plasma pressures to be ∼(1.7×10−4) nPa inside
region b of Figure 5.1, and ∼(7.0×10−5) nPa in regions a and c. The sum of
the pressures inside region b is ∼2.4 times greater than in regions a and c,
implying that the central region was expanding due to the pressure gradient
force at the time of the encounter. For terrestrial HFAs the ions are typically
an order of magnitude hotter than the electrons in the central region. If the
same process that generates terrestrial HFAs is responsible for this event we
would expect the sum of the pressures to be greater than the value calculated
in interval b. We determine the plasma β (ratio of plasma to magnetic
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Figure 5.2: MAG, IBS and ELS data for a 22 minute interval surrounding
the second event.
pressure) to be ∼128.1 in region b and ∼1.0 in regions a and c; this is in
agreement with observations of terrestrial HFAs (Thomsen et al., 1988). As
the event is convected over the spacecraft by the solar wind, assuming a
solar wind speed of 500 km s−1, the approximate spatial extent of the event
(beginning of region a to end of region c) along the solar wind flow direction
is ∼2.1RS. This corresponds to ∼ 5 gyroradii of a proton gyrating with a
gyro-energy comparable to the incident solar wind bulk flow speed (with the
solar wind speed assumed above).
5.3.2 Event 2: 2004-11-07
We now present a second event that occurred on 7 November 2004 after the
last shock crossing of the outbound pass of the second orbit at around 22:00
SCET. The event took place at a range of 60.6 RS and was in the pre-dawn
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sector at an SLT of 05:48. Since the event occurs at a range and SLT where
we typically observe the shock it is possible that the event occurred in close
proximity to the shock.
Figure 5.2 shows the magnetic field and plasma data for a 22 minute
interval surrounding the event. The top three panels are the magnitude
and direction of the magnetic field in spherical polar coordinates, the fourth
panel is the IBS ion speed and the fifth (bottom) panel is a time-energy
spectrogram of electron counts from ELS anode 5. In the fourth panel an
error bar is plotted on one point that is typical of all the points (±20 km s−1).
The dashed lines separate the intervals labelled a, b and c that were identified
using the same criteria as for the first event. During this interval the ELS
sensor was actuating and this led to the observed periodic modulation of
the time-energy spectrogram. The actuation prohibits a straight-forward
calculation of the moments of the ambient electron distribution, however the
solar wind ion flow was in the field of view of the IBS sensor at the time
and so ion data is available. Although low IBS count rates are observed,
whenever there are a sufficient number of counts the ion speed is calculated
by assuming a Gaussian distribution. The error is given by the difference
between the velocity corresponding to the peak of the Gaussian fit and the
velocity corresponding to the energy channel with the highest count rate.
This second event has similar observational characteristics to the first.
The field angles change during the event; the magnetic field rotates by
∼ 88.5◦. This suggests the presence of an underlying IMF discontinuity.
There is a cluster of measurements of ion speed associated with region c that
are below the average for the interval. We suggest this is due to the motion
of the plasma along the discontinuity with a component against the solar
wind flow, resulting in a decrease in ion speed that is characteristic of terres-
trial HFAs (Thomsen et al., 1988). However we note that firm conclusions
regarding the flow deflection cannot be drawn due to the scarcity of points,
magnitude of the errors and lack of measurements in region b where the speed
reduction is expected to be clearest.
Spacecraft photoelectrons and ambient electrons are observed below ∼11
eV in the spectrogram. Despite the actuation it is clear that in region b the
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peak of the photoelectron distribution shifts to a lower energy and there is
an increase in the count rate above 11 eV. These features are similar to the
features of the spectrogram for the first event and we suggest that they are
caused by the presence of an ambient plasma in region b with similar prop-
erties. The shift in the photoelectron distribution peak indicates a decrease
in the spacecraft potential, implying that the temperature and density of the
ambient electrons in region b is greater than in the surrounding solar wind
plasma (Ishisaka et al., 2001). Another increase in the count rate above 11 eV
coincides with region c. We suggest that on this side the expansion of region
b drives a weak shock and these higher energy electrons may be associated
with shock heating (Schwartz et al., 1988b).
We assumed that the underlying discontinuity is a TD and calculated the
TD normal by taking the vector product of the average magnetic field in
three minute intervals either side of the disturbance. As for the first event,
the MVA results were inconclusive. The analysis that was applied to the first
event was also carried out on this second event and the results imply that
the solar wind motional electric field only has a component directed towards
the underlying discontinuity on the post-event side (angle between motional
electric field and TD normal: ∼64◦). On this same side θBn ∼67◦ which
suggests a quasi-perpendicular shock geometry. The ratio of intersection
tracking speed to that of a gyrating ion is ∼0.75, suggesting a sufficiently slow
tracking speed. Therefore this event also satisfies terrestrial HFA formation
conditions. Finally, by assuming an anti-sunward solar wind flow at 500
km s−1 we estimate the spatial extent of the event (beginning of region a to
end of region c) along the solar wind flow direction to be ∼6.4RS or ∼ 15
gyroradii for a solar wind proton that has had its bulk flow energy converted
to gyro-energy.
5.4 Conclusions
Observations of two events that occurred upstream of Saturn’s bow shock
have been presented. We have demonstrated that each results from the in-
teraction between an interplanetary current sheet and the shock. The con-
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ditions for the formation of HFAs at the terrestrial bow shock are satisfied
for both events and we suggest that the central region of the first event
is expanding. The plasma data corresponding to the first event reveals an
increase in electron temperature that is less dramatic than that measured
at terrestrial HFAs. A difference between these events and their terrestrial
counterparts is that an increase in density takes place in the central region,
whereas at terrestrial HFAs a decrease occurs. We propose that these events
are examples of the kronian equivalent of HFAs.
Future work will involve the identification of further events associated
with extensive ion data. An understanding of the behaviour of the ions is
necessary to provide further evidence that these events form by the same
process that results in HFAs at Earth. As these events become better under-
stood a discussion of the role they play in magnetospheric dynamics will be
made possible.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Conclusions
The results of a survey of foreshock cavities upstream the Earth’s bow shock
were presented in Chapter 3. This survey extends the previous survey’s
(Sibeck et al., 2001) result by considering moments of particle distributions
within the events statistics, and gives statistical confirmation to inferences
based on single event studies that have advanced the field since the previous
survey.
The events were seen throughout those parts of the Cluster orbit up-
stream of the bow shock, more commonly in high-speed solar wind streams.
Cluster encountered a foreshock cavity, on average, once per orbit. Central
densities and magnetic field strengths were observed to be around one half of
their values in the surrounding ambient solar wind. These depleted regions
typically last for a few minutes in the Cluster time series. Such durations cor-
respond to a width along the solar wind flow of ∼ 5 gyroradii of the energetic
ions observed by RAPID.
The inference from previous foreshock cavity case studies that cavities
do not form in association with interplanetary discontinuities was confirmed.
The most significant novel work was the localisation of foreshock cavities
in a coordinate system informed by the physics of the solar wind motional
electric field. By using the Solar Foreshock Coordinate system, we found
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that when the cone angle between the solar wind flow and the IMF is low
(high), foreshock cavities are observed outside (inside) the expected upstream
boundary of the intermediate ion foreshock.
Two foreshock cavity case studies were presented in Chapter 4. One event
was observed at one Cluster spacecraft whilst another spacecraft encountered
the bow shock. This allowed an accurate diagnosis of the shock geometry
during the cavity encounter. This cavity was embedded within a region of
field-aligned ion beams and associated with an energetic, gyrating, ion pop-
ulation. This event matches the classic model of foreshock cavity formation
due to a localised anomaly in the magnetic connection to the bow shock.
The second case study was observed on the boundary between a deep ion
foreshock interval and region lacking backstreaming ions. This event had
some similarities to a recent suggestion that foreshock cavities are simply
transient encounters with structures in the global foreshock.
Chapter 5 presented the first observations of two events that occurred up-
stream of Saturn’s bow shock, in association with shock-grazing interplane-
tary current sheets. The conditions for the formation of Hot Flow Anomalies
at the terrestrial bow shock were satisfied for both events which are thus
identified as the kronian analogue of HFAs.
6.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis may be extended in a number of ways.
The source of the high energy gyrating ions in the 2006-02-04 05:37 event
presented in Chapter 4 remains to be definitively identified. These ions
resemble, in some ways, the population of reflected ions found at the foot of
quasi-perpendicular shocks. If shock-foot ions are found to be excavating the
foreshock cavity, this event may have consequences for the time variability
of the shock and for the processes allowing ions to escape upstream.
In Chapter 4 we showed both an isolated foreshock cavity and a cavity
occurring on a boundary within the global foreshock. The relative occur-
rence of each of these two types of foreshock cavity should be investigated
statistically.
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The analysis of any periodicities in the Cluster foreshock cavity observa-
tion statistics may prove fruitful. As cavities are observed preferentially in
fast solar wind, a periodicity related to the Sun’s rotation might be expected.
No convincing explanation yet exists for the change in the observed loca-
tion of foreshock cavities with IMF cone angle presented in Chapter 3. One
way to address this issue would be through the use of simulations.
Sibeck et al. (2008) propose a new mechanism for foreshock cavity for-
mation, but have not actually shown foreshock cavity-like features in their
simulation. In principle, a moving ‘probe’ can be used to sample along a
track in their simulation domain. The Sibeck et al. (2008) model would be
on stronger ground if their simulation could be shown to reproduce the fea-
tures of foreshock cavities; perhaps by driving a probe in alternate directions
along a cut through the simulation.
Not every transient connection to the quasi-parallel bow shock results
in a foreshock cavity; there are several such periods in Figure 4.7. Figure
4.16 shows a brief encounter with an ion population that has not excavated
a cavity. The physical trigger of foreshock cavity formation is still not to-
tally clear. This underlying physics is related to the question of how the
suprathermal ions forming the cavity are accelerated. The dependence of
cavity observation on solar wind speed suggests that the underlying mech-
anism may be related to Fermi acceleration. However, the consequences of
the small spatial scale of foreshock cavities and the finite connection time to
the shock are not totally understood.
If the solar wind is composed of ‘braided’ tubes of magnetic flux, as
suggested by Borovsky (2008) amongst others, foreshock cavities may be one
manifestation of this magnetic braiding. Additional consequences of these
solar wind structures, both in the context of planetary bow shocks and of
downstream magnetospheric structures have not yet been investigated.
The events discovered upstream of Saturn’s bow shock, and reported in
Chapter 5, resemble terrestrial Hot Flow Anomalies. However, spacecraft
pointing constraints meant that accurate measurements of the ion temper-
ature and plasma bulk flow were not available. Events with good enough
coverage of the particle distributions to allow measurements of temperature
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and velocity may exist in the Cassini data set. As well as confirming that the
kronian events are HFAs, well resolved particle distributions should aid the
comparative study of HFAs at different planets. Comparisons of the terres-
trial and kronian events should help illuminate the range of conditions under
which HFAs may form and may help in the identification of the mechanism
by which the interior ion distributions become thermalized.
Finally, the work presented in this thesis should be seen in the wider
context of collisionless shock studies. Shocks vary both spatially and tempo-
rally. Both intrinsic (e.g. SLAMS, reformation and rippling) and extrinsic
(Hot Flow Anomalies and foreshock cavities) variability may have profound
effects on the ways in which shocks accelerate particles and partition the
energy of the incident solar wind.
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